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INSURANCE.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Marine Insurance I

Copartnership.

BUSINESS CARDS.

MACHINEWORKS
Makers and Blacksmiths.
UFAOT(JKER8 OF

MARINE. STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Ilcolt’s Turbine Water Wlicci,
Elevators. Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.
AGENTS

FOR

BEE’S

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOU SALE—One New Portafcle Engine, 40

power, built to order.
apt 1

Mutual Insurance Company
OF NEW YORK,

horse

Marine Risks
ON

—

Only

—

_t__

HOOPER,

J. H.

UPHO LSTERER

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
by the year or p issage.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
MANUFACTURER

ccpTQ

A

OF

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
HcDooongh Patent Bed Lounges, EnParlor

ameled

ah Kinds oi

sar

Arc.

Chairs,

repairing

ucaujr

oxed and matted.

uwuo,

*■

uiuhuib

$16,003,584.74

oct5-’69T T&Stt

at

Counsellors

Law,

STREET,

84 MIDDLE

40 per cent
obtain perfect sePolicy holders in this Company tn
-4.,
V>
ri/...l
......

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE).

LOSSES

oc2dtf

CHARLES II. KIMBALL,

ARCHITECT,
ISO

1-2

STREET,

HUDDLE

...

».

pany.

(Boyd Block,)

WriUNGER,

JOHN

Office 166 Fore Street,

S. C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,
(in Canal Bank Huiliiiig,)

MAINE.

PORTLAND.

PORTLAND.
dtmeodllm&w6w

feb4

deanFbros
OF

—

FEDERAL STREET,

WATER

BABCOCK.

JOBBER,

are

prepared to show

—

P.

AND

The most beautiful plas seen in New York for years.
Tbc Young and Accomplished Actress,

MISS

LILLIE

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

READY MADE

OPPOSITE

THE

PAINTER,

with

strong and effective cast.
If oud Byron.

a

SECOND PARISH

Fisk & Co.’s

The Second Pariah Cndien will hold
Fair at their Vestry, on

My rooms are pronounced be every one that has
examined them, the best in the State of Maine, and

to any in the United States.
The best
and, in fact, rooms that cannot
beaten.
will
be
such as will be suit the times.
My prices
Great inducement offered to clubs.

light,

No better assortment can be
found in Boston than we show. It
is our desire to supply the demand
II/1V

1U

IIUIO

VllJ

1VI

111

M. M.M.»k»JL

CLASS STORE, where all ages and
sizes of childrens’ garments can
We have supplied
be obtained.

The usual variety of Useful and Fancy Articles
Refreshments, Ice Cream, &c., &c., will be for sale.
On Friday evening, there will be a Grand Spelling
Match. The Prize to the best speller, a fine pair of
Silver Cups. There will also be a class of Children.
The Prize to be a Gold dollar.
Mr. W. W. Thomas will give the words, and
Mesras. Hale and Burbauk will act as Referees.
Spelling to commence at J of 8.
On Saturday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, and Saturday
evening, at 8 o’clock, there will be the Interesting
Entertainment of Crowning the May Queen, by

Twenty-eight Young Misses.
Admission, Friday afternoon, Free.
Admission to Spelling Match, 10 cents.
Admission to Crowning the May Queen,
Saturday afternoon will be a nice time

McRENYEY, Childrens’
Department

480 1-2 Congress Street.
P. S.—I shall open my
day, April 5th, wneu all

to the public on Moninvited to call and ex-

rooms
are

with

immense assortment of

an

little

ones.

CITY

•

We

jylT«_

H. L. GREGG &

CO.,

in

uuu

that

are

mined for Winter use.
our

Petroleum, Grain and other Charters,
Negotiated. Freight Engagements made
for all parts of the world.
marine Insurance effected in reliable
Offices.

feb8__dly
WILLIAM SCHUMACHEE,

NEVER FAILS TO SLIT.

Office at Schumacher Brothers,

BROS.

DEAXE

eod2m

good mm
FOR

COAL CONSUMERS.

BLOCK.

the public that I have taken
the business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall ento all jobs entrusted to me.
eavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years,

respectfully inform

Sromptly

__

frM. NCHVMACHEB.

CARD.
A.
X take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
n Portland, and have no donbt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and satisfactorily.
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no21tf

The subscriber would call the attention of the

public

to

Cram’s Improved Grate Barr,
to

now

be

seen

Play Suits,

FOE

Afternoon of English Ballad by the following

MISS ANNIE EOITISE CARY, Contralto,
Mrs. Mabel Rnruhain, Soprano,
Mr. Will II. Stockbridgr, Tenor,
Mr. SI. C. Barnabee, Basso,
Mr. II. KoiZAchmar, Accompanist.

Tickets, including Reserved Seat, 50 cents. Children under fifteen years old, 25 cents. For sale at
Stockbridge’s M usic Store.
Doors open at li, Concert

$3,00, $3,50, and $5.00.

PEARCE,

PLUMBER,

and Is

POBXLAVD, ME.

out

Water Closets, Wash Bowls, Brass and Silver Plated Cocks, &c. Jobbing in town and country promptly attended to.

__ap6d!m*

Please call at the above named Office and
see for j ourselves.

500

•<

400
200
200

(e
“

25

•*

400
400
400

“
“
“
“

200

Proposals for tlie Erection of a Chapel
for the Maine Insane Hospital.
will receive Sealed Praposals

large assortment Vegetable
sale at the lowest cash price.

For

Kendall &

—AND—

SEED

May
day
unnoon, for furnishing the materials and erecting,
der their direction, on the Hospital grounds at
the
materials,
said
for
a
Hospital;
Augusta, Chapel
excavations, grading and work, to be in accordance
with plans and specifications made by F. H. Fassett,
Architect, which may he seen at the Treasurer’s
Office at the Hospitaf, on and after the first date
above specified.
ike Trustees reserve the right to reject any or all
A. G.

H. A. SHOREY,
E. W. WOODBURY,
JOHN W. CHASE,
Augusta, Me., A pril 10,1875.

}■

j

MADE

he

seen

D. M. C. DUNN,
H. F. Starhnck, the Architect
Tuesday, April 13th.
Portland, Ap il

will be iu attendance

12,1875.ap12dtd

New Photograph
nnc nr.'JJl.
4f U 1U.1UU1U

Ctf

__TT

MUrj UJjpi

U ■

Rooms,
Cl

see

Flouring

April

5th.

Old 1‘ictnrea copied and flni.hed in Ink,
Oil or Wnlrr ColorM in the best manner.

NO.
where

1

now lying at Centra
Westport, Ale., is now

celebrated Yacht Rival,
of

oftreed for sale in this Market. Said Yacht is 30 feet
long, 10 teet beam, Center board and Cat Rigged, is
well found in Sails and Rigging, and is first class in
every particular. This Yacht has alwavs had the
reputation of being one ol the fastest and satest in
the State. Will be Bold very cheap. For terms, apGEO. W. RICH & CO..
ply to
173 Fore street, Portland.
ap‘J8dlw

Cheapest

Book Store in the World

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
100,000 Book* without regard to cost.
Good Clocks, Watches and Jewelry
cheap

Repairing

and

Cleaning

they will be pleased

Publishers and

ag5tf

N.

M.

Booksellers.

—

FLOCK AND GRAIN OF ALL KINDS.
small cargo of Clement,
low'est market prices.

at

our

the

dl“

Commercial Street, Bootou.

9

MOULTON

SI1HST BOSOM.
Do not Crack

85 1 CBS

For sale by
F. A. MARRETT,
VIIKKHW &’ LblBIlTOL
J. B. COREY.
EAMI'MAN BROS.

IN
No. 3

Butter.

TAILOR,

BY

—

185 FOR* STREET.
dtf

GOOD
In

PRESSED
largo

or

small

GEORGE
fcbl2

J).

HAY

REMOVED

TO

—

^“Particular attention paid to cutting of Youths
Boys’ garments.ap28dlm

and

Grafting.

HV

BECK,
dtt

orders for Grafting left wi it KENDALL &
WHITNEY, or W. 0. SAWYER & CO., will
bo promptly attended to.
apr26dl w

ALL

CHANDLER’S! BAND.

LECTURES.

STREET

Snbjcct-Books
—

ON

and

telegraph informs

Now these blanks cannot cost more than
half a cent each, so that as often as an officer
sells a blank he secures nearly the whole
amount as a fee. If the business required
only now and then a blank, the amount thus
obtained would be but trivial; but thousands
of these blanks are required, as will be seen
when it is stated that the Grand Trunk Railway has paid the customs officers at Island
Pond, the past six months, the sum of $11,000 in fees, of which amount $7000 was for
these ten cent blanks. Now when the cars
are sealed in Canada by the United States
consul, and the same come direct to Portland
without detention or examination,'no blanks
are required at Island Pond, and the customs
officials at that point are minus $12,000 or
$14,000 of fees which they are now enabled
to filch from legitimate business. Hence the
zeal of the frontiersmen and the haste with
they flew to Washington with their attor-

EVENING, May 4th,

TUESDAY

Beering Block,

_<14t

OPERA!
ORIGINAL "OPERA ENTITLED

AX

A r

PRICES.

Written

A

T

>

C l A T? T71'TI

music selected from different
Operas and other Sources,
to

will be

brought out

in the

Having pnrcbased tbe above stock, I respectfully
invite friends and the public to call and examine tbe
goods and prices. The stock consists of a full line of

Vestry of the IJnivcrsalist Cliurcli,
Stevens Plains,

Hosiery, Gloves, Corsets, Skirts,
Parasols, Handkerchiefs, etc.

Tuesday and Wednesday evenings*
May 4th, and 5th.

Extra Inducements for

Admission 25 cents, Cars will leave for' the City at
Opera. Tickets can be obtained at
Stockbridge’s Music Store.ap29dtd

Thirty Days,

after which time tbe store will be replenished with
SEASONABLE
a

few ot

our

the close of the

BXHIBITIoTand

Reduced Prices:

Ladies’ Plaiu and Ribbed Cotton
for 25 cents.
One lot Ladies’ Plaiu and Ribbed Cotton
IIosc, 2 pair* for 25 cents.
One lot Ladies’ Merino Hose, 2 pair* for
25 cents.
One lot Mines’ Fancy, Plain and Ribbed
Cotlou Hose, IO cento per pair.
One lot Kid Gloved, one button, 45 cents
per pair.
One lot Kid

Gloves, Alexandre

ton, 75 cent* per

i«ancy nna Mixed
per Skein.
One lot Bordered Towels,

Warn,

THURSDAY EVENING, May 6th.
A.

«

((

limited number of tickets to be had of the

Another Spelling Match.
Contestants, Collegians from Bowdoin
and Girls of the High School,
25

CITY

|

FRIDAY

CLOSING OUT.

BED

LOUNGE

J. 15.

230 Federal Street—New Number.
dtf

apld

E. C. & C. II. O’BItlOIV.
Best quality Pressed Hay and S trnw',
Coru, Meal, Oats and Cracked Com.
307 COMMERCIAL *T., COII. PARK.
Utf
apr20

ON

toms officials to maintain their

system of pet-

ty piracy upon lawful commerce, it is said
that the railway companies whose extortions
are prevented by the refusal of the Grand
Trunk to enter into their arrangements to
increase the rates of freight, are represented
in Washington on the side of the officials.
Every obstacle placed in the way of traffic is
But the Grand Trunk
an advantage to them.
aud Portland will not be the only sufferers if
this system coutinues. Every consumer in
Mainewill eventually be compelled to pay more
for Western produce if Island Pond detenanu exactions

compel

me oriunu iiuun

to increase its rates of

transportation as a
It is not, therefore,
means of self-protection.
a question of the business of one city, but of
the pockets of the whole state.
There

can

be no doubt but that Gen. Bris-

about this matter.
The frontier collectors have caused him to
believe that the treasury will be defrauded
by the sealed car 'system; and, to be plain
about the matter, there is too good reason to
believe that there are subordinates in the department at Washington who are bound to

greatly misinformed

tow is

matter, prominent among
whom is that venerable fossil, Mr. Assistant
Treasurer Hartley, whom Mr. Van Buren or
Mr. Polk called to Washington long ago bethe

misrepresent

once edited a Democratic paper
His son is one of the attorneys
of the frontier interest.

he had

city.

There is

why women may not be
well as good clergymen, phy-

no reason

good lawyers as
sicians, teachers
professions

Troy

and editors.

In all these

have achieved

women

success.—

Times.

These kind words refer to ex-Congressman
B. F. Butler, and are from the Indianapolis
“He is charitable, chaste, and
Journal:
temperate. He does not boast of generous
acts, but often does them. He never gambles, rarely takes a glass of wine, and only
lie is
swears on considerable provocation.
not a saint, but, compared with some of his

defamers,

he is

Hyperion

to a

satyr.”

We may thank God that so close after the
war of the rebellion come the centennial anniversaries of the war of the revolution. The
rebellion was a horrible intrusion into our
history. We must forget it. The colored
people cannot but remember it so long as

they

remember that they are a race; but we
must forget the differences ot race. We must
remember only that we are ono people, with
one origin, with one history, with one future.
God forbid that we of the North should boast
over the errors or misfortunes of the South.
God help our brethren of the South to magnify the interests which they have in common with their brethren of the North.—In-

dependent.
Had the centennial era

opened fifteen

if. is nuifA IiItaIv fTiJif ttiA Aiuil

n<rn.

wnr

years
wmilil

not have taken

place, or would have been
postponed, 011 account of the exaltation of
the patriotic sentiment. Perhaps it was bet-

ter the war should come then and be got
with; but from the revival of the spirit
of nationality and patriotic enthusiasm in
the centennial season now upon us, we may
confidently expect a beneficent and powerful
influence in reuniting North and South in
devotion to a common couutry.—Springfield
over

Union.
It was a remarkable pretense of some of
the speakers—we refer particularly to Mr.
Adams—that it is possible for a third party to
be organized under the title of “independent,” that shall alternately favor one o[ the
other of the two great parties which always
contend for the supremacy. The assumption that a third party can long exist in such
a relation to the other
is contrary to all
It must inevitably yield
bad control or modify one of the two so
as to merge in it, or else dwindle into insignificance. In any event its mission and
Inde
career are bound to be temporary.
pendenceof partisan control on the part of
the individual voter is one thing but the permanent organization of a body of voters to
be bid for like goods at an auction sale is

political experience.
to

something very different.—N. Y. Post.
Recent Publications.

SIDE,

—

It is only the Southerner among Ameriwho can say real pretty things to women.
Mr. A. C. Harness of West Virginia has
written a book about the millennium, called
“The Herdsman’s Horn,,’ and it has this
nice dedication: “To woman—whose love
kindles in the bosom of man deathless aspirations for freedom and glory; whose
beauty charms his raptured eyes with visions
of his lost Eden; whose angry pride sends
him where the bagpipe whistles the McGregor, where the bugle blows the Marsellaise (sic) where the rude horn wakes the
Alpine hills with the cow-boy’s song, that
charms the eagle in his snow-roofed home,
strains
or grander than all, where martial
roll those mingled streams of freedom’s
glory in the flood tide of Hail Colum , the
last refuge of liberty, and yet to be her battle ground, her victory, and her home forever, to woman, the patient drudge of slaves,
the pride and glory of freemen, this little
work is heartily dedicated.
cans

Fob years there has been no event in politics which has so troubled the mind of the
Maine Democratic editor as the unanimity
with which the name of Gen. Connor is received by the Republicans of the state. He
That
makes no assault upon the man.
wouldn’t do. He only insinuates that Gen.
Connor is the “ring candidate”—that, by
some means, if Gen. Connor is elected Gov.
eruor of Maine he will proclaim Mr. Blaine
This
United States Senator or President.
editor does not explain the means by which
Gen. Connor will accomplish this, but we infer that he will cal! out the entire militia of
Now that the
the stale for the purpose.
Bridgton News, the Waterville Mail, Gardiner Journal and North Star have declared
warmiv for Gen. Connor, this bug-a-boo of
“ring candidate” has lost its power. What
next, gentlemen ?
And
Maine

now

some

delegation

one

at a

has heard that the

meeting unanimously

voted that Gen. Connor should be nominated
for Governor. As a story, it does very well,
it is without the slightest foundaThat is, one Congressman so informs
us; while another declared to us his preference for Gov. Dingley a few days before he
publicly declined the honor of a third nomination, since which time the Maine delegation has not been together. It had as well
be known now as any time that the Republicans of Maiuo who favored the nomination
of Gen. Connor only awaited the time when
Gov. Dingley had had the three nominations

EVENING, May 7th,

MADE

DAILY

AT

Lisk & Weston’s Flour Mill
—

from

—

BEST MISSOURI WHITE WHEAT,
A Bettor

Quality of

Shorts, Fine Feed and Middlings,
than

can

be found in this vicinity,
hand,

Constantly

on

Flour, Corn, Meal, Oats, fresh ground
Graham Flour and

GROUND

PLASTER,

all to be sold at wholesale and retail at prices warranted to give satisfaction.
GEO. II*
RAYMOND,

SACCARAPPA.

The petroleuse has turned up in Bolivia, and amused herself during the recent revolt in La Paz by throwing over buildings
burning sheets dipped in kerosene. She was
killed. Really the old alarm in regard to the
“
French principles ” stands a
spread of
chance of “revival.”

dtf

Fishing Vessel for Sale.
fllHE Schooner Cora Greenwood of Cape Porpoise.
B
About 33 ions New Measurement, 9 years old.
Well found, and newly fitted for sea. Will be sold
at a great bargain, to close up a concern. Address
at Kennebuukport, Me., SILVESTER BROWN,

Agent.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the
Vermont and Canada railroad held in Bellows Falls Thursday it was voted to sell the
road to the Central Vermont Company.
Lively opposition to the sale was shown by
many of the stockholders, and after the
meeting an injunction was served on the directors to prevent the execution of that part
of the papers ratified which relates to the
placing of the stock in trust.

ap28d2w

Considerable interest is created in England by the fact that some leases of land in
the island, running for nine hundred and
ninety-nine years, are about to expire. At
the time the leases were given Alfred was
and London was a city of less than

king

forty thousand

inhabitants.

ing with Max,” “How I Got My Overcoat,’
&c., will welcome them as gathered in the attractive shape of the Sauntering Series. In
addition to the papers reprinted from the Ati
lantis, are others, quite as entertaiuing, relating
to fox-hunting in England, and horseback
riding in Central Park.

Magazine Notices.
The Aldine for May, 1875 (No. 17 of the cur
rent series) comes to us in good time,and quite
as well freighted with the good things of art
and literature as have been the last previous
numbers-which is literally saying everything
for its excellence in both details, while the fact
is a quite sufficient explanation of the rapid Increase in circulation and influence lately manifest in this

type-publication

of the

progressive

age.

Pictorially, something of an excursion is
made, in this number, into that land of faery
which, as one of the writers remarks, we all
like to visit occasionally, however we may be
asshamed to have the fact and the propensity
known to the business world.
There are no
less than two glimpses of our little pet, Cinder

ella,—the first,

a

capital picture, by Bertrand,

of “Cinderella in the Corner," and the second
Cinderella’s Pumpkin, from the marvelous pencil of Gustave Doro. Then we have, also by
Dore, The Fatal Spindle, showing a scene
which all will remember, from the fine old
Two glorious
ry of the Sleeping Beauty.
mestic pictures cf the French school, The
turn from the Field, by Deloffe, and

stodoReThe
Young Marauders, by Bougerean follow; with
one of the most effective Boathern European
scenes we remember, in A Funeral on the Ad-

riatic, a peep at the night-side of Venice, by
Amberger. A fine picture of the Pass of Fiastermunz, in Switzerland, and a very hand,
some circular engraving of the Fresco Centre.
Piece of the Museum at

Leipsic,

after Theo-

dore Gros se,—are supplemented by a picture
which we have left to the last, as the most
ufrilrinrr

all_Fflion

Allan

at

TfonnllnPnirA

S. Davis, a most effective rendering of
that notable scene in Revolutionary history, in
pursuance of the Aldine’s very welcome tendency to Illustrate the Centenary as It could be

by John

by no other publication of the day.
Liferarily, this glorious array of pictures is
W8ll supported—with abundant interest, if with
illustrated

something less

than the

usual

variety.

The

fine English story, Lost Lillian Bracy, comes
to one of those startling conclusions which
make the blood tingle with satisfaction; and

Revolution, The Spur of
out, in the second number,
with all the force of Its first promise, introducing somo new characters worthy of that remarkable time.
Besides these, there are, of
prose articles, the following: a sharp editorial,
appropriate to the day: Our Tin Wedding, Byron’s Last Effort, a startling statement, by
Geo. W. Clarke; Flower Thoughts and Fancies, by Dene Williams; School Out of School,
by Mrs. M. F. Butts; and many other papers
of interest, in the worlds of Music, Art and
the new novel of the

Monmouth,

opens

Literature;—and

of poems a somewhat remarkable force, in A Bird of Passage, by Edgar Fawcett; The Saddest Fate, by Hate Hillard; Sorrow and Consolation, by Mrs. Z. Ragozin; The Shaker Lovers (a literal novel in
verse) by Annie E. De Friese; and Lethe, by

methods that Leibnitz arrived
at the idea, since reached through experiments
by various naturalists, that “life does not dwell

be gathered between the same covers.
The Leonard Soott Publishing Co. (No 11
Barclay street, N. Y.) have just republished
The British Quarterly Review for April, 1875.
The contents are as follows:

of

metaphysical

in the whole [of an animate being] but in each
one of its unseen elements; in other

single

words, that general life is nothing else than
lives.”
sum of a great member of special
“Every one of these living corpuscles is a complete whole, having at bottom the same forces,
the same tendencies, the» same aspirations as
the more or les3 complex system to which it
gives birth by a thousand associations and various interweavings.”
“Beal microcosms, each
living its own self-subsisting life, they are endowed with essential properties which explain
the

all vital acts.”
In answer the question “What i3 life7 the
author quotes Leibnitz’ ideas when he says
•‘Life exists in those organic properties, pure
forces, which are constant, while the organs,
the visible forms, are passing; matter is mere-

proof that the best art and the best literature
can

L Gaspard de Coligny. II. The Higher
Pantheism. III. BjSrnstjerne Bjsrnson as a
Novelist. IV. Livingstone’s Last Journals.
V. Kinglake’s History of the Crimean War.
VI. Gltramontanism and Civil Allegiance.
VII. Mr. Gladstone’s Retirement from the
Liberal Leadership. VIII. Internal Evidence
in a Case of Disputed Authorship.
The Life of Coligny, with which this number opens, may be looked upon as either a
biographical or a historical article, so closely is
the life of the greet Huguenot leader connected with the political movements of his
time and country. The writer, while he does
not portray him as a faultless man, gives him
credit for all the good he attempted and ac-

ly tho shifting envelope; the unchangeable
base is force.” “There is something more in

complished.

pheuonena; there is energy,
spring, concealed activity, at rest, concentrated

by explaining that it Is neither a review nor a
reply, bnt simply a discussion of the theory of

and condensed inner potency, ever ready to be
translated into numberless appearances. Beyond perception, and without extension, these
mother-forces, fertile sources of all action and
compose, as Leibnitz teaches, the very
of things.”
The essays on animal grafts and regenerations, and on the relations of light, heat, electricity, and ferments to life, are full of curious
all

life,

essence

interesting experiments by distinguished

and

naturalists.
The subject being thus viewed from a physical and a metaphysical point of view, the book
will be most welcome to all who are interested
in life and its relations to force and matter.
ScnEM’s Statistics of TnE World. Boston: Leo
& Shepard. For Bale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
The new revised edition of Prof. A. J.
Schem’s Statistics of the World has just been
It gives, at a
issued by Lee & Shepard.
glance, the statistics of all countries of the

globe in parallel columns, under tho following
headings: Area, form of government, head of
government, population, expenses, public debt,
paper money, standing army, navy, merchant
vessels, imports and exports, chief produce,
coins (and their value at the U. S. Mint),
weights (compared with both pounds avoirdu-

pois and kilogrammes), liuear measure (compared with both feet and metres), measures of
capacity (compared with both bushels, gallons,
and metres) the population of capitals priuci
pal cities and seaports, with the year of cen-

xue

uu xu»

essay

Pantheism,

as

aiguer

x auiueisiu

set forth in Mr.

uegius

Pictou’s beok

reviewed in a former number. Bach standpoint of the work is taken up separately and
exposed to the strong light of ^the Bible. In
conclusion, tbe writer remarks that Mr. Piccon
‘•has yet to learn the farther lesson of the
weakness, not tbe strength, of human powers,
whtch may make him 'glad to grasp,’ as
Barns confesses he was, ‘at revealed religion.’
The third article gives a short and interesting sketch of the life and surroundings of the

Norwegian novelist, whose works have lately
become familiar to ns, but is chiefly devoted te
review of his

a

novels,

of which it contains co-

pious

extracts.
It is followed by Livingstone’s Last Journals, a paper which first describes the physical
character of Africa, and its effect upon the
races that inhabit it, and then telle tbe story
of Livingstone’s wanderings, and tbe love and
courage of the native attendants, who undertook a nine months’ jonrney to bear his remains to the coast.

Kinglake’s History ef the Crimean War has
reached the fifth volume, a synopsis of which
is here presented to the reader.
Allegiance. This
begins by defining Cltramontanism, as
explained by Archbishop Manning, and than
sets forth tbe growth of Papal powsr, and its
TTItramontanism and Civil

paper

ous

oiaim to supremacy over civil power. In cases
where the two conflict.
This power of the
church rests its claim upon the dogma of Infallibility, and the relationship of those who
accept that dogma to the government oannot

of the United States, postal and telegraph
statistics of the world, the Presidents of the
United States, and Presidential elections from
1788 to 1872, school statistics of the United

fallible assure a man that obedience to tbe
throne involves the loss of the sonl, and disobebedieuce to tbo throne is everlasting life and
reward, it is oasy ts see wbat a devout spirit,
ambitions of notoriety and martyrdom, who be.

In addition to the above, there are variside tables exhibiting statistics of Christianity, religious statistics of Europe and of
the United States, railroads of the world and
sus.

States, etc. The statistical year books, public
records, almanacs, and periodicals, both of
A morinu ami FnrnnP haVA hpp.n narfifllllv

mm-

pared, and the information on all subjects
brought dowu to March, 1875. A new feature
of the third edition is

a

special

table exhibitThe

ing the principal creeds of the world.

tables will be found a valuable supplement to
all historical and geographical works, and especially to cyclopedias, as a source of daily
reference for the student and scholar as well
as

him.

ADVANCE,

IN

Frederic R. Marvin. Taken all la all, it is not
too much to say that the Aldlne, in its present
issue, is up to its best mark, and one more

The Chemistry

Congress opposed

ANNUM,

tiate the mind eager to know and to understand, and that therefore, metaphysics hold a
large and an authorized place in the activity of
human thoughts.” It was by the employment

except that

accorded by custom, to bring forward the
of their choice, and they would have
done this had the entire Maine delegation in

aid of the High School Reference Library and the
Bowdoin Boating Club.
Tickets, including reserved seat, 35 cents. General
admission 25 cents. For sale at Stockbridge’s Music
Store on Monday, at 9 A. M.
d6t
myl

2nd, that these possibilities are not infinite,—
that “science, properly so called. docs not sa-

tion.

man

—

Natcke and Life. Facts and Doctrines Relating
to the Constitution of Matter, the New Dynamics,
and the Philosophy of Nature. By Fernand Papillon. New York: D. Appleton & Co. For sale
by Bailey & Noyes.
The author of this volume of essays has a
double purpose; to show 1st the wonderful
achievements and possibilities of science, and

the world than

in

apr29

HARLOW,

AT

HALL,
—

tf

ap24

EUREKA

EACH
—

No. 3 Occrin&r Block*

THE

ON

30 cents

E. S. MERRILL,

mem-

bers^apr30dlw

two but-

10 cents each.
it
|Bl| «t
“
“
Milk Ties, 17 cents encb.
K
*•
German Corsets, 42 cents per pnir.
Finer qualities from 75 cents upwardslloop Skirts from 37 1-2 oeuls upwards.
«

*•

dance

TURNVEREIN HALL,

pair.

wne lot

TURNVEREIN.

PORTLAND

GOODS.

neys.
In addition the interest of the frontier cus-

Brain*,

—

apr30

requires my whole attention to its manufacture.

1G MARKET SQUARE, OVER SWEETSIR’S APOTHECARY SHOP.

quantities.

Cumberland House.

nAS

1875.

Bishop Gilbert Haven,

am

GOOLD,

HALL,

CITY

The Pine Street M. E. Society having undertaken
o build a new church edifice, its committee have
concluded to ask the public to patronize a course of
lectures in their church, the sixth and last to be delivered by

former

NATHAN

—

Floor tickets $1.00, admitting Gent and two LaLadies’ 25 cents.
dies. Gents’ gallery 50 cents
Dancing to commence at 8J o’clock precisely.

will be offered to tbe public at

REDUCED

at

Monday Evening, May 3,

STORE

I shall close out within 30 days,
patrons and the pub- I
prepared to furnish
AT A VERA
LOW
FIGURE,
Custom made Tin Ware and Kitchen
Burnishing OoodN,
My entire stock of
in exchange for rass, barrels,etc.,or cheap for cash at
l.ounges, Knsy Clinirs, Parlor Choirs,
220 EEDEBAIi STREET.
Parlor Suits, mirrors, Sofas, chamber
wm:. CORNISH,
sets, Spring tli-ils, mattresses,, tkc,
Jobbing clone at short notice.
apr27eodlm*
as the increasing demand for

notify my
lie in general, that*!
I HEREBY

lO Kris. New Orleans Molasses.

dec8_

Slit Out in the Plaits.

NOTICE.

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.
dlf
feb25_

SALE

or

apr7dim

Henry T. Carter & Co.,

FOR

d3w

--"Reinforced”—

salesroom,

188 FORE STREET.

—

ST., PORTLAND.

THE PATENT

—

Vermont

GREEN,

CYRUS
IVO.

Brushes

FOR MALE

Ifo. 01 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

6S

Manufactured from Pure Liuen.

d, b. Eticsiuxe * ro.,

IN

No.

their friends and
a'

BARGAIN

GOOD
at

AND

84 AGER,

CHIPMAN

get

can

Superior

AOBhE,

DEALER

see

NEW

Homc, 3 pair*

aprl4

Painters and Housewives!

Choice

ALBERT COLBY’S SOWS,

to

Third Annual May Ball

One lot

I have been appointed Agent for the above named
yeast, and am prepared to supply the trade at manuiacturer’s prices.

store at

a

customers.

well done and

Warranted.

HOP

TONE" ASSOCIATION

As Chestnut Street Church, in consequence of the
sale of Pine Street Church, at 7£ o’clock.
Tickets 25 cents, to be obtained at G. H. Cushman’s, 49G Congress street,. B. M. Eastman’s, 561
Congress street, and at the door of the church.

FANCY GOODS

Please notice

WHARF.
PORTLAND,

You

Yacht Rival for Sale.

HRY

FYTRA

UNION

aprl__

formerly

Go.,

Flour, Grain & Feed,

NEW ROOMS,

THEWhart,

CO.,

dealers in

Have established

HIS

On and after Monday,

removed

Manufactured by

all in want of

PHOTOGRAPHS AM) FERREOTYPES,
AT

tha bankrupt stock or

to

Season.

The Last Ball of the

PINE

d3m

reasonable

493 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND.
deowl yip
apr28

TX„4.»1

pas-

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted. That collectors and surveyors of the collection districts
on the said frontier are authorized to keep
on
sale, at their several offices, blank manifests
and clearances required for the business of
their districts, and to charge the sum of ten
cents and no more for each blank, which shall
he prepaid and exacted by them.

cause

apr27dlw

On Monday, April 26th,

SURPRISE

Paris

even

The Wherefore.
us that the frontier
collectors from Detroit to Island Pond hastened to Washington when they learned that
parties representing the business of Portland
and Canada were in that city urging the revocation of the recent orders requiring the entry of merchandise from Canada intended for
reshipment, to be made at the first custom
The folhouse after entering the country.
lowing section from the act of July 14, 1862,
explains the zeal of the above mentioned officials :
The

in this

MAY BALL.

mUSIC ISV

ICE

THE GEM SKIKT SUPPORTER,
Dreg** ButtouM, Bimpis,
Fringe**, Crepe
Lhite, Baches,Back Combs
and a variety of Fancy Goods,
Please call and examine Goods and prices. Full
line Corticelli Milk aud Twist
ap24d2w

CHARLES CUSTIS &

MAY 3, W. T, A. 1875.

MIDDLE

BANKRUPT-STOCK.

Ladies’ aud Children^ Hosiery,

wi

GEO. EJ3EOWN
will be happy to

One Price Clothiers,

J. CLOUGH

Lawrence Si.

will give their

C. D. B. Fisk & Co,

CM A CALL.

the St.

Chapel;

MONDAY EVENING, Ulay, 3rd,
commencing at 1*4 of 8 o’clock.
One class will be formed for children, and one for
adults. Admission 10 cents.
myld2t*

BEAT !

apl2

use, at

at

—

ap!2.dtf

at the store of B. M.

| Building
CHAUNCY BARRETT, 1
A. I. PATTEN GILL,
| Committee.

BE

CAN’T

283

Street,

match

THE WOLF

Styles that

All of tlie latest

CORSETS,

EASTMAN,

Cliapel
MATCH.

SPELLING

Coats,Pants,& Tests,

Are prepared to^tumisli

Maine

Congress street, where all necessary information mav be obtained. The Committee reserve
the right to reject any and all proposals.
F. A. SMITH,
)
B. M.

Snrins Over Coats,

where will be found

proposals for the building of a Brick
Edifice for Pine Street M. E. Church, Portland,
Maine, will be received uniil May 1, 1875. Plains

Specifications may

dtf

STORE 561 CONGRESS STREET

aplOdeodtd

St. Lawrence Street

Graud Annual

CURTIS, 8 TEMPLE STREET.

No. 8 Cross

has

LEI)

and
Eastman. 534

&

DYER

MRS. S.

INSANE HOSPITAL.

the evening. Admission afternoon Free.
Evening
10 cents.
Mr. Hosea Robinson will give out the
words.
apr29d3t*

AND

GIVE:

AND CONTRACTORS.

BUILDERS

Lots of Pockets, and always
make the little ones laugh, at
prices to suit the Purses and Peo-

rates.

O R D E R

T O

$12.00,

—

RECEPTION HALL.
A Spelling Match with two prizes will be given in

Spelling

fcTT.

SHIRTS

Trustees

I
I

STORE

PORTLAND, ME.

dtf

...

1

WAKEFIEI.D,

JOHN T. GILMAN,
E. L. PATTANGALL.

fel>25

aud Manufacturer.

FINE

$8.00

and Flower Seeds.

Whitney,

by the quantity and for family

on

after the 21st dav oi April inst., and until
THEandundersigned
of
next, at 5 o'clock in the afterthe 4tli

proposals.

Proprietor

fe24

to

AT

—

ple.

Michigan Clover Meed.
Ohio Clover Meed.
Pea Vine Clover Meed.
Alsike Clover Meed.
White Dutch Clover Meed.
Willett.
Hungarian Brass.
Orchard Brnss Meed.
Kentucky Blue Brass Need.

Also

Z. SARGENT,

PROPOSALS.

be,

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. Tho name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

lions

Afternoon and Evening of Slay-Day *

Clover

Meed.

never

contrived to clean your fires withopening the Furnace doors.

no

From

House

New Custom

2000 Bags Herd Brass Meed
*<
lOOO
Red Top Meed.
“
BOO
Northern New York

Twenty-five Per Cent of the Fuel,

Stairs,

No. 21 Union Street, Up

constructed that it will

Popular School Suits

ST.,

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

warp,
durability is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
tire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least
so

apr24d7t

There will be a

Office 123 Commercial Street.
This Barr is
and hence its

2£.

The Ladies or fet. raul7s Church Guild,
will hold an Apron Sale, with'Refreshments, during
the

prices.

60 COMMERCIAL

at

SAWYERS

CAFT.

1st,

talent:

Randall & McAllister Yery handsome and sure to please.

_

WILLIAM A.

aud will sell at the lowest cash

Exchange Street, GRASS SEEDS.

51

May

Ballad Concert.
An

Rage,

Our Iron Clad

give special attention to the preparation of our

Nearly Opp.

sivcu.

PAINTER,

DEEBIA6

BED

mill 9

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

FRESCO

Harleigk Lekigk Coal

Furniture Repaired at short notice

Buuuuniuu

ap27dt4

GRAND MAY DAY

MAKES.

AND

All the

a great deal of care and expense, seon hand a large stock ot the

VERY BEST COALS

Coals,

beheubeb the kuibbeb,

Commission & Forwarding Merchants

5

also Agents for tbe best

the market. Three months trial given, and if not
satisfactory will be removed free of expense.

Old

BROKERS.

SHIP1

—

SPRING

Me.

Portland

are

mothers

S 1-i O’CLOCK,

AT

LATE DESIGNS

for

HALL,

Afternoon,

Saturday

all the

api6dtf

20 cts.

Children 10 cents.
to take the

our

M.

A.

he

a

Friday & Saturday.afternooiis&eveniugs
April 30ili, and May 1st.

of Photography, in the
Best Manner.

apl4tf

FAIR AND ENTERTAINMENT.

Pictures in the Art

Styles of

We

Residence Cor. Congress & Vauglin St

HALL.

TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM,

at

Specialty

BEETHOYEA HALL

Prices that cannot be Beat in the State

NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE,

CITY

This Afternoon anil Evening.
The great Temperance Drama,

CLOTHING!

I am pleased to inform my friends and the public
hat I have fitted up some elegant rooms in the old

We will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
durable and free from 6lates. Foe parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE
AT

ELDIUDGE,

been engaged expressly and will appear as
.LOUISE !
Reserved seats for sale at Music Hall three days In
advance, commencing April 26th.
G. W. STANHOl’K, Business Agent.
ap24d7t
has

A

—

OF —

—

KEILER,

L.

FRESCO

iiprL’7

TWO ORPHANS !

Franklin Family School
Top.Smut, Me.
Rt. Rct. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
Billings, B A. Rector. Send for circular. oclOtf
Beuioved to

John’s and Hickory Coals!

—

Also

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

d&wly

W.

SEA

reach by

Will be performed Mr. Hart Jackson’s adaptation of

Monday next Oliver

For Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try

BABCOCK.

myl9

TO

aiir2U

to

WILTON & MITCHELL.Managers.

left at 156 Exchange Street.
tltf

ONE FLIGHT OF STAIRS.

lected and have

full line of

a

Parlor, Hall, Library

OF

C.

Order.

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by
Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have iniormation that several ‘•bummers’* are seeking courtesies in tho name of the

Press, and we have no disposition
sively, a party to such frauds.

By permission of Messrs. Shook & Palmer.

Current Notes.

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 1, 1875.

TERMS $8.00 PER

—

Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, &c.,
50 Market Street, Printers Exchange-,
PORTLAND, MB.

I

The ouly place in the city which you

Makers’ Tools,

Watch and Chronometer

TEACHER OF SINGING.

THEATRE

SQUARE

COMBINATION !

STOCKBRIDGL

II.

■W.

Photograph Gallery.
can

UNION

No. 3 Appleton*. Block, Congress Street,
eodtt
I'oi'tIn»<1. Me.
ap27

IIS’ ID CHILDRENS’

UNTE'W

We have with

We

ap21

MANUFACTURER

etc.

FURNITURE !

PIPING.
C. P.

April 29lli, 30lli and May I»l,

Concerts, Lectures, Commencements, Meetings,

SHADES

5 Doors East of Temple St.,

MODEL MAKER &

SOLOIST

for

Spring Opening

wTcTclarkT
AND

dtt

amine them.

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Conntde9eodtf

SOLO SAXOPHONE AND VIOLINIST,
can be engaged as

CYRUS GREENE.

recommend.
apr22

equal

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every decription of building.dec28tf

GAS

I have this day sold out to Messrs. Perry & Foss,
who will continue the Produce Commission Business
at the old staud. No. 9 Moulton Street, Head Long
Wharf. In retiring I hereby return my thanks to
the public for their patronage, and ask a continuance
of the same to my successors, whom I can cheerfully

THE

MTJSIC HALL,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Evenings and Saturday Matinee,

undersigned

Portland, April 21,1875.

J. T>. .TONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
\V. H. II. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.
J. H. CfHAPMAN, Secretary.

CORRESPONDENT,?

103

THE

All

PORTLAND, MAINE.

e

have this day formed a copartnership umler the firm name of PERRY &
FOSS for the purpose of carrying on the Produce
Commission Business at 9 Moulton Street, Head Long
KBEN N. PERRY,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
MAYHEW F. FOSS.

DAYS

IN THIRTY
AFTER PROOF.

PAID

_apr27dlw

Copartnership Notice.

Policy Holders on
Premiums terminating in 1874,

Sylvester,

new

GI^r^Argus copy.

Dividend lo

O’Donnell &

have formed
&

store,

INSURE AGAINST

INJECIOB

a partnership unSOULE, and have
Spring St., recently oc-

HE

Linden,

Fred, ter

the style of LYNCH
It derundersigned
No. l'J4
taken the

1875.__

ENTERTAINMENTS.

EDUCATIONAL.

cupied by the late Artemus Putnam, where they
propose to keep a full and choice stock of Teas, Coffee, Flour, and all articles usually kept, in a first
class Family Grocery Store. Come and see.
THOS. LYNCH,
A. H. SOULE.

ATLANTIC

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
MAN

PORTLAND, SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 1,

YOlTpl

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862.

PORTLAND

V

-r

to business men and every newspaper reader
of

Light a.wd Photography.

Vogel. Volume XIV of the International Scientific Series, New York: D. Appleton & Co. For sale by Bailey and Noyes.
By

Dr. Hermann

The fourteenth volume of the International
Scientific Series is one of the most interesting
and practical of the familiar “red covers.” The
author, Dr. Vogel of the Royal Academy at

Berlin, holds the only professorship in existof photography considered in its relations
science and art, and is the first authority on

ence
to

the

subject.

The volume is very comprehensive, covering
the whole range of photo-chemical knowledge
and application. The author has endeavored
to give a popular view of photography and the
chemistry of light, showing their important

science, art, and industry. The probearing
fusion of wood-cuts and photographic pictures
scattered through the work, are of great value
in elucidating the text.
Little Classics. Tenth volume, Childhood. Boston : J. It. Osgood & Co. For sale by Bailey &
on

Noyes.
The teuth volume of the delightful Little

Classics, just published under the appropriate
of
sub-title of “Childhood” embraces A Dog
La Rame; The King of
De
Louisa
Flanders, by
The Lady of
the [Golden River, by Ruskiu;
Shalott. bv Elizabeth Stuart Phelps; Marjorie
Little Jakey, by Mrs.
Fleming, John Brown;
S H. DeKroyft; The Lost Child, by Henry
Kingsley; Goody Gracious! and the Forget-MeNot, by John Neal; A Faded Leaf of History,
by Rebecca Harding Davis; and A Child’s
Dream of a Star, by Dickens. The selections
are charming, and the volume is quite in keep-

ing with its entertaining predecessors.
Whip and Stub. By George E. Waring, Jr. Boston: J. B. Osgood & Co. For sale by Bailey &
Noyes.
Those

who hive

read Colonel Waring’s

cavalry experience during the late war, as given in the Atlantic under the titles “Campaign-

be the same as

formerly, becanse,

“if the In-

lieves that what the Vicar of Christ
lilrnlir

tn Ha

enjoins,

is

**

Mr. Gladstone's Retirement from the Liberal
In this essay the principles of
Liberalism, the administrative talent necessary in a statesman, and the duties of prime ministers and cabinets, are discussed, as well as
Mr. Gladstone's particular action, and his papers on the Vatican decrees, with the several
answers they have called forth.
Iu the last article, the authorship of the Ode
to the Cuckoo is commented on at some length,
and, the number closes with the usual notices

Leadership.

of

Contemporary

Literature.

Books Received.
The Chemistry of Light and Photography.
By Dr. Hermann Vogel. Volume XIV of the International Scientific Series. Cloth, 268 pp., wit11
ono hundred illustrations. New York: D. Appleton ft Co. Portland: Bailey ft Noyes.
in Industry: A Plea for the Working-Girl.
By Azel Ames, Jr., M. 1). Cloth, 158pp. Boston:
Boring, Short ft
J. R. Osgood & Co. Portland:

Sex

Harmon.
Centennial Celebration, and Dedication of
Town Hall, Orono, Maine, March 3, 18T4. Cloth.
168 pp., illustrated, price 81.25. Portland: Bailey
& Noyes.
Edited by Rosslter Johnson.
Little Clnaaica.
Tenth Volume. Childhood. Cloth, 22T pp., price
$1. Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co. Portland: Bajley ft Noyes.
Transatlantic Nkrtchea. By Henry James, Jr.
Cloth, 401 pp., price 82. Bosten: J. R. Osgood ft
Co. Portland: Bailey ft Noyes.

Wreck of the Chancellor. By Jules
Translated by George M. Towle. Cloth,
281 pp., price 8t.50. Boston: J. R. Osgood ft Co,
Portland: Bailey ft Noyes.

The

Verne.

Statistics of the World. Edited by
Third revised edition.
Prof. Alexander Schem.
Boards. 16 pp., price 50 cents. Boston: Iam ft
Shepard, Portland: Loring, Short ft Hannon.

Sichcm’s

Whip nnd Slpnr. By George E. Waring, Jrs
lormerly Colonel of the 4tbfMtssonri Cavalry, U. 8V.
Cloth, 246 pp., price 81-25. Boeton: J.R. Osgood ft Co. Portland: Bailey ft Noyes.
who returned

Thursday from
South, during which ha
visited Richmond, Charleston, Savannah, Columbia, Atlanta and Augusta, says that he
a

Judge Kelley,
prolonged trip

to the

found society iu a much more settled condition
than he expected, and that he regrets his vote
for the force bill more than any vote he has

given during

his entire

congressional servloe.

Sews and Ollier Ilems.
that ex-SenThe St. Louis newspapers
in the Buell
ator Chandler expended 310,000
assert

BY TELEGRAPH.

equal

value.

Kistori will not travel in

She
sits up a railroad journey, no matter what its
length. Perhaps when she starts for San Francisco she will

modify

her

a

sleeping-car.

sleep-walking propen-

sities.
A

Washington dispatch

says

the

court of

Claims will decide in favor of the Union Pacific
Company in its suit against the government to
Compel the payment of 3576,000, withheld by
the Secretary of the Treasury.
Performances were given in the principal
New York theatres Thursday for the benefit of
the family of the late Dan Bryant. Attendance was very large at all the houses, and the
gross proceeds, which go entire to the family,
will exceed 320,000.
A western editor appeals to his delinquent
subscribers by saying:—“This week we have
taken in potatoes and pickles on subscription.
Now, if you will bring in some vinegar for the
we

the

potatoes,
live till artichokes get big enough to

pickles and
can

some

wood to roast

dig.”
Captain Kussell,

old New Bedford whaler
died recently at Honolulu, where he had made
his home for many years. He was a great fa.
vorite with the royal family,having been adopted as a child by a sister of Kamehameha III.
an

in acc irdance with the native custom, on account of seme kind offices rendered by him;
and a cottage was erected for him within the
enclosure, where he died.

palace
Judge Bradley

of tbe United states supreme

Court wants our system o£ months and years
re-formed, so that the civil year may correshave the
pond with the solar; his plan is to
of December,
year begin on the present 21st
adjust the number of days of the respective
mo; bs, as follows: For January, February,
}T;,rch, October and November, 30 days each;
SI days from April to September, inclusive,and
December to correspond in days to the present
February.
The

gold medal procured

as

a

tribute to the

memory of John Brown by voluntary subscriptions in Paris has been sent to William Lloyd
Garrison for transmission to Mr. Brown’s family. It bears on one side an excellent likeness
f John Brown, and on the reverse the inscription: “To the memory of John Brown, jtfdicially murdered at Charleston, in Virginia, on
the 2d of December, 1859; and in commemora
tion also of his sons and comrades who, with
him,became tbe victims of their devotion to the
of negro emancipation.” It weighs nearly five ounces.
Miss Ida Greeley, the eldest daughter of the
late Horace Greeley, will be married in New

cause

York City to-day and sail for Europe, in company with Mrs. John F. Cleveland, her aunt,
and her sister. The bridegroom is Col. Nicholas Smith, formerly of Kentucky, and brother
of Mrs. JohnstOD. who is, or was, Postmistress
of Leavenworth, Kansas. Col. Smith was once
nominated by Mr. Lincoln as Minister to
Greece, but withdraw n before his name could
be acted on by the Senate, He served in tbe
regular army for a few years at the close of the
He accompanies the party in a foreign
tour of two or three years. His first wife was'
a Miss Lou Pope, of Louisville, Ky.
war.

The Maine Press*

Testimony

MAINE

IN

MATTERS

libel suit.

McKenzie, Tennessee, has a very brisk revival, and points with pride to the fact that the
mayor of the place has been converted.
Editor Storey, of the Chicago Times, has a
busy time with his lawsuits. He is about to be
tried on two more charges—one of libelling
Tax-Commissioner J. J. McGrath, and the
other of publishing an obscene newspaper.
Mrs. Dan Bryant was, according to Jennie
June, a leader of fashion, wore dresses costing
thousands of dollars, and entertained her
friends at the Maison Doree with dinners of

IKOM AUGUSTA.
Mcetiug of tbe Republican Stale Committee.

Augusta, April 30.—At
State

Republican

of the
holden in this

meeting

a

Committee,

city to day, all but two of tbe committee were
present. Tbe committee was organized as
follows:—Chairman, Hon. Jas. G. Blaine;
Secretary, Col. Z. A. Smith; Treasurer, Wm.
Caldwell; Finance Committee, Messrs. Frye,

Marble and Hall. It was decided to bold tbe
state convention on Tnesday, tbe 15th of June,
Tbe following resolution was
at Portland.

passed:
Resolved,

That tbe Treasury regulations requiring the eutrv at Island Pond ot all goods
destined for Portland are in our judgmeul uuThey impose an embarrassing
necessaiy.
restriction <»n trade and indict a great injury
of Maiue, and
ou the chief commercial city
impair tbe prosperity of tbe state.

thereby

We therefore respectlully request our delegation in Congress to use their utmost efforts
with the honorable Secretary of the Treasury
for such a revision of the recently published
order as shall remove all obstructions not
deemed essential for the protection of the
revenue at the point named.
Items.
E. H. Walker has been appointed train dispatcher on the first division of tha Maine
Central Railroad, with headquarters in this

city.

Superintendent

day
pertaining

L. L. Lincoln to

turned
to his

over the books and papers
office to Payson Tucker, his successor.
Jas. Ingraham, engineer at Wyman’s sash
and blind factory, was thrown from his carat Farmingdale, producing a bad

riage to-day

fracture of the leg.
Accidents.
GinnmrR. April 30.—While Mr. James Ingraham, engineer for J. P. Wyman of Augusta, was riding through Farmingdale, his horse
and in leaping from bis
became

unmanageable,

He
carriage Mr. lograbam broke his left leg.
wag taken to this city and cared for.
Saco, April 30.—Eugene Williams (colored)
aged 20 years, lost three-quarters of his right
baud to-day, by catching it in a heading machine in Joseph Hobson’s mill.
Fouuil

Bend.

30.—Mrs. Edsea Atkinmile
a quarter of
son, aged 70, was found dead
the family burying
near
from her home,
in Buxton, whence she wandered last
IliDDEI'Olii),

April

ground

brain
night. She had been suffering with
difficulty, but was supposed to be too weak to
leave her room.

MASSACHUoETTS.
Bishop William.’ Consecration.

Boston, April 30.—Great preparationg are
making for the cousecration of Bishop Williams as Archbishop, which takes place at lOj
cathedral on
a. in., Sunday next, at the Boston
Washington street. Near 500 of the Catholic
be
clergy of this country and Canada will
present, and C2rdiua! McCloskey will confer

pallium

the

amid

imposing

ceremonies.

NEW YORK.
Shipment**'
New York, April 30 —The Post says it is
who would have
bankers
some
that
known
rsotshipped gold this week have held it back, that
wiihsiauding this, however, it is known
subat
the
been
has
packed
$760,000 in gold
There is a
treasury for to-morrow’s steamer
but it is
report of nearly $2,000,000 going,
that
vague, and there is at present no certainty
than the
more
be
will
the report to-morrow
tnold

sum

following:
We do not urge farmers to do their level best
the present year with the idea that they will
become rich. Not at all. There is scarcely a
man in any branch of trade or business who
will hold his own this year. But every man
who lives on a farm can produce something
He can raise two or three varieties of grain.
He can have plenty of potatoes, beans, aud the
He can make his labor pay him
root crops.
r s well on the farm this year as he can anywhere.
The Gardiner Journal, which can’t be accused of being a Republican partisan, says of

named.

Indicted.
It is reported that the Grand Jury of the
District of Columbia has agreed upon au indictment against the New Yoik Sun for alleged
libel of Ex-Gov..Shepherd and other citizens of
New York Nun

Gen Connor, after speaking of Gov. Dingley:
The way, too, which the suggestion of Gep.
Connor's name for Governor has been hailed
shows that the party means to stand upon its
good behavior. He has a spotless record as a
soldier and as a citizen, and we believe will
carry on whatever reform Gov. Dingley has
marked out. Neither party in this state dares
to nominate a bad or even indifferent man.
The people are learning that good men are
needed, and the more they learn and cherish
this fact, the better our state will be governed.
When parties will dare to do right always,
rather than to do that which they deem expedient, parties will be strong, and government
will be honest and true.
The Machias Republican and Belfast Age
are the onlj papers which do not endorse the

Connor movement—both because they have
candidates of their own and are inclined to
urge the frivolous claims of locality.
The Bridgton News says:
We notice an item going the rounds of the
papers to the effect that the radical Temperance men of the state contemplate putting into
the field a candidate for Governor in opposition
We are quite sure there is no
to Gen. Connor.
foundation for this rumor, as we spent most of
last week in company with the representatives
of this element, and in conversation with them
received the impression that they were generally satisfied with Gen. Connor’s position upon
this question. Though not especially identified
with the Temperance movement, Gen. Connor’s
habits and record upon this point will bear the
test of the closest investigation.
MINOR TELEGRAfll

The President is going to Missouri before he
aett'es down at Long Branch for the summer.
The Douglass woods, near West Dutton,
Mass., are on fire. Seven hundred acres have
already burned over. The principal losers are
Henry Stockwell, Milton Humes and John
Humes.
S. N. Moulton, the conductor who was run
over by the train on the Boston & Concord
Railroad, died Thursday night.
who was wounded at
Officer Rebsever.
Wilkesbarre by Connolly, is dead.
Pendergrast’s wool sboody fact jry at North
Salem, N. H., was burned Thursday. Loss

$13,000.

Judges Brooks and Dicks recently in charging the grand jury in North Carolina, declared
the criminal provisons of the civil rights law

unconstitutional.
John Murphy attempted suicide at Newbnryport, yesterday, by drowning. He was rescued.
Some more silver discoveries have been made
at Newburyport.
Oliver Charlick died yesterday.
John Watson of East Windsor, Ct., commitmitted suicide Thursday night by gas lrom a
charcoal fire.
are

Lake Champlain is clear of ice.
The ice in the Mackinaw Straits is broken

Barite Nunk with Four Men.

Rochester, April 30.—Owing to the heavy
gale yesterday, a tng which was towing au iron
laden barge ou the lake was obliged to leave
her. The tug arrived safely, but it is believed
that the barge sunk with four men on board.
The gale was very severe in this city last night
and considerable damage was done. The building of the Leighton iron works at East Rochester were blown down, causing a loss of some
several
§50,000. No lives were lost, though
down
persons were injured by awnings blown
in the street.

_

WASHINGTON.
Claims Court.
Washington, April 30.—In court of commissioners of Alabama claims to day, judgment
No. 13, Louisa M. K.
was rendered in case
Alabama

/d .yiinlidritri

1J ^.1

hurt.

George

White has been arrested at Glouces-

ter for robbery.
The Pennsylvania miners now on a strike
have appealed to the New York 'longshoremen
for sympathy and assistance.
They say the
railroad corporations are responsible for the
oondition of affairs in the coal region.

Vice President Wilson was at Louisville,
Ky., yesterday. Today he visits John C.
Breckenridge at Lexington.
with
haying discharged a pistol during the recent
melee in Lowell, has been arrested.
John McGovern, one" of the Carbqudale bank
robbers, has been sentenced to live years in tbe
The “nobstick”

is

spinner who

charged

penitentiary.

An extensive fire is raging along the line of
the Lawrence railroad in tne vicinity of Manchester, N. H. Large quantities of wood have
been destroyed, and many of the railroad
sleepers have been burned and the rails
Warped. Loss so far, $12,000 to $15,000.
The Commander of the Massachusetts deArmy has appointed
partment of the Grand
Saturday, May 27, as .Decoration Day in that
state.
Internal revenue receipts yesterday, $.'102,577.41. Receipts of the month. $7,022,331.05—
an increase over the
corresponding period of
1874 of $2,530,091.88.

Ship C. B. Hazeltine,
Reval, is stranded on the

from

Savannah for
coast of Denmark.

Assistance bas been sent.
Robert Frazier, a policeman, was shot and
killed by a colored man in Nashville, yester-

day.

Oliver

$2,500,000.

Charlick’s

estate

is

estimated

ucf ■> tO

O

f

M
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A Curious Document.

Tjie following letter, dated May 4tb, 1801,
and addressed “To His Excellency, Jefferson
Davis, President C. S. A.,” was exhumed today in the pust-office department from a large

number of letters which found their way to the
dead letter office in 1801:
"As soon as you take possession of the
White House t should like to receive the job
for refurnishing the same, which I guarantee
to do on the most liberal terms.”
Respectfully yours,
Conrad Brewster,
Upholsterer, 800 Broadwav, N. Y.
“To His Excellenis
addressed
The envelope
cy, Jefferson Davis, President C. S.- A., Washington, D. C., to be kept till called for.”
The

Qundrnplex

Patent.

Hon. Leonard Myers was here to day to file
with the Secretary‘of the Interior the brief cf
Mr. Latrobe and himself as counsel for George
Harrington in the duplex and quadruplex telegraph patent case. Gen. Butler, counsel for
EdisoD, and Senator Conkling and J. Habley
Ashton in behalf of Prescott, have also filed
briefs. The commissioner of patents had ordered patents to be issued to Edison and Prescott, but the secretary having decided that the
law gave him jurisdiction iu the matter, the
queStion now argued is as to whom shall the
patent be issued.
Various mutters.

The cabinet was in session but a short time
All the members were present except
Delano and Je veil. No business of importwas
considered.
ance
Commander
Breeze, commanding U. S.
steamer Ossipee, reports that she arrived at
Vera Cruz April 15tb. Affairs were quiet and
Two
no Americans were iu political distress.
cases of yellow fever bad occurred iu Vera
Cruz the week previous to the arrival of the
Ossipee. She was to leave on the 17th for

to-day.

Tampico.
Gen. Spinner, believing in the justice of the
claim that Mecklenburg, N. C., was the first to

of tho states, says
in reply to a letter asking for aid in celebrating
that event, “I have resigne t my place here and
leavo the office a poor man. This is the reason
why I cannot send you a more suitable amouut
tnan that of $10 in the check that is herewith
enclosed.”

proclaim

the

independence

_

MARINE DISASTERS.
Schooner Capsized and Sixteen Persons

Drowned.
San Fkancisco, April 30.—Tho barl.outine
Marama, 32 days from Tahiti, reports the capsizing of the schooner Margaretta Croskard
from Tahiti, bouud to this port. The schooner

of tLiP 13rit*
the passage
Sixteeu
from Australia to San Francisco
the
persons were drowned by the capsizing of
schooner. The remainder, including Captain
and
Capt.
the
Croskard
of
Margaret
Godfrey
Cottier of the Airey Force, had arrived at
Tahiti.
Six Ve»M‘l* Stranded and Seven Mcu Loat.
lioil

nn

liftaril llt_t

fiftifiprs And

f'.TPW

ish ship Airey Force, wrecked

on

April 30.—Yesterday
Joseph, Mich
forenoon, about 11 o’clock, a furious aud bewildering wind aud ram storm from the northcast caught a portion of the fishing fleet, about
nine vessels, some engaged in lifting their nets
of the day before, and several in tbe act of paving out their nets, were thus caught and sent
scudding off towards tbe shore with the following result: The Sea Lion, Capt. Spriogstein,
stranded at Grand Marr; South Wind, Capt.
Clawfoot with four men aboard is undoubtedly
lost; Gen. Hooker, Capt. M.vers,is on the beach
three miles south of here; Planet, Capt. Geniet, is at Browu's Pier; Sea Gull, Capt. Frank
Keyank, with three men aboard, is lost; E. B.
Perkins, Capt. F. Dolke, with four men aboard
St.

is lost.
Mevcral Person* Killed by
cldent.

a

Huilrond Ac-

the
Cincinnati, April 30.-A despatchoccurred
accident
Enquirer says that a serious
and Great Western Kail road
on tbe Atlantic
Two «
evening.
near
Meadvilje, Pa., last aud
a large number
three persons were killed
One
sleeping
of passengers injured, seriously.
1 he accar and passenger coach were burned.
cident was caused by tbe traiu jumping tue
track.
to

__

C/ropft in IVInryInnil nnd Virgin'll.
Washington, April 30.—The fruit trees bere
and in tbe adjoining countries of Maryland and
Virginia have been but slightly injured by tbe
Wheat has been much
recent cold weather.
improved by the receot rain.

at

master of the brig Volante died of
fever on the passage from Pernambuco
to New York.
The

yellow

nf

Hodges, deceased, agaiust Uuited States, in
favor of claimant, for $312.25 with interest, for
loss of goods on board Electric Spark, captured
by the fiorida.
Judgment was rendered in case 24, Samuel
Blair vs. Uuited States, in favor of claimant in
the sum of 81,015 with interest. In No. 20, M.
F. Gannet vs. the U. S., a case of war premiums, the demurrer was sustained and judgment
entered for U. S. No. 23, Rev. Wm. Goudfellow vs. U. S., case was dismissed.

up.

Isaac Bundit, former state treasurer of Iowa,
bas been convicted of embezzlement of tbe
state’s funds.
Wm. H. Gorman of South Carolina, is to address the Lowell strikers with the view of inducing emigration to that state.
The light house at Port Maitland has burned
down.
The lightning struck the police station at
Hamilton, Ont., Thursday night and considerably damaged the building. No one was

V

tor the

Delcncc Con-

cluded.

Washington.
What our Csntenporariei are snying.
The Machias Union urges Maine farmers to
raise every bushel of produce they can the
present season because all business is dull and
money will be scarce. It concludes wtth the

THE SCANDAL.

Despatches from various points in the Northwest say the recent coldjweather has killed the
young grasshoppers, aud it is believed there
will be no further trouble from this pest,

Prosecution Withdraw* Objection to Mrs.
Tilton, but She is not Called.
Brooklyn, April 30.—When the Brooklyn
City Court opened this morning, Geu. Tracy
walked up to the witness chair and was at once
Ev irts
questioned by Mr. Beach as to whether his
evihad not been speaking to him about
dence. Tracy said they had spokeu about half
on
that subject, Mr. Evarts
a dozen words
merely telling him on what subjects he would
him.
examine
probably
Witness was then referred to a conversation
lie had with Mrs. Moulton. Tracy said he considered the conversation a confidential one,
but Beach said he was not aware that the lady
made any ohjection to telling it.
A discussion here ensued, but the witness
finally testified that he had a conversation with
Mrs. Moulton about his substituting the short
statement for the long one.
Mr. Beach then read the short statement, in
which Moulton tells the committee he has reconsidered his determination to produce the
papers.
Witness said he was present when that stateBefore it was read Moulton
ment was read.
spoke to him and referred to the character of
the statement that it was not to be long. He has
his approval of Moulno doubt he expressed
ton’s change of policy, and had labored to promote it.
Witness denied that he said to Mrs. Mouland also deton,‘‘Keep Tilton away,” etc
nied an alleged conversation with Mr. Richards.
Witness said he had a conversation with
Bessie Turner ou the piazza of Ovington’s
bouse. He did not see a gentlemen named
Martin there, he did not converse with Bessie
He was posi-/
an hour as to what she kDew.
tive it was not over au hour. East summer
Woodruff reproached him (witness) for speaking to Moulton about what he told him about
Beecher, giving money to Tilton. Witness
would not adviye Moulton to go before the committee. It was six mouths after the interview
with Woodruff and Moulton that Woodruff
told him about the money. The witness denied that he had written articles for the papers
favorable to Beecher. He talked with men on
the press about the scandal, and they have
published his views. He has beeu an ardent
auvuuaie

ui Dctbum

--

with Beecher on the
He docs not recall having seen
the editor ol a newspaper and requested a
friendly notice o£ Beecher in relation to the
scandal, and enlisting the paper on that side.
Witness admitted that he suggested to Moul
tou to destroy the papers iu the case, and Tilmade
ton, who was present, objected to it. He
story
a remark to the effect that if the Tilton
He
be
wife.
his
ruin
w-as published it would
vr
relations
to
be
the
improper
lieved
charge
tuously repelled by Mrs. Tilton. He thought
her retraction, her contradictory statements
and Beecher’s denial wculd ruin her. He supposed even if Beecher is iunocent It would subthe charge made
sequently ruin him to have
puolic, and therefore he labored to kill the
continued after
labors
These
scandal outright
the investigating committee was called and
after Beecher had called for a full inquiry. He
He did not
labored ouside to kill the scandal.
strive to have the papers destroyed after the
committee was called.
The cross examination here ended and the
witness was reexamined by Mr. Evarts. When
the committee was nailed, there was no object
in destroying the papers, tor that would only
add to the tiame, and as a part of them had
been established, and it was a matter of anxiety to tind out whether they were still in existence. It was in November or December,
He
1872, 1 labored to extinguish the scandal.
conversed with Moulton and Tilton to the efwould
the
of
papers
fect that the publication
be ruinous to them all. Moulton saiil he would
not conseut to the destruction of the papers.
It is net the truth that he advised Mrs. MoulThe word
ton to kick Tilton out of the house.
“kick” wasn’t used.
Beach objected to inquiring what was used.
Evarts said kicking was iu a moral sense.
The word kicking has always been metaphoriNo one would advise a lady to kick a gencal
tlemau.
Witness remembers the occasion on which lie
and others consulted as to the propriety of
petting injunctions to prevent these papers being destroyed. This was after tlie publication
of Tilton’s sworn statement, and about the
time Moulton refused papers to Beecher or
copies of them. He had a conversation with
Mrs. Moulton on the 10th of August. He desired to say again that he considers it confidential tala with a lady in her own house.
Mr. Beach said he had no objections to giving it.
The Judge considered the wishes of the witness ought to be respected.
Witness said he would prefer not stating the
conversation utilers the lady was to be recalled.
Mr. Evarts reminded the court that the lady
counsel. He would
was not represented by
only ask about burning the papers. Witness
said at that conversation there was a talk
about the desirability of the papers having
been destroyed at a prior period atid there was
nn-<lifferene.fi of ooiuion between them on that
point. There was a talk about suppressing the
long statement. Nrtning was then said about
the destruction of the papers then or in the fuIt was Augustus Storrs that ho first
ture.
learned from that it was a short statement
Moulton was to make and witness was gratified
at it.
Here Mr. Beach interposed with a question
he had forgotten, whether Tracy had not informed Richards that he was counsel ior
Beecher. Witness said, “No, but counsel for
tbe committee.” In reply to Mr. Evarts,witness
said wheu when Richards came to answer bofore the committee, he took Richards aside
to inquire what his knowledge was, and Richards said be was going te decline to answer and
would tell the committee it was a family aff air;
that witness informed Richards that he would
be asked whether his sister had confessed adultery to him, and that it would have an unfavorable effect on his sister if such a question
was put aud not answered, and he remarked
that he supposed Richards didn’t want to injure
his sister. Richards said certainly not,thanked
him for the suggestions and said that it never
occurred to him before. He went right before
the committee aod told them he came to mform
them that he would answer no questions and
then he went away. Beecher didn’t know
anything about witness’visit to Butler at ilie
Fifth Aveuue Hotel. Witness was counsel for
Woodruff & Robinson in one litigation wheu
Moultou was on the stand under cross-examination. Witness did not make any suggestions
to Porter about anything concerning that litigation, nor has he at any time during the progress of the case given any intimation or suggestion or examination in reference to that litigatiou. Here Mr. Evarts unexpectedly said:
“We rest here, yonr honor.”
Beach here rose and said: Your Honor, much
has been said about Mm Tilton being an incompetent witness, and by the rules of evidence excluded from the stand. In regard to
the subject matter so deeply affecting her position and interests we have deemed it due to
her, to ourselves aud to the cause we represent,
to announce to your Honor and the counsel for
the defence that we make no objection whatever to
her being produced as a witness, that
whatever objections we might legally present
agaiust her •ompetency as a witness in this
case, we waive eutirely, and shall raise no objections if our friends on the other side chooso
I may be permitted to say
to produce her.
perhaps in addition, Mrs. Tilton is incompetent
much
in tbe same sense as
as "a witness
very
any other witness was disqualified before our
recent laws on the subject by interest or relationship, and it is an objection which may be
Your
waived oy tbe parties to the litigation.
Honor will remember tbe phraseology of the
statue on this subject, declaring that neither of
the parties, husband or wife, one or the other,
shall be competent or compellable to testify in
certaiu cases, and in regard to certain transac
tious. I suppose that from the language of the
statule and the known practice under the common law, it is a matter which rests entirely on
tbe discretion of the parties to the litigation,
except, possibly, so far as it may be esteemed
tbe policy of the law to exclude revelations of
confidential communications, and I suppose
that even in regard to these matters it is within the pleasure of parties, husband or wife, to
object to tbe revelation of those matters which
are considered sacred to domestic relations.
Evarts—The question whether she could be a
witness has never beeu actually a question.
The law prohibited ’t, and tbe policy of the
The general sense of tho
law prohibited it.
wisdom of that policy was brought out during
the progress of this ca->e, when the state legis
lature were understood to be considering whether it was for the interests of society under provocation of the importance of a oartieular case
that they would abrogate the rule of law and
abandon the iiolicv of society, aud oneu discurds of husband and wife swearing against
Legislature, by
one another in court, aud the
unanimous judgment, as we must understand,
the
all
of
aud concurrence
people of the state
say, our law wisely aud firmly determines that
hid

frequent interviews

subject in 1872.

question.

Now, if Mrs. Tilton at any time could legally
have been produced an! admitted as a witness,
there would have been two practical questious
for us as counsel, whi h have never arisen beher unfitness in any
cause the law has seen
litigation to which her husband is a party; first,
if we thought our
of
counsel
character
in our
client’s case hid any such defect in volume or
force of evidence that any other were needed.
\Ve have no such opinion. If, however, we
had come to dispose of that.question, aud the
wife were a witness that the law permitted to
be introduced, then we should have the grave
injury, even
duty of determining whether some
to
some weakness in what we felt was needed
he supplied on our client’s case, should properly
be supplied by a grave antagonism, tearing in
pieces the last shreds of respectability aud hope
Fortunately we
tor the future of this family.
have not been brought by any doubts or hesitation as to the force and fullness of our defence
into thatgfave moral question, but your Honor
1
sees these are all hypothetical inquiries.
should not have alluded oit iu the least but
for the introduction by our learned friend of
this proposition.
Mr. Beach replied that he would not go into
the questions suggested, but very much might
be said as to bow much of respectability was
left to that family, aDd the responsibility for
that sad result. He thought Mr. Evarts entirely mistaken in his view of the policy of the
law in his construction of the legal intent of
the Legislature, aud of the public sense of the
propriety of a woman being permitted to defend herself if she can under the circumstances
in which Mrs. Tilton is placed. In a former
discussiou they had gone extensively into the
policy of legislation, and it was clearly demonstrated to his Honor that it is now possible
for a husband and wife to he compulsorily
in a court of justice,
placed as a witness
humiliating and in direct antagonism. If they
choose said Mr. Beach in conclusion, to avail
iu a legiti
themselves of that lady’s testimony
aud
mate way our objection being withdrawn,
in such a shape aud bepresent her testimony
fore such a tribunal that it should he treated
aud not by
by the ordinary rules of evidence,
indirection before (mother tribunal and in

By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
another shape, they are perfectly at liberty to
True & Co.
d<f so.
Mr. Evarts—I only need to say that we do I
iilayton Stock luM.
not con.-ent that a stipulation between parties,
j
(Sales ni the Brokers’ Board. April 30.
the violation of which excludes the witness, !
Bates Manufacturing Co. F0
makes him or her a com pete ut witness.
Sinking Funds 8s.92$
Judge Neilson—This is different irorn the Union Pacific
Eastern Railroad.
05$
question which previously arose. An offer has
been made and the defence have declined it.
1 confess I feel gratified the lady is not to he
tVew Vork Stock nud .Touef dlarkct.
called.
New York. April 30—Evening.—Money closed
The court took a recess.
easy at 3$ @ 4 per cent, on call and 4$ @ 6 per cent,
tor prime business note*. Foreign Exchange was
After recess prosecution commenced tlieir
for bankers sixty days sterling
on
the
matter of Tilton’s
quiet at 4^7 @ 487V
rebutting testimony,
and 490 @ 49o$ for demand. Imports of dry goods
in
the
Commuuist
procession. for
alleged position
week
the
$1,384,408: amount marketed $1,828,Charles Stanley testified that he saw Tilton in
219, The customs receipts to-day were $209,000. All
the procession, but he was not riding with
of
sales
the
gold were at 115$ @ 115$, the opening and
Geo. W. Maddox gave
Woodlinll aud Claflin.
closing prices respectively; the borrowing rates were
John
3
Swiuton
9
stated
that
p'er cent, per annum and 1-04 @ 1-32
similar testimony.
0, 8, 7, @
per cent, per annum; at the close loans were made
he walked with Tilton in the procession, and
Assistant
Treasurer paid out to-day $495,The
fiat.
that be (Tilton) was not with Woodliull or
000 on account of interest, and $200,000 in redempClaflin at all.
The
ot
bonds.
following are the operations at
tion
Court adjourned.
the Gold Exchange Bank—gold balances $1,447,G05;
that
balances
Deuie*
Tilton
t'lafiiii
Rotle
currency
$1,073,517; gross clearances $33,IVnnie
with Her m the Com mu Hint i*roceMKiou»
313,000. The following is the Clearing House statement: currency excbauges,$85,889,730; currency balTeuuie Claflin prints an indignant card, savances $3 707,910; gold exchanges $4,198,345; gold
ing that in the Communist procession “I neith- balances $493,464. The specie engagements for toer'walked {beside or immediately before, or be- morrow thus far are $1,000,000. Governments were
hind Mr. Tilton that day, nor did I ride on any
steady. State bonds dull. In Railroad bonds the
feature was Union Pacific firsts, which adpart of the route, either with him or anybody leading to
1 00 @ 101$; Sinking Funds firm at 94;
else; nor was he near the head of the proces- vanced
Delaware. Lackawanua & Western convertible sold
of
its
march.
Neither
sion during any part
third at 103, and long dock bends at 104$.
Erie
at 120;
did Mr. Tilton ride borne with us in a carriage
Stocks generally with small business and no particuaud alight from the same with us at our resiThe total transactions at the Stock Exfeature.
lar
dence, as was testified to by Mrs. Palmer ou liange aggregated 110,000 shares, including New York
lead
honor
to
that
670
1
had
the
shares, Erie 9000 shares. Lake Shore 7000
Central
procesMouday.
Cleveland & Pittsburg 790 shares, Northwession, aad to carry the red flag the whole length shares,
12.200
tern
shares, Rock Island 1,025 snares, Pacific
of its march, from ils departure from Cooper
Mail 0800 shares, St Paul 1300 shares, do preferred
Institute until it disbanded in Union Square.
Ohio & Mississippi 11,800 shares, Wesshares.
500
If Beecher’s innocence depends on proviug that
tern Union 26,000 shares, Toledo & Wabash 12.900
Pacific 15,200 sliares.Panama 800 shares,
Mr. Tilton shared the honors of that procesUnion
shares,
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph preferred 2400 shares.
sion with me, he might as well step down aud
about
fuss
it.”
The following are the highest and lowest prices: Erie
out aud make no more
303 @ 30$; Lake Shore 70| @ 70$; Wabash 15$ @ 14$;
Chicago & North Western 42$ @41$; Rock Island
105$ @ 105$; Cleveland & Pittsburg 94$ @94; MilWaubee & St Paul 37§ @ 3G$; do preferred 57; Ohio
THE
& Mississippi 25$ @25$; New Jersey Cential 114;
Delaware and Lackawanna 118$ @ 118$; Union Pacific 7"$ @ 76$; Indiana Central 6 @ 5$; Western Unat
lMnccil
$3,500,000—Nluch ion 79$ @ 79; Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph 263 @ 26;
Loan Now
Pacific Maill 45 @ 44$; Panama 158 @ 155.
Suffering.
The following were the closing quotations of GovChicago, April 30.—A special to the Inter- ernment securities:
there
is
110
Oshkosh
from
Ocean
says
possible
United States coupon 6’s, 1881...
United States 5-20’s, 1802.
way of arriving at the loss to insurance compaUnited States 5-20’s 1804.
Oshkosh fire, as all the ageucies
nies by the
1....
Knrnnil Allt <1,1.1 tllh hAlilro
oru ill
United States 5-20’s, 1805, old.

The most rational, wlmlcsomfl and
tonic is Hostetler’s Stomaeli Bitters. Medits use for the cure of
recommend
ical
genera
debility, knowing it to possess strength-giving proporder,
and at the same time to
erties ot the highest
lie a means of refoiming those bodily it regularities
which induce nervousness and loss ot vigor.
It is
the best known remedy for dyspepsia, whether nervous or bilious, and is powerfully conservative of a
regular habit of body. As it is notorious iliat those
who are afflicted with weik nerves, biliousness or
liable to the iutiuenceof
constipation, are peculiarly
malaria, it is invaluable to such persons on account
of its preventive efficacy. It endows the bedy with
health and the mind with cheerfulness.

In this city, April 20, by Rev. Wm. B. Hayden, at
the residence of the bride’s father, Capt. Edwin Nichols and .Miss Helen J. G., daughter <1 L. F. Pingree,
Esq., all of Portland.
In Belfast, April 22, Capt. Isaac Clark and Mrs.
Prudentia A. Clifford.
In Palermo, April 15. H. H. Lamson ot Freedom
aud Miss Abbie A. Wood of Palermo.

DIED.
In Deering, April 20, Mr. James Leighton, aged
60 years.
IFuneral services Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at the Universalist Church, Stevens’ Plains.
In Topsham, April 26, Julia A. Grover, aged 50 yrs.
In Bowdnin. April 27, Mrs. Susan Pennell, aged 77
years 5 months.
In North Parsonsfield, Feb. 8, of typhoid pneumonia, D. W. C. Merrill, aged 56 years 5 months.

Name.

1

Liverpool_May

4
5
6
6
8
8
8
8
8
11
12
13
13
15
15
15
15

Manhattan.New York..

Cuba.New York.. Liverpool... .May
Claribel.New York. .Jamaica, &c.May
Hoi sat ia.New York. .Hamburg... .May
Polynesian...Quebec.Liverpool... .May
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool.... May
City ot Paris. New York* Liverpool_May
Victoria.New York. .Glasgow.May
Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool.... May
City of Havana.New York. Havana.May
Scotia.New York. .Liverpool.... May
Cimbria...New York.. Hamberg
May
City of Vera Cruz. .New York .Havana.May
Algeria.New York. Liverpool ...May
Andes.. New York. .Hayti, &c.... May
.New York. .Liverpool.. May
City of Berlin...
Henry Chauncy... New York..Aspinwall... May
...

..

MARINE

LOUISIANA.
Hull Against AtnUNr Clinton’s
New Orleans, April 30.—Gov. Kellogg in
behalf of the state has entered a suit in the Superior Court against Auditor Clinton's securities oa his special boud for the recovery of various sums ot money alleged to have been
fraudulently withheld from the state treasury,
and moneys illegally paid by Clinton to unauthorized parties. Tue amount sought he be

Bondsmen

.recovered aggregates $500,000.

91IITI!<)U«L«i:iCAL
eROB ABILITIES FOB

THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTX-JOUU

War Dkp’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
May 1, (1 A. M.)»
For New England clear weather and westerly winds duriug the day, with slight changes in
temperature and rising barometer.
Decrcnse iu llie Supply of Coni.
Philadelphia, April 30.—The supply of
coal from all regions, so far this year, savs the
B

iUlliCI

uuuiuan,

up
same

“n“-

last year—a
decrease of 1,479,711 tons. The decrease in the
tons.
is
supply of anthracite 1,507,467

5.594,050

tous

for the

period

F OREIG N.

ARRIVED.
Geo Cromwell, Bacon, New
and
mdse
to
J N Magna.
sengers

Terrible Coal Mine

Explosiou.

in Jersey City yesterday by a man tiring at a
mark.
The Eagle flouring mills and two houses in
Wateriown, N. Y., were burned yesterday.
....

.1.__:n„ iHsi.r

Dr. Samuel McKenzie Elliott,tlie well known
oculist, died at his residence on Staten Island

yesterday.
Steamship Caspian,

from Liverpool, could
not toneh at St. Johns, N. F., on account of
the ice.
The lied Iliver of the North is open.
The one thousand guineas race at Newmarket yesterday was won by Lord Falmouth’s Spiuaway.
Jean Frederic de Waldick, the famous traveler and artist, is dead.
Trains are now running at Prince Edwards’
Island.
Assurances were given in the English House
of Commons yesterday that the law forbidding
the hearing of arms in Ireland would not affect
the iuteruational rifle contest.
The Lichino canal will be open for navigation Monday next.

financial and commercial.

demand;No 2 65c;

Receipts—12,000 bush Wheat, 42,000

bush

Corn, 6,-

Shipments—7,000 bush Wheat, 4,000 bush Corn,
5,000 bush Oats.
Cincinnati, April 30.—Provisions—Pork is quiet
and firm at 22 00. Lard firm; prime steam at 15§ (eg

15i bid; 154 asked. Bulk Meats—shoulders active at
8fe; clear rib sidesat Ilf on spot; 12ft buyer June;
clear sides at 12* @ 124. Bacon with only a limited
jobbing demand—shoulders at 9g (eg 9|c; clear rib
sides at 12ft
I2jc; clear sides at 13| @ 134c. Whiskey is dull at 1 12. Live Hogs dull at 7 00 @8 50;
1200
bead.
receipts
DETROIT, April 30.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is firm and in good demand; extra at 1 314;
Corn advanced
No 1 at, 1 1 294 @ 1 ‘-9J; Amber l 25.
and in lair demand; No 1 Mixed 754 @ 784c. Oats are
quiet and unchanged.

Receipts—1000

bids

flour, 9,000

bush

bush corn, 3000 bush oats.

Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 5,000
qush com, 00,000 do oats.

bush

wheat, 1,000
wheat, 0,000

charleston. April 30.-Cottou weak; Middling
uplands at 15| (^ 15jje.
Mobile, April 30.-Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 15jc.
NEW ORLEAN9, April 30.—Cotton auiet; Middling
uplands at 15|c.
New York, April 30.—Cotton is steady; Middling

uplands 164c.

Savannah, April 30.-Cotton quiet;

uplands J5|c.

Middling

___

Havana Market.
Portland Wholesale market*,

Fkiday, April 30th.—The markets show no particular change. Flour is unchanged. The stock is
still quite good but the prospect is favorable for an
advance. Pork and lard are steady with no change.
Sugars arc firm with no change in prices. Potatoes
are unchanged. Molasses is very scarce.
Dailv Domestic Receipt*.
Receipts by Grand Trunk Railroad—G A Hunt 300
bhls Hour, Messrs Milliken 100 do do, David Ktazer
100 do do, D W Coolidge 500 do do, I. E Sabine 100 do
do, Norton & Chapman 100 do do, Empire Mills Co
400 do do, Hathaway Sc Wood 6 cars oats, W IS Noble
1 do oats, Kensell & Tabor 3 cars oats, Waldron W
True 1 do corn, J S Crockett 1 do oats, Messrs Kugets 1 do bran.

Havana. April 30.—Sugar is Arm.
Spanish gold at 217 @ 2174; American gold 227 @
228. Exchange quiet and weak; on United States 60
days currency ai 91 fa) 93 prem; short sight at 95 @ 96
prem J60 days gold at 118^119 prem; short tight
124 @ 1^5 prem; on Paris 121 @ 123 prem.
Knropean

Always
boys,

and

Market*.
London,April 30—12 30 P M.—Consols at 93g @ 94
for money and account.
London, April 30—12.30 P. M.—American securities— United States 5-20s, 18G5, old, at 1*>93; United
States 5-20s, 18G7, 109; United States new 5s, at 102J.
Erie Railway 204 @ 2t>f.
Liverpool, April 30—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
dull and unchanged; Middling uplands at 7ft@8d;
do Orleans at 8£d; sales 10,000 bales, including 20^,0
lor speculation and export,

you

—

J. IV. MAGNA, Agent.

BUSINESS

Ntreet.

and

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY A* MEAWS, Pearl Ntreet, opposite Park.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WAIiTER COREY Ac CO., Arcade, No.
IN Free Ntreet.

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 5tf Exchange Nt. C'pholMterkng of all kind*

sneod

TIMOTHY HUL.LIVAN A N. YOUNG,
Experienced Hone Shorrs, at 70 Federal iSIreel.lnial)0d3m»

Pattern and Model Maker.
Fore Slrest, C.r, .1

J. I. H A It HOUR, 2I«
Croat*. Portland.

ina22sn3m*

ruoiograpiiers.
CO., No. MO Middle Street.
J, II. I.AMMON, 159 Middle Ml.,car. Cro»».

STEAMERS!

A. M. DA VIM A-

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
CHANGE

IN'

Plumbers.

FARES.

JAMES MII.l.BK.No.Ol Federal Street.

On and after MONDAY, May 3d, the fare between
Portland and Bostou by this line will be as follows:

from New York.
Sid 28th, brig Suwannee, Sawyer, (from Martinique)
for Philadelphia.
Ar 29th. brig Mary C Marriner, Doull, Matanzas
for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 29th, sch Helen Maria, Look,

Cabin $1.00.

apr26sn7t

Deck

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PBOCTEK, No. 93 Eicbun

75 ct*.

Street._

COYLE, JR., Gen’l Agent.

J. B.

Portland.
Ar 28th, sch Addle Todd, Corson, Calais.
Below 29tb, brig Deborah S Soule, Soule, from Cardenas; sch Sarah C Smith, from Rockport.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, brig Joon Aviles. Tracey,
Rockport via Portland; schs Merrill C Hart, Brown,
and Lizzie Mills, Armstrong. Portland; Telegraph,
Montgomery, and Union, Reed,do; Nellie Doe, Richardson, do; Kate Newman, Newman, Providence;
John Batch, Hannah, do; Gentile, Eldridge, Wareham; Presto, Allen. Machias; Cypress, Si rout. Cherry field; Addie Todd, Corson, Calais; Ximena, In-

J. N. McCOV A CO., as Sprin, Street.

DENTIST,

Stair Builder.

Clapp's Block, Corner Congress and Elm

B. F. I.IBBV, I.o. 959 Fore Ntreet, car.
Crons St., in Deleno’s Mill.
O. Ij. HOOPER, Cor. York & Maple
Streetn.

All

Street'.
operations carefully performed.

Artificial Teeth
ap24

Inserted

Reasonable

at

Price*._snd2w

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

Sclilotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.

J.

A safe

and

remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
Freckles and Eruptions from the
it soft and fresh and imparting to it

Moth, Blotches,

J. W. A II. H. MCDVFFEE, Cor. Middl
& I' uiou Sts.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
CO., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street,
ma27sndtf
one door above Brown, Portland, Me.

TUCKER’S

barque Geo Treat, Ginn, Matanzas; sch
Speedwell, Drisko, Cardenas; Maggie Abbott. Abbott, Para 24 days.
Cld 29th, brig Akbar, Thompson, Sagua; brig C C
Sweeney. White. Matanzas.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, sch Saxon, Coombs, from
Calais.
Sid 29th, schs Susan Boss, Wall, and Laura S Watson, Sargent, New York; Union Flag, Frisbee, lor
Round Pond. Me.
NEWPORT—Ar 28th, schs Maud Mullocb, Norwood, Calais; S D Hart. Burgess, do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 28tli, sch James
O’Donohue, Warren, from Portland tor Charleston.
VINEYARD-HAVEN —Ar 28t.h, sch Mahaska,
Blake, Hoboken for Round Pond, Me.
BOSTON—Ar 29tb, schs Baltic, Parker, Elizabethport; Mary E Gage, Church, Machias; Cynosure.
Da'ey. Camden.
Cld 29th, brig I Howland, Lakeman, Surinam.
Cld 30th, brig Chas Miller, Dockendorf, Galveston;
Mary E Leighton. Wallace, Sagua; schs Ada S Allen, Dudlev, Eastport; M L Crockett. Crockett, Bangor; S K F James. (Br) Bissett, Portland.
Sid 30th, barque Vesuvius; brigs Cadet, and David

PRINTING

The Book, Card and Job
late David Tucker, will be
at the Stand,

YOU

FINE

as

personal

or

1y24dtfsn

IN

ALL AT

—

Extraordinary

FLORENCE
can be supplied with
AND
PARTS,
NEEDLES,
have their machine repaired in a thorough an

in Portland and

also
every

48

at

SEwTnO MACHINE C0„
OEO. IV. BKIGGS. Gen. Agl.,
2(>6 Wanhiiijjlou HtM Bowlou, Jiamm.

coddm

fel»8

Invested in Stock Privileges In Wall St.,
manr fhon»nnd* of dollar** proflia.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
[totalled statements and quotation prices ol all stocks
ileal t In at the

leads to

L. BAILEY,

EXCHANGE

STREET.
Mil In

LYKENS VALLEY

FRANKLIN

391

“/ye"

Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange.

TONS

maL’6

of the celebrated

sale in lot.-rto suit purchasers at

IS AN PALL

&llc UJJSTKR.

snt

The copartnership heretofore existing under the
name and style of Gowell & Greenouah. is this
lay dissolved by mutual consent. S. B. Gowell asuunes all liabilities of the late firm,and is authorized
o collect all debts due the same, (which must be paid

Cotumricial

April 13, 1875.

GOWELL & GREENOUGH.
apl4dsu3wr

Wilbor’M Cod Liver Oil and Lime.
who have been taking Cod Liver Oil will
lie pleased to learn licit Dr. Wilbor lias succeedof several professional gentlemen,
from
directions
id,
ure oil and lime in such a manner
n combining the
hat it is pleasant to the taste, ami its ertects in lung
oniplaints are truly wonderful. Very many persons
vliosc cas *s weie nronounced hopi le-s, and who had
t aken the clear oil for a long time without marked
fleet, have been entirely cured by using this preparition. Be sure and get the genuine. Manufactured
illy by A. B. WlLBOK, Chemist, Boston. Sold by

Persons

]

; ,11

druggists.

eodlw

Ht.

XI

LADD,

»lyoke'** Wharf.

jal2___deodtt

DUNCAN, SHERMAN & CO.

irm

mmediately.

A

SIWOiMTOW

Dissolution of Copartnership,

NPOKEft.
McApril 6, lat 1G 45 N, Ion 48 40 W, sch Elizabeth
Cook, from New York tor Deniarara, 15 days out.
trom
BosApril 17. lat 28, Ion 69 50. brig Moraucy,

_'tewlly

Spruce Piling, Spars and Haekmatac Knees, by

GO COMMERCIAL STREET.
nar2f>

and
12 Wall St. N. Y

SALE.
FOR
any quantity op

LYKENS VALLEY FRANKLIN COAL
lor

Exchange,
“jsssfsasf&sssiit
Bankers
Brokers,

New York Stock

COAL.

Just arrived by brig “Etta M. Tucker,”

for North of

the NcrvoiiH Krquire.
require more than anything else
is invigoration. Sedatives alone will not cure nervousness.
The reason that the neives are so «uscepti
ble is that they are weak. Compensate for this deft
ciency of strength, and over-acute nervous sensibil-

ROGERS,

TEKKACK.POKII.Am

low prices,

apr24_

John, NB, 28tli, sch J W Coffin, Collin,

nervous

manner at reasonable rates b
addressing

H.

FLORENCE

Sagua

Whitt

satisfactory

KLe7

to lie sold
holesale and retail.

GILBERT

_T

What the

vicinity

orders wim or

A.

Agent for l)n I’oui’m Powiler HIHIh.

28th, sch Anadno, Dyer, from New

Millbridge.

wav

caving

■t ITIAIilE

importation,

own

w

Hatteras.
Sid fm Matanzas Apl 27, barque Nineveh, Wyman,
Boston; A Kobbe, Carver, English Channel; sell F
M Crowley, Crowley, Philadelphia.
Ar Apl 28, sch Nellie J Diusiuore, Parker, N\ork.
Ar at
Apl 23th, sch Ada Ames, Ames, from

for

THE

Goods,
of my

Chase. Dolan. Baltimore; Goodwin, Craig. Alicante;
schs John H Converse, Plummer. Baltimore; Geo S
Hunt, Dexter, New York; Clara G Loud, Fountain,

wick, Ga,

eodly
OF

SEWING MACHINE

a large and line assortment of
FISHING TACKLE
for summer fishing.
Also a large stock of
ami
Rouble
Guns
and Sportsmen's
Single

Idg;

.....

colors,

Rates offered to Clubs.

PATRONS

THE

I have just received

Ar at Cieutuegos Apl 25tb, brig Frontier, Blaisdell,
New York.
Ar at Havana 26tli, sch Nellie Scott, Milau, from
St John, NB.
In port Apl 24tli, barque Mary G Reed, Gcyer. tor
New York.
Regina Tolck, Ray. for do; brigs
Ramirez, Bernard, tor do; HattieS Bishop, Bishop,
for Baltimore; Sportsman, Blanchard. North ot Hatteras; schs Agnes 1 Grace, Smalley, and C F Young,
Hume, do; aud others.
Ar at Matanzas Apl 27th, brig Antelope, Ray, from
Boston.
SU1 27th, ship Success, Sherman, New York; brig
B Biown. Bain, lor North of Hatteras; schs Mabel Thomas, Randall, and L A Knowles, Chase, do;
Lizzie Wilson, Wilson, Boston.
Ar at Cardenas Apl 27tli. barque Jos Baker, Ryder,
Boston; brig Emma L Hall, Perry, New York; M A

in

dec15

HENliY DEERING,
No. 05 Exchange St.

TAG

or

MADE.

J. U. P. BURNHAM

To Bo Let.
and after Jan. 1, 1875. the chamber in second
story now occupied by F. M. Kaler & Co., on the
corner of Cross and Middle Sts.
Apply to

FIS HI NGr

SQUARE.
Life,

from Card to

COPIES

limifi'il miml>or of nnuils in Oil Paint-

de28sutf

Rooms,

finished in the very best manner, plain

On

Guantanamo.

Hayti.

Sizes,

All

Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Dank Building, U1
Middle Street.ectlsneodtf

Cadiz Apl 28, sch Ella M Storcr, Wade, from
Brunswick, Ga.
Sid fm Havre Aid 16. barnue Mar lia A McNeil.
Jordan, Rockland,
Ar at Deal Apl 29. barque Isaac Hall, Pressey, fm
Buenos Ayres tor Antwerp; Robert Porter, Goodell,
Mejillones for London.
Ar at Queenstown Apl 29, barque Florl M Hulbert,
Dudley, Baltimore.
Cld at Rio Janeiro Mcli 30, brig Abbie C Titcomb,
Endeven, Hampton Roads.
At Humacoa PR Apl 7tli, brig Tally Ho. Sprague,
from Pensacola; sch Margie, McFaddeu, for Boston
in 2 (lays.
Sid tm St Jago Apl 16, sch Mabel F Staples, Cole,
at

PRICES.

in

MARKET

ng,

York.

Ruches,

#3in

Photograph

C. R. GRANT
n

&

LOW

BURNHAM’S

Cough Worn Victim*
Whose lungs aro racked and torn with paroxysms
which threaten to choke them, llnd sure and speedy
relief in the use of Dr. Morris* Syrup of Tar, Wild
Cherry and Horehound. It is a certain cure for
coughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, and all diseases
tending to consumption. No other medicine acts so
promptly and well in Croup and Whooping
Cough. Sold by A, S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G.
Loring, Exchange and Federal St.; C. L.Holt, 653
Congress St.; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr
Keen, Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J
W. Perkins & Co., General Agents.oclOcodtf
Will

VERY

169 MIDDLE STREET.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in
SURGICAL IJSTSTRTJ INTENTS.
501 Congress Si.* Porilaud, Hie.
One door above Brown.
apr27-sneodtf

Ar at Bombay Apl 28, ship Reporter, Spring, from
Boston.
Sid fin Genoa Apl 28, barque Lincoln, Thorn, New

—

jai2eoaly

Repairing promptly attended to by
SCHLOTTERBECK A CO.,

Ar at Melbourne Apl 28th, barque Tewksbury L
Sweat. Griffin, Boston, (Jau 15.)
At Shangliae Mch 25. ship Titan, Berry, from New
York, ar 24th ; and others.
At Hong Kong April 1. ship Mt Washington, Perkins, and Ellen Munroe,Norcross. tor San Francisco;
barque Garibaldi. Noyes, for Portland, O.
Sid tm Manila Mch 6. ship Monta Rosa. Carter, lor
Liverpool; 17th, Theresc, Mudgett, New YorK.
A rat Singapore Mch 20, barque Annie Torrey,
Libby, Swansea.

—

Fringes, Trimmings

line of Surgical Instruments, Mechanical

ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET.

PORTS.

—

SWEETSIR& MERRILL’S

by mail, will receive

for deformities,
Electric
Batteries.
Elastic Hose and Belts, Trusses, Supporters, Crutchou
baud
and
made
to
orde-.
«&c.,
es, dfcc.,

Ar 29th, sch Jos Oakes, Parker, fm Clenfuegos for
Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 29tb, scb W F Emersou, Dorr,
Orleans for Boston.

AT

—

Appliances

2Sth, sch Petrel, Robbins, Calais for

OF

1ST OYELTIES

heretofore,

Surgical Instrument Manufactory.
A full

ASSORTMENT
—

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
All orders, eithe
prompt attention

FUND A

WILL

HOUSE

Printing Business of the

continued,

KEITH.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

a MARBLE PURITY.

Machias.
Ar 30tli,

A.

MSnBiL

sure

Skin, rendering

galls, Machias; Gem, Thomas, RocKland; Garland,
Libby, Machias: Frank, Randall. Cutler; W FreeAchorn. Tbomaston.
Also ar 28th, brig Guisboro, from Portland; schs
Georg:e Staples, Maloney, Calais; Garland, Libby,

lrorn
April 17, lat 28, Ion 67 50. sch E R Emerson,
Boston for Turks Island.
fm
BrunsApril 27, of Hatteras. sch Lizzie Major,

A. MERKILlj A CO., 139 Middle Ml.

J. A.

man.

__

Roofers.

OK. CAKLETON 14 ETV A ALL,

Matanzas.
Below, sch Melvin, Roberts, from Antigua.
PHILADELPHIA.—Ar 28th. schs Ella. Montgomery, St Marys, Ga; Abbott Lawrence, Griffin, from

ton tor

order.

to

Horse Shoeing.

:

cured my wife when she lixd one of the
worst cold* I ever *aw. 1 am perfectly satisfied with it.
W. H BOKNK.i\o.20NioneNt.

ne.

TitF

J. PERKIWN umnafneturer of plain
faucy Caudiet, 5JN7 Couxitm Nt,
Portland Me.

L.

STREET.,

and Cumberland sit*.

GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 23d, scb S E Woodbury,
Griffin, Tbomaston.
Ar 24th,schs Annie R Lewis, Lewis, New York;
25th. Lizzie Lane, West. Bootlibay.
WILMINGTON—Ar 26th,schs Susanna,Pickering,
Rockland; G LBradley, Smith, New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 27tb, sch Evelvn, White. Belfast.
FORTRESS MONROE-Passed in 28th, sch Ariad-

St
C Id
Matanzas.

_

Confectionery.

LEAVITT.

BOSTON

St__

Book Binders,
WM. A. IIIIINCY, Room II, Printer’*
Exchange, Wo. Ill Exebanjff Nt.
«MAIiVi Ar NUACKFORD,W«..!li Plant

Portland, ill April, 1S75.
& CO., Proprietor*. Iflyrtle
C. WAV

Josephine. Stone. Frontera.
BRUNSWICK, UA-Ar 26tli, sch Sarah B, Strout,

^

McGOWAN, 1354 Congrvu.

done

XTanr VriT-lr

DIRECTORY?

Booksellers anil Stationers.
HOYT, Ac FOGG No.OI illidllf Slreel.

ATTENTION.

Mobile.
Ar 23d, seb

apr23dtfsn

fc^Seo Advertisement.

_sntf

Way & Co

IN THlfl

Table imClean and tidy Ntntrroom.
equaled. Polite oud courtcoiiN attention.

Awnings, Tents, rings. Boat Sails
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.,

A

& 7.5 O
can secure a

ROUTE.

WARDEN & WEED’S,
Millinery Rooms, 515 Congress Street.

EXCHANGE

—

FI1VENT NTEA.7INHIP EVER ON T1IE

Ladies wishing to wear their own hair, and having
saved combings, can have them straightened by
hand, and by means of a new and wonderful invention, can have the roots put, together if desired. Also s vitclies repaired and enlarged at low prices at

apr27

ALSO

FIRST CLASS CABIN PASSAGE

T. P.

!

by the

FOR

INVENTION.

NEW

Ja.

Maggie Hatborn, Small,

STREET.

healed
ROOMS 11 & 1*2 FLUENT BLOCK.
ma4hd3iu*

PENSACOLA—Cld 24tb, sch R M Brookings,
Brown. Mobile.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 22d. sch Stampede,Dow, from

—

‘"Cromwell Steamship Line.”

THE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
He shall lay hands on them and tfiey shall be

Messr*. CJ.

YOU

is

ROBERT THAYER WELDE,

F

WAY

CHEAPEST

get your Money’* Worth.

MIDDLE

me.?

»

FROM AND TO NEW YORK,

men

Portland, May 1,1875.mylsndtf

DOMESTIC PORTS.
29tb, ship Game Cock,
Stoddard, Hong Kong.
GALVESTON Ar 22d, sch Jos Souther, Watts,
Philadelphia.
I
Cld 28th, brig Abby Watson, Hooper, Pascagoula.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 24th, schs May Evelyn,
Me Learn, Ruatan: Win Fisher, Me Keen, Utilia.
MOBILE—Cld 28th, sch John Me Adam, Torbett,

in

,,

CAN RECEIVE AND SHIP FREIGHT,

B, GOWELL,

40 1-2

arson,

niouatv

—

retiring.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar

Sid 28tli, sch

|>[C1UIBCB

THE

Dissolution of Copartnership.
The partnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of JOHNSON & CLOYES BROS., is this
day dissolved by mutual consent, Fred. H. Cloyes,

are

Galveston.
Ar at Cardenas
Y

PATTERN,

NOTICE.—Notice is hereby
given that all officers, sailors anti soldiers,
or
injured in the late Rebellion,
wounded, ruptured
however slightly, are entitled to a pension, and
thousands oFpensioners are entitled to an increased
rate. Apply immediately through Dr. E. B. JACKSON. Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St,. New York.oc29snly

all ruined and new ones will have to be
supplied; Dearly all the iron work aloft is used up,
and the vessel will have to be overhauled from truck
to keelson before she can proceed.

Ar

mo

PERSONAL

Thurlow. Corbett, for North ot

FOKEIGN

liriUK

Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. I>.
Jost, on November 10th, and again on Dec. 9tb. 1*71 ;
said reward will be paid only on dne proof being
furnished Ibe exocutive committee of the conviction
anil actual punishment of said oriminals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order oi the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
dec23sntt
New York. Dec. 17th,
1874._

myl_dsutf

MEMORANDA.
Sch Henry Means. Smith, trom Jacksonville for
Albany, which put into Norfolk in distress, reports,
when 65 miles out from Jacksonville, encounteied
heavy gales from NW and shipped heavy seas and
labored bard; stove cabin, sprung aleak, sustained
other damage. Finding it impossible to reach port
of destination, bore away for Norfolk, arriving 24tli.
It liad not been decided 26th, whether she would repair there or proceed to New York.
Sell Margie, McFadden, from Ilumacoa for Boston,
put into Newport 30th, with, loss of sails, strained
and leaky, having experienced a heavy gale 26th.

Newport.

with the crime

parties charged

or

—

2 47

Hatteras.
Sid fm Sagua Apl 23d, sell St Croix, Foss, Portland
Sid fm Maceio Mch 21. brig C S Packard. Arnesbury, Portland; sch Waterliue, Whittemore, do.

Owen.
SALEM—Ar

ty

full assortment of lVOOLENSfor
a thousand an«l one other articles.

S.

CRANBERRY ISLES, April 25-Ar, sch M L RogGilley, Portland.
April 26—Sid, sch Ivy, Bunker. Portland.
April 27—Sid, Van, Bunker, Portland.

Kingston,

a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
detection, conviction and punishment of the pai

the

and

Come and

ers,

The sails

a

FIRE

Hereby offers
MODEL

Brilliant lues and Alpacas,
Paisley and India Shawls.

will consist ot nine vesse.s. flvo of which have contracted to deliver their cargoe at $l!60 per bbl of 200
lbs, salted for barrelling; the othpr four have been
fitted out by their owners, two of which will barrel
their cargoes and the other two smoke.

brig

NATIONAL BOARD OF
UNDERWRITERS

Cashmere,

Black

April 27—Sid. schs Quoddy, Fanning, Kempt NS;
Sammy Ford, Allen, Dorchester, NB.
The schooners Sea Lark, Mary F Pike, Clara Jane,
and Sammy Ford, have been chartered for the season
to carry stone irom Dorchester NB to New York, at
$3 50 per ton.
The Quoddy Magdaleen fleet the present season

Lena

For

whalebone ribs.

a special Curved Collar Fitting Neck Band, and
These patterns
Sleeve and Yoke.
have been tested and proven for the past three years
in this country and England. Send us size of Collar
and measure of Breast under the arms in ordering,
with price of Pattern 50 cents, and au additional 7
cents to pay postage.
We are constantly receiving new goods in all the
different varieties, usually kept iu a Dry and Fancy
Goods Store. Good bargains in

*

REWARD.

THE

with

pr ton.

21 @28c. Whiskey dull!sellers

firm and in fair

STREET.
sntf

$>500.00

superior shaped

April 26—Sid. schs Chas E Scars, Turner, Sliulee,
NS; Lizzie B McNicbols, Banning, do, to load piling
lor New York at 3 cts pr ft; C PGerrisb, Armstrong,
Windsor, NS, to load plaster for Baltimore at $2.50

July

are

CONGRESS

j

GOWELL’S.

SHIRT

NB,

leeu Islands.

Portland.
Sid 28th,

B.

SALISBURY

Tfrom our correspondent^
LUBEC, April 23—Ar. sch Huutress, C M Brawn,
Rockland, (has been purchased here by P Gillise, and
others.)
April 24—Sid, sch Frauces Ellen, Cou6ens, Magda-

Domestic Markets.

White 66$c.

534

_

Sch Alpha, (Br)
Medway, NS—YeaBoyd.
Sch Eliza B Coffin, Cole, Machias—Chas Sawyer,

New

do June. Oats

fatally shot

BROS.,

aplO

BONES,

*21

corset made with pure
sale at

S.

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Matanzas Apl 28th, brig Raboni, Coombs,

__

only

ton *&

Market*
Chicago
Chicago, April 30.—Cattle are active, weak and
lower; receipts of 3000 head; stockers at 3 75 @ 5 00;
butchers 4 00 @ 5 50; shipping steers at 5 50 @ 6 50;
choice at 5 70 @ 6 37*; shipments 3000 head.
Live Hogs active and firm; receipts 9,000 head;
shippers to Philadelphia 7 15 @ 9 00: light at 7 68 @
8 00; heavy 7 75 @ 8 50; shipments 5000 head.
Sheep active; receipts 1500 head; Wooled at 5 50 @
5 70; Shorn 3 50 @5 50.

Chicago, April 30.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat in fair demand, unsettled and excited; No 1
Spring at 1 09$; No 2 do 1 04$ on spot and seller for
May; 1 07$ for seller June; 1 09} @ 110 seller July;
No 3 Spring 98$ @ 99$c; rejected at 93c.
Corn is in
fair and lower and closed weak; No 2 Mixed old at
76 @ 76$c; new at 73c on the spot; 75$c bid for seller
London, May 1, 2 a. in.—A terrible explosion occurred yesterday afternoon iu Bunker’s I May; 76$c bid seller June; rejected 72$c. Oats are
dull and drooping; No2ati61}e on spot; 62$ seller
Hill colliery, North Staffordshire, while the
May; 63$c se.ler for June; rejected 59$c. Rye quiet
miners were at work. At midnight 12 bodies
and weak; No 2 at 1 07. Barley is in fair demand
are
men
had been taken out.
Twenty-three
and advanced; No 2 Spring at 1 33 @ 1 31 on spot;
of
that
is
no
There
any
hope
yet in the mine.
1 25 seller May. Pork in fair demand and advanced
them will be recovered alive.
at 22 10 @ 22 15 on spot; 22 40 seller June.
Lard is
Nolo.
15 55 on spot aud seller May; 15 75 seller for
A
iMWf.ru
Last
Germany’*
steady
ItiilgBinn
June. Bulk Meats are quiet; shoulders at 8$e; short
an anssent
Brussels, April 30.—Belgium
rib middles at ll$c—all loose on spot or seller May.
Couut
to Germany’s last note.
wer today
Whiskey at 1 14.
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
Asperemoet Lynden, Minister of Foreigu Affirmer at 1 04} seller for May; 1 07$ @ 1 07$ seller
fairs, will make explanations in regard to the
June.
Corn at 75$@75} seller for May; 76$c seller
in
Chamber
of
the
Representacorrespondence
June; 78c seller July. Oats at 62$ @ 62$ seder May;
tives Tuesday next.
seller June. At 4 o’clock p. m. Pork 22 00
63g
@
63$
From ibe Dominion.
seller May; 22 30 seller June. Lard declining at 13 70
in
seller
after this date Pork and Lard will be
timber
sawu
the
30.—All
June;
Ottawa, April
given with quotations ot afternoon call of board, hut
the Chaudiere yards hai been sold and will i*e
will be those current at 4 o’clock.
prices
quoted
first
shipped as soon as navigation opens. The
Receipts—12,000 bbls flour, 79,000 bush wheat, 16.saw logs of the season passed the slides today.
900 bush coni, 29,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush rye, 2.000
It is reported the Marquis of Lome and Prinbush of barley.
will accompany Lord Dufferin ou
cess Louise
Shipments—12,000 bbls tiour, 79,000 bush wheat 15,500 bush corn, 4,000 busn oats, 0,000 bush rye, 1,000
his return to Canada.
last
bush
barlev.
this
visited
A terrific wind storm
city
St. Louis, April 30.—Flour is buoyant aud some
bight. Several chimneys and sheds were blown
sales a fraction higher. Wheat is higher; No 2 Red
down and one man was injured.
Winter at 1 45 bid; No 3 do at 1 30 bid; No 2 Spring
St. John, April 30.—Meeting of Merchant’s
Corn higher;
at 1 06$ bid for regular; 1 08$ for fresb.
mill owmers and shippers interested in the trade
No 2 Mixed at 74$@ 75}c cash; 75c seller May; 77}
of this port was held today, at which $57,000
@ 1 08 seller June. Oats firmer at 65 @ 66$c cash;
65c seller May; 67$c seller June. Bailey is unsettled
wasjsubscribed to provide labor in opposition to
and a little doing. Rye is in good demand and firm;
the laborers’ society. The amount will be in
Pork is
No 2 at 1 08.
W niskev declining at 1 14.
creased to $100 000. Nothing was done today
at, 22 10 @ 22 25. Dry salted Meats arc
declining
iu the way of loading or discharging vessels.
for
clear
rib
at
8
for
@11$
shoulders;
11$
declining
sides; 12 for clear sides. Bacon is declining; shoulders
Montreal, April 130.—The Governor Genersides
at
13
clear
rib
clear
@
13$.
eutire
@
13;
an
12}
9$c @ 9$;
al has taken for his family and suite
Laru is nomiuullyat 15$.
range of rooms in the upper part of steamer
Live Hogs are in fair demand and steady; yorkers
8.
sails
irom
which
May
Quebec,
Polynesian,
6 7 > @ 7 23; bacon at 7 52 @ 7 50; good to choice 7 90
From Cuba.
@ 8 30. Cattle are in fair demand aud steady; good
native steers at 6 00 @ 6 25; fair to good native butchNew York, April 30.—A Havana letter of
ers at 5 10 @ 5 65: mixed stock at 4 75 @ 5 50.
the 24th says Valmazeda is fortifying at Colon.
Receipts—4UU0 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat, 20,000
He has 30,000 men within a radius of forty
bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 0,()00 hush barley, 2,000
miles but dares not move agaiust the patriots.
do rye, 0,000 hogs 0,000 head cattle.
Every sugar estate witliiu four miles of Cieu
Milwaukee, April 30.—Flour is firm and quiet.
Wheat firm; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 09$; no 2 Milwaufuegos has been burned. The patriots are well
armed with rides.
Valmazeda contemplates
kee 1 05; 1 05 tor seller May; 1 07$ seller June. Oats
steady and less active; No 2 in store at Ole. Corn is
buying 1000 horses for his cavalry.
No 2 seller May at 74$c. Rye is
scarce and higher;
Foreigu Note*.
nominal. Barley unsettled and easter; No 2 Spring
Provisions are easier aud
at 1 25; No 3 do at 1 15.
The case of Leader vs. Moody and Sankey
has been settled by the acceptance of the Masquiet. Mess Pork at 21 65 cash. Sweet pickled hams
at 11 @ life; dry salted meats—shouldsers at 8$c;
ter of Rolls that the defendants pay one shilmiddles 11} @ i2$c loose. Prime Lard quiet jstearn at
ling damages and costs, and agree uot to occu15$; kettle at 15}c.
py the onera house for their meetings.
Receipts—6,500 bbls flour, 58,000 bush wheat.
It is supposed that Dr. Rastout and comShipments—5.500 bbls flour,5.500bush wheat.
the
French
who
communists
panions,
escaped
Toledo, April 30.—Flour in fair demand and firm.
from New Caledonia, perished on the water, as
Wheat is excited and 3c higher, closed steady; No 1
and
no tidings of them have yet beeu received
Wl-i'eMichigan at 1 30; extra White Michigan 1 34;
a fragment of a boat has beeu found.
Amber Michigan 1 26$ @ 1 27$; seller May 1 27;seller
June 1 30; No 2 Red 1 26 @ 1 27; seller lor June at
1 3i>$; seller July 1 34; No 3 do 1 20. Corn quiet and
weak; high Mixed cash and seller May at77}e; 79c
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
was

JACQULINE,

CLEARED.
McNeil, Port

quotations tot Pacific Rail-

T«iJrty-five Miners Perish.

A child named Mary Moore

named—best for Ladies and Children ever invunfpil. ('nil n.nil pvtnninn if Almi tin* pplHlifiltwl

Rightly

Frances, Smith, Lamoine for Boston.
Sch Caressa, Hodgkins, Lamoine lor Boston.

Cattle

115.

12tli.

CORSET 1

COMFORT

Sell Susan

2G

Freights to Liverpool—the market is quiet; Cotton
per steam at $ @ 5-16d; Cotton per sail at $d; Corn
per steam 5|d; Corn per sail 5$d; Wheat per steam
6|d; do sail 6d.

MONDAY, APRIL

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

York,—pas-

Sch Capitol, Farr, Boothbay.
Sell Lucy Ann, Dighton, St George.

Providence Print Cloth Market*
Providence, April 30.—The printing cloths market
and
steady at 5|c for standard and extra G4 x
quiet
64’s spot goods with light stock.

at

GARMENTS
ON

which, per mouth, exceeds 100,000,

Steamship Chesapeake, Mangum, New York—pas-

Central Pacific bonds...102}
Union Pacific.101*
Union Pacific land grants, ex-iut.98
..94
Sinking Funds.

new

tion of

the

sengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John,
via Eastport for Boston.
U S steamer Dallas, Chase, from a cruise East.
Steamer Clara Clarita. Treat. Rockland.
Sch Congress, York, Newburyport.
Sch Ivy, Bunker, Cranberry Isles.
Sch VaD. BuDker, Cranberry Isles.

Chicago
-. 54*
Chicago
Chicago & Rock Island.105*

Western; State

SPRING

EASTMAN

NEWS.

Steamship

41 g

York. April 30—Evening.—Cotton market
Is quiet and steady; sales 1630 bales; Middling uplands at 16*c; forward deliveries opened 1-16 @3-32
decline, most of which was afterwards recovered.
Flour—receipts 8261 bbls;tbe market is a shade firmer with a moderate export and home trade demand,
prices, however,are without changejsales 14,000 bbls;
Supefine Western and State 4 60 @ 4 90; exrtra Western and State at 4 15 @ 5 30; choice extra Western
and State 5 35 @ 5 60; White Wheat Western extra
at 5 60 @ 6 30; good extra Ohio at 5 10 @ 6 90; extra
St Louis at 5 25 @ 8 25, including 4900 bbls shipping
extras at 5 10 @ 5 40; idarket closing quiet and firm ;
Southern Hour at 5 10 @ 8 25; Rye tiour steady 4 35
@ 5 40. Cornmeal steady at 4 00 @ 4 80. Wheat—receipts 37,200 bush; the market is without decided
change and with only a very moderate inquiry, opening with holders disposed to insist upon very full
prices; closing quiet at about yesterday’s quotations;
sales 58,000 busb; No 3 Spring at 1 15 @ 1 18; 1 10 @
1 21 for No 2 Chicago: 1 20 @ @ 1 21 for No 2 Northwestern ; 1 22 @ 1 23 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 27 @ 1 31
tor No 1 Spring; 115 @ 1 28 tor ungraded Iowa and
Minnesota Spring: 1 38 @ 1 40 for Winter Red Western ; 1 41 @ 1 42 tor Amber Western; 1 40 @ 1 45 for
White Western; also 20,000 bush No 2 Canada Club
deliverable on opening of caual at 1 30; 16,000 busb
No 2 Milwaukee seller Juna at 123; 26,000 bush of
Winter Red Western on spot and to arrive soon at
1 42. Rye is firmer at 95c tor Canada in bond; 1 05
for State. Barley is firm with fair inquiry; sales of
500 bush Milwaukee at l 45; 12.000 bush Daunbian to
arrive at 1 28. Barley Malt quiet and firm; sales 500
bush Canada West at 1 50 cash. Corn—receipts 95,UOO bush; the market is less active ana lower; sales
79,000 bush at 92 @ 93c for Western Mixed, closing
at 02$. Oats—receipts 4975 busb ;the market is a shade
firmer and moderately active; sales 42,000 bush at
74 @ 76$c for Mixed v\ estern; 76 @ 78c for White do.
Coffee quiet; Rio at 16$ @ 19$c gold.
Sugar is quiet
and steady at 8$ @ 8fc for fair to good refining ;8 7-16
@8$c for prime; sales 318 hhds Muscovado at 8$ @
8gc; refined quiet at 10 @ 10$ @ 10$ for hard grades.
Molasses is very firm at 41c for 50 teste. Rice quiet
and unchanged. Petroleum lower and heavy; crude
6$c on spot; 6$c seller May; refined at 12$ @ 13c for
prompt delivery: 13$c seller May. Tallow steady at
9$ @ 9$c. Naval Stores—Rosin is dull at 2 05 @ 2 10
for strained. Turpentine dull at 36 @ 36$c for Spirits. Pork firmer; sales of 150 bbls new mess at 22 25;
100 bbls extra prime at 16 50; 1000 bbls new mess for
at 22 45 @ 22 50*
Beef quiet. Lard is
seller
heavy and very dull at 15 11-16 @ 17; cash for prime
steam ; seller May quotea at 15 13-16; seller June at
16c; 50 tes City on spot at 15$c. Butter is firm; 12 @
16c for Western; 15 @ 22c for State; 18 @ 23c for new

LADIES’

their
Flease tell the people that you
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circula-

Fridays April 30.

Wabash...11*

the

OF

saw

PORT OF PORTLAND,

Erie preferred.40
Michigan Central... 72*
Union Pacific Stock.77
Lake Shore. 70*
Illinois Central, ex-div.105*

were

IiOt

f.AKUE

A

THE

Pacific Mail......41J
N Y Central and Hudson R. consolidated.105
Erie.30|

The following
road securities:

OPEN

TT&S&weowly

se25

Aimuuac.[flay 1.
SunriaeB.4.56 I High water.7.30 AM
Sunsets...C.59 I Moon rises....... 2.55 AM

123*

Telegraph.

Will.

suiters more or
There is no person living
less with Lung Disease, Coughs, Colds or Consump75 ceius tor
tion, yet some would die rather than pay
Dr. A.
them.
a bottle of medicine that would cure
Bo3chee*s German Syrup has lately teen int roduced
in this country from Germany, and its wondrous
If you doubt
cures astonishe everj* one that try it.
wliat we say in print, cut this out and take it to your
Druggist, and get a sample bottle for 10 cents and try
t, or a regular size for 75cents. Sold by \V. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.

lUiaiatnrc

coupon.117*

Atlantic & Pacific

BROS.

but wliat

Dale.

For

Life,

Your

May Save

It

Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool... .May 1
California.New York. .Glasgow.May 1

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.70

& Northwestern.
& Northwestern preferred.

From

Peruvian.Portland_Liverpool... .May

States 5 20’s, 1SG7.123f
States 5-20’s, 1808.123*
States new 5’s.
117*

States 10-40
Currency 6’s.

NOTICES.

EASTMAN

OCT,

TSI»S

CUT

DKPAUTIJKE OF STEAMttllIP*.

nrnrn

United
United
United
United

SPECIAL

agieealile
limn

OSHKOSH FIRE.

confusion, while the books of one agency were
burned. The total loss by the fire is thought to
be greater than was first reported, and it is uow
put at $2,500,000, It is estimated iu general
terms that the insurance is 50 per cent, of the
loss.
About 300 families were burned out and
relief is much needed. The city council has
appropriated $2000 for their immediate wants
There is no dissonragement among business
men, and the feeling is strong that rebuilding
Several hours of rain
will commence at once.
failed to extinguish the fire, which is still burning away the debris.
New York, April 30.—The insurance people
say that the losses to the companies here by
the Oshkosh fire will be distributed among so
many companies that the percentage to each
will probably he very small. The companies in
the board had not taken very large risks in
Oshkosh, as there had been disastrous fires
there iD previous years, and it was not considThe
ered a safe town for insurauco business.
western companies and some outside the hoard
would suffer most, but in a business point of
view it would not affect seriously any insurance
interest east, and would make no very great
difference anywhere.
A special to the Times from Oshkosh says
the prospect at that city is already brightening^
and probabilities are that before winter the
majority of the business blocks will be built.
The debris is cleared away irorn the principal
streets, which are thronged with visitors from
Insurance men
all directions to see the ruins
are present from all parts of the country
They
the conflagraof
views
take
don't
discouraging
tion as a general thing, and not a lew have declared that they staud ready to renew their
The structures burned were generally
risks
pretty well insured and are owned by men who
can afford to rebuild. Vaults of the 1st National Banks were opened to day, aud contents
found entire. GO business structures were destroyed, aud about oue half of these will be rebuilt immediately.
Ths pol’ce to-day made a careful count and
found that the sum total of dwellings destroyed is about 500. They are valued at au average
of $2500 each, which gives au a gregate loss of
$1,250,000, which is probably near the correct
Loss on business houses is about $1,figure.
000,000, aud on the lumber interest Iron. $200,000 to $250,000, making about $3 000,000, on
which the insurance is fully $1,000,000.

disappears.

itv

MARRIED.

__

BANKERS
I* NASSAU ST., NEW YORK
CIRCULAR NOTES unci
LETTERS OF
wne
■RED1T f,>r TRAVELERS IN EUROPE ANI> THE
! AST, available in all tlie principal cities; also for
TELE*
ise in the United Stales, West Indies, Ac.
) SRAPHIC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
i IALIFOKNIA, HAVANA. MEXICO. CHINA, JAj >AN,&c. Accounts of Banks, Bankers and others
1

eceived._jaieoilly
Bonds and Mmfsagps.

CAREFULLY selected Wester, Municipal Bond*
Lg and Real Estate Mortgages and Trust Deeds,
1 nquiries. Collections and Rcuiittances promptly atCHARLES U. HAWKES,
indedto.
t

auglU’uTh&Slyk’ap

SOMiddieSt.

—

---*

THE

PEESa_

MORXIXR, MAY 1, 1875

SATURDAY

THE PRESS
Slay be obtained at the Periwllca!

f

^

££&-

o! the city.
Bros., on all trains that ran out
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodedon,
At Wat erville, otb. barter.
Bros, and Stevens & Co.
of

Lewletonf FrenJh

At

~city^ni>
New

vicinity.

Wanted—By

a

in.

M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting
Wednesday and Saturday at 7} o’c’k P. M., and Sunday at 9 a.m.; at the Bethel, 97 Fore St.,at 10$ a. m.
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carrutliers,
pastor. Services at 10$ a. m., and 7 p. m. Sunday
Y.

School at 3 p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10$ a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all. and all are welcomed.
Deering.—

Sunday

a. m.

School immediately after service.
St. Lawrence St, Churoh.—Rev. A, H. Wright,
Pastor. Preaching services at 10$ ai*d at 3. Sunday
School at 1$.
Advent Christian CnuRcn, Union Hall. 87 Free
St.
Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. by
Elder E. A. Stockman. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m„
and 7 p. m.
Sail Loft.—A free meeting of Divine Service will
be held at tbe sail loft, Commercial Wharf, until further notice every Sabbath at 10$ o’clock a. m. All
are cordially invited.
First UNiVERSALiST.Congress Square—Rev. W.
E. Gibbs, Pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 7$
p. m. Sunday School at 3 o. m.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. W. Johnston,
pastor. Communion service at 10$ a. m. Love feast
at 3 p. m. Sabbath School 1$ p. m.
Prayer meeting
7 p. m.
First Second Advent Church. 567 Congress
St.—Elder B. S. Kmerv of Kennebunk, will
preach Sunday at the usual hours. Prayer meeting
at 9 a. m. and 7. p. m. Seats free.
Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church.—Rev. S.
Y. Douglas, Pastor. Prayer and conference meeting
a. m.
at
Preaching 3 and 7$ p.m. All are in-

10$

vited.
First Baptist CnuRcn, Congress st., corner of
Wilmot. Rev. W. H. Shailer, pastor.—Sabbath School
Social meeting 7 p. m.
1.30 p. m. Preaching 3.
Seats Free.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School 2 p. m. Preafching 3 p. m.
A temperance meeting at 7$. Free to all.

Church.—C. F. Dole Pastor, preaches
Misat 10$ a. m. Communion services at 3 p. m.
sionary sendee in the church at 7$ p. m.
Mr.
CHURcn.—Rev.
New Jerusalem
Hayden,
“Seek first the
will preach to-morrow morning;
Kingdom of God and His Righteousness,” Evening
ectiire in the vestry at 7$; International Lesson;
he Death of Samson; Judges xvi.
Spiritualist Fraternity, at Arcana Hall.
Conference at 3 p. m. All are invited.
Casco St. Church.—Rev. C P. Perkins, pastor.
I rief service preceding Sunday School at 10$ o’clock
Service
a. xn. Sunday School at 11$ o’clock a. m.
with sermon by the pastor at 3 o’clock p. m. Young
o’clock.
General
at
prayer
6$
meeting
prayer
peoples
meeting at 7 o’clock.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Pastor Rev.
Communion service at 10$ a. m.
C. B. Pitblado.
Preaching 3 p. m. by the pastor. Mr. Pitblado will
close bis three years’ service with this society with an
address to the young converts at 7$ p. m.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
Plymouth

n

m

QaHVkotlt Splinnl at. 3

n.

one

them.

appeared against

on

Sunday morning

turn will he eleven dollars.
May 1. The street sprinklers, where are
they? They ought to he “hailed.”

Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Lostreet.—Services on Sunday 10$ a. m. and 3 p.

10$

as no

Maine Central passengers will change
at the Westbrook Junction, and the fare from
Portland or Westbrook to New York and re-

ng service at 7.
Bay Side Parish (Union CHURcn), Knigbtsville.
—Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
Preaching at
p. m.; Preaching at 2 and 7* p. m.
Knightville at 10* a. m. Sabbath School at Ilf a.
in.
Social meeting 5 p. m.
Williston Church.—Preaching services at 10$ a.
m. and 3 p. m.
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m.; Social
Worship at 7 p. ra.
ST. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—lit. Rev. II.
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese of Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. in., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. in. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10$ a. m., 3 and 7 p.m.
Prayer meetings on Thursday evenings at 7$ p. m.
All from sea and laud are invited. Seats free.

at

had been stolen from in Canada.
A party of young roughs went out to East
of
Leering recently and attacked the house
Mrs. McFadden. The doors and windows were
broken in before they could be arrested by the
neighbors. They were released the next morn-

cester.

Notice.

Congregational Church

A young boy came from Canada recently and
tried to get a $50 gold draft cashed, but Mr.
John Lawler, who it was presented to, suspected it was stolen, and sent it to the man whom it

The eastern bound passengers on the new
Portland & Rochester route to New York will
not take breakfast at Springfield hut at Wor-

Small.

Morgan will preach

Deering line change

the

Baptist clftirch in this city,
at eleven o’clock.

Religious* Notices.
First Lutheran Congregation.—Y. M. C. A.
Rooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor.
Services at 10-30 a, m. and 3 p. m.
West Cong. Church.—Sabbath School at 11 a.
m. preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. J. F. Morgan. Even-

First
Rev. Mr.

on

first of the season.
The services at the I’iue street M. E. church
to-morrow will bo of an unusually imposing
character, as it is the last Sabbath in which
worship will be held in the old building.
There will be a baptismal service at the First

AUCTION COLUMN.
Choiee European Oil Paintings—F.O. Bailey & Co.

St.
cust

uext Wednes-

Schooner George Willard of this city, has
arrived in New York with 20,000 mackeiel, the

Lost—Gold Cuff Button.
Lost—A Cameo Ear Drop.
Wanted—By a Youn g Sweed.
To Let—Small rent.
Store to Let—One half.
Portland & Worcester Line.
Dress Making—Miss Tennie Martin.
Two Lots in Evergreen Cemetery for Sale.
House Up Town for Sale.

Copartnership

The horse cars
time to-day.

m

(tim-

pel temperance meeting at 7£ p. m. Temperance
meeting Monday evening.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bieknell, pastor. Morning service at 10J o’clock.
Sixth Lecture
Sunday School at 11.45 a. m.
lu Practical Course in the evening at 7£ o’clock.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Rev. James Mc■Whinnie pastor. Preaching service at 3 p. m. Missionary prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Sunday School
at close of morning service.
United States Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE SHEPLEY.

Friday.—The petit jurors came in and vrere impaneled as follows:
First Jurv—Martin Bradish, foreman, George B.
Goodrich, John P. Billings, James M. Bartlett, Royal Tyler, Robert N. Dunham, James M. Small, Geo.
Drake, William Johnson, John E. Wakefield, William H. How7son, Joseph Glidden.
Second Jury—Augustus W. Ingersoll, foreman,
William E. Elder, John B. Garcelon, Moses R. Cain,
Calvin B. Danforth, Leonard C. Hatch, Leverett G.
Hall. Lowell M. Freeman, Joseph H. Moody, Daniel
P. Wingate, Peter Wiley, Robert Pennell.
United States by indictment, vs. John Shaughnesa customs ofsy. Tried on charge of rescuing from
ficer at Calais a sack of wool seized for violation of
the revenue law. The indictment also contained a
count for smuggling a sack of wool. Found guilty
and seutenced to pay a tine of $100.
Hale.
Webb, Dist. Att’y.
David Keazer vs. Grand Trund Railroad Company.
Action for damages arising from detention of flour
shipped from Milwaukee to Portland.
J. & E. M. Rand.
Strout & Holmes.

forget tlie Cary concert to-day in City
Hal), beginning at 2£ p. m.
The fellow who remarked that yesterday was
an elegant day, is thought to be ironical.
Don’t

BEFORE JUDGE VIRGIN.

Friday.—Enoch Talbot vs. Merchants* Marine
Insurance Company of Bangor On a policy of Insurance issued September 1,1871.
Verdict for plaintiff for $2740.00. Jury excused
till Tuesday, May 4th.
N. Webb.
Strout & Holmes.
Superior Court.
PRESIDAPRIL CIVIL TERM, 1875. SYMONDS, J.,
ING.

Friday.—Amos Boulton vs. Gideon M. Tucker
etals. Trespass quarc clausum to recover damages
the town of
f )r an alleged trespass upon lot No. 45 in
oak
Standish by removing a quantity of pine and
retimber. Defendants claim that tbe timber was
moved from lot No. 46, which is not property of
plaintiff. Decision reserved.
Swasey <& Son for plaintiff.
D. R. Hastings—S. C. Strout for defendants.
Court will adjourn finally this (Saturday) forenoon.
The following civil jury cases will be tried in the following order at the opening of the May term:
Fluent.
Dhoerty vs. Dolan
Pope et als. vs. Johnson.
Blake et al.

Folsom

vs.

vs.

Libby, appl’t.

Brower vs. Hilton et al.
RowTe vs. Portland.

New7 entries of civil actions at the April term will
he in order for assignment for trial at the May term
upon the request of either party.

Municipal Court.
Friday.—Lizzie J. Burnes. Assault and battery.
Fined $5 with costi.
Search and seizure. Fined $50
JatneB Bradley.
with costs. Appealed.
Libby, County

Att’y._Strout

& Gage.

Fair at Second
_Th« snellincr furor is not vet abated,
lead.
and the Second Parish still takes the
that of last
The multitude was not so great as
was
up to a
week’s match, but the interest
white heat. Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., gave
and Mr.
out the words and Mr. A. L. Burbank
The first
Clarence Hale were the umpires.
Miss Bva
class was of young misses and boys.
Butler took the
Brown and Master Alonzo P.
The second
each.
prizes, a new gold dollar to
The first to
class was for able bodied spellers.
was Mr. C. F. Jelgo down in the encounter
Dicmatch.
lerson, the winner in last week’s
it with an
tionary was the word, and he spelled
was
‘•e’’ amid great applause; the spoiler
the
of
spelled
city
spoiled. An eminent speller
The
which wasn’t right.
Spelling

Match

and

skewer, “squer”,
prizes, two fine silver cups,

were taken by Miss
A third
Marcia Lord and Mr. C. H. Payson.
class was formed for a fifteen minute match,
and a hard and knotty list of veteran words
The sucwas given out by Mr. Clarence Hale.
cessful speller in this tournament was Mr. T.

C. Woodbury.
The vestry was finely decorated for the occasion, aud the fair, with all its accessories
was a

great success.

This afternoon the yonng ladies of the society will give a very pleasing entertainment, including braiding the May.pole, etc.
Sad Accident —Mr. Charles H. Babb, residing on Frankbn street, had a little daughter
ibout a year old, scalded to death Wednesday
Babb had been washing and
_p,Jernoou. Mrs.
left a boiler filled with hot water on the floor.
While her back was turned the child fell into
boiler and was literally cooked. It lived

the

put about four

hours after

being rescued.

but was soon followed by Revs. Messrs. Jones
and Hincks, who took seats on either sido of
the chair occupied by Mr. Vailcy. A large
number of clergymen were present.
The services were commenced by singing the
hymn, “Rock of Ages Cleft for Me.” At the
close of the singing of the hymn Rev. Mr.
Hincks offered prayer.
Mr. Varley announced that he would read
the 5th chapter of Bomans, and make a few

remarks upon a few of the more important
passages. It would be impossible to give a fair
report of his remarks without taking up a
large amount of space The theme of his remarks was that all who are not Christ’s disciples and do not follow his commauds are sinners,and that there is no degree known to God,
for He has no superior or inferior sinners. If
Christ is not iu you, you are not a Christian.
At the close of the remarks the hymn “Come

Holy Ghost,

Oar Hearts

Inspire”

was

sung by

the audience.
Mr. Varley than arose and stated that his
text could he found in the 3d chapter of Plrilippians and the 7tli verse, “But what things vrere
gain to me, those I counted loss for Christ.”
He remarked that he wished to impress the
truth that mau is dead until he finds Christ.
He illustrated this trnth by tho life and experiA man to come to Christ
ence of St. Paul.
must he dead to the things of this world, but
alive to the interests of Christ. To illustrate
this fact of being dead the preacher knelt upon
the platform. When a mau is alive to Christ,
he is in close conuectiou to him, in fact, remarked the preacher, it is “Christ & Co.”

the recent iiot to resist the sheriff.
Stephen Grant was arrested by officer Lawton last night for emptying a vault without the
required permit. He will be brought before

The life which Christ has given to mo cnristi in is a thing of beauty anil of life. A man
could as well afford to ignore the light of day
This new life should he
as the light of Christ.
made manifest by all who possess it. You may
say that this new life is not suited to Portland,

Judge Kuight this morning.
A despatch was received by the Muino Central officials in this city, at 4 o’clock yesterday
afternoon, that the Pool House in Gray rvas on
fire, and that a gravel train had been sent to
We could learn nothing
Lewiston for aid.
further.
A fellow on the street this morning ai one
o’clock insisted that it was December 1st. He
seemed to be in his

right

mind.

One couldn’t spell “ethereal” out of doors
yesterday safely with an eye.
Three prominent business men were observed
yesterday standing in the street practiciag on
tough words.
Allen Mission will be opened this evening for
The victors
another grand spelling match.
will receive beautiful and useful presents.
An American citizen appeared in the streets
yesterday from the country, wearing a buffalo
No one had the heart to say it wasn’t a
coat.

good day for such garments.
Six “indignants” demanded that wo blow up
the City Government for not appropriating
$20,000 tospinkle the streets. We are not in
Guy Fawkes’ occupation.
An Argus man remarked the other evening
that Mayor Richardson “would die a yearling.”
It was because Mr. Covell, the new policeman,
proves to be a Republican. This is a world of
friction.
A squad of the Sheridan Cadets will participate in the battle scene in Donald McKay, at
the Museum next week, and also give a short

exhibition drill.
About twenty-five married couples, old friends
of M. A. Blanchard, Esq., met at his residence
Thursday evening, the occasion being his fiftiThe evening was spent in a
eth birth-day.
most agreeable manner, and Mr. Blanchard
was warmly wished all sorts of rare fortune.
The Washington correspondent of the Ban-

gor Whig says respecting the Island Pond matter: “The adverse decision of the Secretary
cannot be charged to neglect on the part of any
person engaged in behalf of Portland and trade
Messrs. Morrill, Blaine, Lynch
interests,
and True have been indefatigable in their efas

forts.”
Who hath redness of eyes? He who pursued the wary item through the streets April 30.
Father Murphy met a man the other night
who found the sidewalk too narrow for him.
"It’s a long road borne, you have, Tim,” said
the clergyman.
“Ah, yir riv’rence, it’s not the
lingth of the road that bothers me—it’s the
riv
wuLtli of ltyir
rence.—tsangor mug.
£fow Stone Ware is Made.

The manufacture of stone ware aad drain
pipe is becoming quite a business in this vicinity, as a glance at the works of the Portland
This is an
Stone Ware Company will show.
incorporated company with a capital stock of
$150,000. The officers are: President, C. E.

Jose; Treasurer, J. N. Winslow; Superintendent, J. T. Winslow. The factory is located at
the north end of Deering bridge, aud a glance
at the inside of the building may be interesting.
The main building is 156 feet in length aud
50 feet wide and four stories high. In the rear
of this building is another 8Gx43 feet. The
buildings have four large kilns, 20 feet in diameter and 16 feet in height. In one end of
the building the company is just building the
largest kiln ever built in this country. It is 22
feet in diameter and 17 feet in hight. The
kilns are all of the improved kind, the heat goout under the building iuto one chimney
thus saving a great deal of room in the building
as by the old style every kiln had a chimney of

ing

its own.
The clay all comes from New Jersey and is
brought to this city in vessels owned by the
company. It is deposited in the sheds at Back
Bay. Prom there it is carted to tho factory and
Here the clay is temdumped into the cellar.
pered all ready for the crusher. As it comes
out of the crusher it is forced through a die, the
size for the pipe. As the pipe comes
out just the shape that is desired, it is cut into
pieces two feet in length by a man with a wire.
Now it is all shaped, but has to be burned and
glazed. For this purpose it is carried into the
fourth story. First it is hardened and then the
sides and ends are finished up. It then goes to
be glazed. This is done by dipping it in a solution cf clay from Albany, N. Y., known as
The pipe is warm so that
“Albany slip.”
when the pipe is dipped it dries immediately.
Now after the pipe is thoroughly dry it is ready
to be burned. It is piled into the kiln aud a hot
fire kept for 70 hours, when the fire is allowed
to go out gradually and the pipe is ready to be

shipped to the office
It requires twelve

of the company in Boston.
tons of coal to burn each

kiln.
The company make a specialty of fire bricks
of all shapes, vases and ornamental chimney
tops. It is unnecessary to describe the process
of making stoneware as that was seen by all
who attended the Industrial Exhibition last
June. The stone ware is glazed the same as
Formerly
the drain pipe, both icsido aud out.
the ware that was broken was thrown away,
but now it is crushed and used over again, and
The company
is said to b3 as good as new.

employ 70

men

at

the factory.
driver

BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

moments later than half-past seven Mr. Varley
appeared on the platform. He was unattended,

Washburn gave a fair entertainment to a
good house at City Hall last evening.
Martin McCaverty was arrested last evening
by officers Bates and Bell for participating in

required
Supreme Judicial Court.

Henry Vnrley in Portland.
Last evening tlio English revivalist, Henry
Varley, made his first appearance in this city,
at the Chestnut street church.
The house was
well filled, although not crowded. At a few
ICev.

day.

ing

Adrertisemenia To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Si. Lawrence St. Chapel—Spelling Match.
Another Spelling Match—City Hall.
SPECIAL NOTICES
Comfort Corset—S. B. Gowell.
Dissolution of Copartnership.
Personal Notice—Notice is hereby.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Wanted—L. D, Strout.
Cogia Hassan’s Announcements—3.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted Immediately—Girl.
Tenement

The

Brief .Soiling*
Blues will be inspected

was

you wagou
Accidents.—rue
thrown from his seat in front of the Po3tolBce yesterday afternoon, and was picked up
insensible, but soon recovered and drove off.
The bystanders supposed him to be seriously
or

a

injured.
A horse attached to a light wagon, belonging
to Mr. Ira Crocker, took fright on Spring street
yesterday morning and ran down to Exchange

street, where he
was

was

caught.

But little damage

done.

On Wednesday afternoon, as Mr. John Hoyt
and Mr. Samuel Gammon were riding along
Commercial street in a light buggy, the horse
became frightened and ran away. Both gentleon
the
men were thrown out, striking heavily
pavement. Mr. Hoyt had his leg and head badly
hurt, and Mr. Gammon bis leg. The buggy
was

demolished._
Personal.

Puyson Tucker, Superintendent of the
Maine Central Railroad, enters upon the duties
The corporation is very
of his office to-day.
Yr.

fortunate to secure the services of so Valuable
a man as Mr. Tucker for this important position.
The new temperance lecture just written by
Rev. George W. Bicknell and delivered by bim
at Morrill’s Corner Thursday night is very
to rehighly spoken of, and be lias consented
soon.
peat it on some S'indav evening
affords the last
The Museum.—This evening
to see “Ten Nights in a Bar Room.”
opportunity
this afternoon.
The play will also be given
an actor of
Next Monday Oliver Houd Byron,
considerable repute, begins a week’s engage-

the

Mr. Byron has won celebrity
"Beu McCulloch,”
plays “Donald McKay,”

ment.

iu

atd
“Across the Continent,” “Thoroughbred,”
other sensational dramas of the present day.
He should not be confounded with Edwin Byron, the “boy tragedian/*__
Property in Motion.—Iti the month of
April the Maine Central railroad carried away
from Portland 2,084 carloads of freight, and delivered here 2/368 carloads.

if cot, Portland must be a strange place.
The preacher closed with an earnest appeal
for christiaus t r live near to the mark set them

by

Christ.

At the close lie announced that be wished to
give the young people a few words in regar 1 to
every Jay life, and those who wished to leave
could do so. It was then half-past nine o’clock
and a large number left the church.
Itev. Mr. Varley will give bible readiugs at
State street church this morniug at 10J o’clock,
and at Chestnut street church at 2i o'clock.
United States Business Directory.—Mr.
T. Paysou Merrill has been appointed General
Agent of Maine to canvass for Zell’s United
States Business Directory. Mr. Merrill’s principal business will be to secure a full list of all
the business firms in Portland, and then proceed to other dies. He will also take sub-

scriptions for the work and make contracts for
advertising business house?. This is tlio only
work of the kind ever attempted in this country, and the volume for 1876 will be the second
one issued.
Mr. Zell, whose name is well
known in connection with the publication of
several valuable works, including an encyclopedia, says of the forthcoming work:
It is proposed in the edition of 1876 to extend
the work, so a? to include all towns down to a
population of 3,000 inhabitants. It will briefly
describe all these places; cnee, to this limit,
it will be a complete United States Gazetteer.
It will aim to contain the names of all banks
and bankers, manufacturers, merchants,wholesale traders, jobbers, commission merchants,
and also the retail dealers who, from the nature
of their busiuess, may have transactions with
other cities, or who may be advautagejusly
called upon by the commercial traveller. Besides, it will embrace the names of the state
and municipal officers, boards of trade and of
education, and the United States Customs Tariff, in full, and so convenientiy arranged as to
facilitate handy reference thereto.
The volume already issued is warmly commended by such journals as the Times,Tr.bune,
Mail and Nation of New York. Mr. Merrill
will canvass the city at once.
The Two Orphans.—‘The Two Orphans”
is certainly one of the most interesting plays
which has been presented here for a long
time, and the acting is of undeniable merit.
The plot is exciting, the situations are strong
and the out-come is admirably*worked up.
Miss Bldridge’s personation of the character
of Louise, the blind girl, calls for warm praise.
The physical representation is excellently done,
The character
and is a fine dramatic effort.
is sustained throughout, and the acting is

strong, vivid and sympathetic.
The other characters, though scarcely up

to

Miss
in the main well taken.
“Louise”,
Thompson’s “Henrietto,” Miss Stevens’ “La
Froehard” and Mr. Dailey’s “Jacques,” were
all deserving of favorable mention.
It is not otteu that Portland people have an
wore

opportunity to
throughout as is

see

“The

play so entertaining
Two Orphans”, and the

a

witness it should be
improved. A matinee will be given this afternoon, and the closing performance this evetwo

remaining chances

ning.

to

_

Religious Intelligence.
mee ings attended with deep interest
reported in the Free Baptist church iu
Bangor.
A union baptism will take place Sunday,
(May 2), by the Methodist and Baptists of

Revival

are

Thomaston.
There is quite a religious reformation in
progress at Naples. Social meeting have been
held alternately at the Uuion and the Me tbodist churches, and quite a number of persons
have been convened.
Rev. N. W. Grover completes his engagement with the First Congregational church,
Bethel, on the 31st of May.
Rev. Otis B. Rawsou has closed his labors
with the Baptist church at Beau’s Corner,
Bethel, and has accepted a call from the church
He commenced
at Packersville, Connecticut.
his pasioral labors iu that place on Sunday,
April 25.
A revival has been iu progress since Jau. 1st,
iu the High street church, Auburn. The number of conversions is large. The work has gone
on calmly, deeply and steadily, aud the interest
continues usabated.
Od accountof illness, Rev. E. P. Roberts lias
been obliged temporarily to snspeud his labors
in connection with the Baptist church in

Springvale.
A revival is reported in the Baptist church at
Goodwin’s Mills.
There has been a marked religious interest
during the past winter in Bradley, in connection with the labors of Mr. Drew T. Wyman of
Colby University, who while teachiug in the
place has also manifested a deep concern for
the religious welfare of the people. The interest continues, and it is thought that a Baptist
church will soou be established. A temperance
reform club has recently been organized, and a
reading room furnished.

STATE
AROOSTOOK

NEWS.
COUNTY.

Tto Aroostook Times says that work on the
cheese factory Sias already commenced,
aud a starch factory by R. AX. Mansur & Sons
at West Houlton.with the necessary machinery,
will be built aud put in operation by fall.
There is yet much snow in field and forest,
and stages from North Aroostook still have to
use their sleighs.
new

KNOX

COUNTY.

RockThe Union Temperance Committee of
land has organized by chosing Gen. W™
Tilson President, and Z. Pope Vose Secretary

and Treasurer.
Rockland is considering the matter of a telegraphic fire alarm.
The Inspectors of the Maine State Prison
have been engaged in looking over this institution during the past week.
The Warren shoe factory hasn’t been a sucto sell
cess, and the sil.holders have voted
the factory, stock and tools to the highest
run
to
a
it, the
bidder, who will give guarantee
amount received, if there be anything over and
above the amount of the debt, to lie divided
among the stockholders.
The contract for the graded schoolhouse at
be erected this season at the Harbor, has been awarded to J. P. Baker and
W. I* Dolloff of Bootbbay, for the sum ot
$4,147 exclusive of furniture.
The first case Judge Libbey tried was <|uite
an important ice contest.
Report says that he
as though he had always been on the

presides

hpiipli

by the name of

At Bryant’s Pond two hoys
Gorman were arrested by Deputy Sherd!
Wormell on a warrant of assault and battery
upon R. K. Dunham, Grand Trunk Railway
Agent,of that place, and tried before Trial
Justice Brown of Bethel. They were fined $10
and costs each, but failing to furnish the needful, were committed to Paris jail.
D. M. Foster of Canton has a lamb of the
Southdown and Cotswold breed that weighed
34 lbs. when three weeks and two days old.
C. M. Holland of Canton Point has ten sheep
that raised nineteen lambs.
Mail matter intended for persons residing in
the eastern part of Hiram should be addressed
East Hiram, where a new post-office has beeD
established and R. G. Greene appointed postmaster.

wpra

sawPfl nlf.

orter says that W. R. G
The Skowh
Estes was m i
recipient of an elegant
d ice pitcher by the memsilver cake b
bers of Somerse I odge, No. 34, F. and A. M.,
at their last stated communication, as a slight
token of iheir appreciation of his arduous
labors in compiling a full and complete history
of said Lodge from its earliest formation to
the present time.

Match.—On Friday evening of
week, City Hall will be the scene of what
promises to be the most interesting and exciting spelling match of the season, that between
twenty-five students of Bowdoin College and a
Spelling

next

like number of High School girls. S. T. Pullen, Esq., will arrange and give out the words.
This affair wi 1 deserve the liberal patronage of
all our citizens, as a portion of the proceeds
will in any event go for the benefit of the High
School Reference Library. The first and second prizes remain on exhibition in Hoyt, Fogg
& Donham’s window, Middle street, up to the
Sale of reserved seats
evening of the match.
commences at Stockbridge’s to day.
Elsewhere will be found tbo announcement of Mr. S. Porter & Co., that they have
opened a new hat and cap store under the
He has an entirely fresh and
Preble House.
very desirable itock, adapted to the wants of
the substantial citizen

nobby youth.

or

Fine French Flowers.—Five hundred sample bunches from an importer, at half price.
This is positively the finest and richest lot of
Yon will be
flowers ever shown in Maine.
more than pleased if you call and examine

them,

Cogia Hassau’s.

at

Wanted.—A first class dry goods Salesman
at L. D. Strout’s.
All the ladies exclaim, Oh! how beautiful,
when they sea those elegant French Flowers
displayed at Cogia Hassan’s.

NEW

are

IIulleps Oats $5.00 per bushel. For sale by
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me.
ap28-3t

from Portland or Westbrook Junction to
IVcw York and Ktctcirn,

post-office.

The Lewiston Journal is glad there is a movement in Auburn to secure a superintendent |of
schools, and trusts that the movement may be
successful, and that when they get the man.
they’ll stick to him as long as lie does good
work.
Jerry Donovan’s dwelling house, in the patch
near Turner street, Auburn, was nearly consumed by fire Tuesday night, about 10 o’clock.
The loss is estimated at about $400. No insurance.
COUNTY.

CUMBERLAND
The Bridgton News learns that the injuries
sustained by Luther Fitch of Hebajo, by being
thrown from his carriage a few weeks since,
are so serious that he cannot recover.
Bridgton ^ talking of a telegraph to 1’ortlaud. So enterprising a people should have a
line.
A Bridgton woman came from that town to
this citv one day last week, got divorced from
her husband, and returned to that town a
siugle woman, all within fifteen hours.
The News says that the Bridgton people are
a large number of
maples along the

planting

streets.
Rev. Mr. Vivian, who was supposed to be on
his death bed a lew weeks since, has so far recovered that he resumed his labors last Sun-

day.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

ap28-d4t

We were much pleased in looking over the
fifteenth annual report of the Equitable Life
Assurance Society ot the United States, to see
that over and above the legal reserve they have
an individual surplus of $3,002,587,28-100.

We notice also that the business of the Society. although widely extended, is confined to
the most healthy localities. The losses by death
fall considerably below tip1 amount predicted
by the mortuary table, upon which the calculations of the society are based.
Their business is conducted on the all cash
and purely mutual basis. All payments to the
society are required to be in cash, and all losses
All profits are
are pa'd by the Society in cash.

Larger accumulabeen made on the Tontine
Saving’s Fund Policies of the Society, than
have been heretofore paid on policies of equal
(The attention of the
age, by auy company.
public is specially called to this method of asdivided among the assured.

profits have

surance, introduced by the Equitable, and conr erning which full information may be obtained
from the Society’s publications.)
The confidence of the public is exhibited by
the growth of the Society’s business. After
steadily increasing, the amount of actual new
business transacted in the ninth year after the
organization of theSociety,exceeded that of any
other life company in the world; and during
the subsequent years the Equitable has continued to hold the prominent position then
attained. The popularity is due in a great
measure, to the judicious management of the
society, combining sound principles and ex-

The Ellsworth American says that the children of Mr. Jonathan Robinson of Ellsworth,
while playiug in the field hear the bouse,

fire to the grass. The fire
spread rapidly and caught in the childrens’
clothes. The mother hearing their cries, ran
who
out, aud in trying to save oue little girl,
burnt, blistered her own
was very severely

thoughtlessly

set

care, with a thoroughly energetic policy.
This management has already secured the most
substantial results and an impregnable position.
Hedge Plants of every

description

by Kendall & Whitney.
lYInch

for sale

Or

ap24

The ice left the Ellsworth bay on Sunday
last, aud the steam-tug Little Round Top eame
with three vessels in tow,
up the river Tuesday
these being the first arrivals of the season.
A fire at Deer Isle Tuesday night, April 20th,
totally destroyed the house of Philip SullivanInsured for $700 in the Eastport Alutual.
The dead-lock in the Ellsworth city government is over, and the officers of last year have

been re-eiected.

Talked

perfection

is the Corticolli Sew-

_

Two American Misses.—Miss Issippi and
Miss Ouri, are disfigured a good deal by the
In order that all other
snags, in their mouths.
Misses may avoid the like blemishes, they are
to
use
the
advised
famous SOZODONT,
which will prevent and obviate all such difficulties.
ap26 d&wlw
IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS.
When you visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save annoyance and expense of cariago hire and stop at the GRAND UNION
HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL
DEPOT. It has over 350 elegantly furnished
rooms and is fitted up at an expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements. European Plan. The RESTAURANTS,
Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms are supplied
with the best the market can furnish—prices
moderate. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stages
and Cars pass the Hotel every minute for all
parts of the City. G. E. & W. D. HARRISON,

Managers.

oclO-lyS

PLEASE TELL THE PEOPLE
where

Concord style business wagon in the Slate,
TWO (SEATED WAUON
—

OE

—

Shifting Top Bench Carriage, Jump Sent
1
\% agou,
Carriage, CJroeery ami tLxpr<
warranted in every respeet for the least money.
ami
Sale.
wood
work** for
Carriage
Sleigh
(

JOlliIi

ADAMS.

SACEARAPPA, MAINE.

codtf

ICE.
CARGOES

AT

k. martin,

Horatio

Uye

2-fl

One
willing to go one mile from the Preble House,
the lino of the Leering horse cars, American
myld3t
preferred. Apply at 8 Brown Street.

south

—

ci’/T
is

CLARION.

OF

PURE

I C E
■'urnUhed and Shipped by

in. O CRAM,

Opening
OF

—

OliASS

is

a

good word

to

NO

ALWAYS

No.4

STREET,
—

apl3

I.ARGKN f STOCK,
THE BENT HOODS,
THE LOWEST PRICES.

THE

CO.

poirrbMD.

Peering Block.
<lislm

New.

ftlngSk

Net

manufacture

Work

AT

LOW

43

Grease or noil of any kind can be removed from ii by the use of »onp and water
without affecting the color* which are war
ranted permanent.

Can be placed upon the wall for
the cost of Fresco

BEDS,
BEDDING,

Bangor

6’s

...

Lcrviston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

PRICES.

Draperies, Shades and Cushions made to

•

»

...

Maine Central R. R.

A long expeiience as Foreman in iirst clas3 establishments in New York and Boston enables me to
warrant all work entrusted to me.

E. A X. Aincrt.-.in It. R. Bold
«=p

WM. DAVENPORT.

FOR SALE

—

ep21

HORSES
SAFE
,1

M
NO.

P

OR EXCHANGE

Opposite Lincoln Park, Portland, Me.
of the
association with
formed
best buyers of horses in t he country, whereby I
HAVING
shall receive Iresli
throughout the
a

bl8aod

531

CONGRESS
A liue

j

supply weekly

LADIES’

Belts

RUFUS RAND, Agent.

eod3m

RECEIVED TO-DAY
100 Tubs of “(Jilt Edge” Vermont Butter.
pekkv & POSH,
No. S Ifloultou Street. Portland.
ai'30tI3t

atest

CONGRESS ST. COB. BROWN.

Ja14__lltf
MOKE T1IAJN EVEK.

jmodsT^

suit all
yVC Bi<>\v pTcpurctl So
cusionicTN wiSii Slit! casief Sit.
li„;’,I)CNt looking and most service*
able bcoSs ever made.
M. C. PALMER.

0,11'

frien is and customers that
prepared to exhibit a complete liue of the
our

aprldend4w

styles in

HATS

at the

MOORE,

&

OWEN

JOflIMSOM & CLARK.
we are now

Ladies Please Remember that You

AND

get

BONNETS.

French

Also Novelties in

Fancy Goods, Hosiery, Gloves,

—

can

lour

Chip Hats

DRESSED OVEIt

Ac.

No. 7. Clapp's Block, Congress St,
MRS. T. P. JOHNSON,
ap2M2w
MISS E. I). CLARK.

Belt

and

Buckles,

(5 inches wide) 35 cents ;
Neck Ties 12 cts ; Jet Jewelry Sets 95
ct*; Sleeve Buttous 15 nnd 95 cts; Elastic* lO cts; all Linen Hemstitched Handkerchief* 15c; Hid Glove* (all *izes) 50
rent*; Ladies’ Belts 35 cts; Neck RucIQs
4 cts; Back Combs 12 cts; Linen <<ol
lars S cts ; Wash Blond Lace 95 cents
—

AT

—

WELCH’S,
179 Middle Street.
isTT&S2Jm

ap20

D. W. CLARK & CO.
No- 17 Market Street.

The past long cold winter favoring the
cutting and storage ofjau uuusnally large
stock ot Ice, we offer it to our customers
at

the

following

RATES:

REDUCED
A...

IGtM

fniiiilioa

nml

daily,
»«

from
*«

Juno to October 1,.$5.00
•*
“.7.00
(i
«*
»«
9.C0
«*.

—

assortment of

Bonnets Bleached and Pressed.
dlwdeod3w
apr29

We would inform

HOSE,

JET JEWELRY,

10 11 s.
15
2Q x

We invite all in want of theMC good* to
examine our Mode beforepurdinMing elsewhere.

STREET,

IVIaltn ami Thread Cure*. Cheap Kilk* in
Dress Trimming*, Silk
all shade* tor
Scarf*. Kibbou*and Flower*, Bonnet* and
Hat*, Button* and Ornament*.

“new

and

goods, which will be sold
very lowest possible price.

jSTENV GrOOJDS.
& A. P. DARLING,

some

season, 1 feel contident in assuring my former patrons
and the public that 1 can and will sell them horses
cheaper than they can be obtained at any other stable
in New England, having constantly on hand heavy,
draft, cart, dfUy, coach and coupe horses, matched
pairs and geutlemen’s driving horses. My horses
are selected by the best judges with special care as
to temperament, disposition, soundness, with good
bones and muscle, and adaptation to the wants oi
this market. Please give me a call before purchasing.
L hope to make t an object ior dealers to buy oi me.

febll

Shirt Fronts,

Office*.

We have just received a very
large assortment of the above

FOURTH ABOVE CASCI) ST.

f f IiVlUk3Ull; UUU

an

Real Hair Goods,

fei

Sun Umbrellas,

BY

*

RIBBONS,

SASH

MONTHLY PRICES.

100 MIDDLE STREET.

wiAa1Ann

NECK TIES,

<lis2m

“Parasols”

BARRETT,

SWAM &

dim

unis,

fourth
Oil.

apr2_.

6’s
6’s
7’s
8’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
6’s

Chicago
Cook County
Looisville-Ky.,

order.

lYIattresiies Wholesale and Retail.

FOR

iiiiniuea

one

in

Marrpft. Rai 1 finr An do.

6’s
6’s

....

Painting

Having been appointed agents in Portland for the
sale of the above, we respectfully invite the attention
of the public to its extraordinary merits.

BONDS
Portland
Rath
Belfast

ap24

$156,379

PORTLAND.
dlwt2awtt

BANKERS.

Lounges,

AND

UIIAIRS

ap30dtf

by Dampness.

IS PEREECTLY WASHABLE.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

REPAIRING !

SPRING

represented by catalogue.
MORGAN & CO., Auctioneers.
IS Exchange Slretl.

It Covers Defects in the Plastering
which no Oil Painting will do.

Applications for Bonds may be made to the undersigned, to any Bankers and Brokers in the state, aiiu
to Messrs. RICHARDSON, HILL & CO., Boston.

—

Suits,

Is not Affected

$1,937,701

earnings.

and shall keep for sale

Parlor

for
in Oil.

22
55

Gross earnings... 2,094,080

apr3

FURNITURE

p. m., and continuing through
hours.
The attention of Ladies and Gentlemen U requested
at these sales, as the Stock is large and guaranteed
same

Fresco

perfect Substitute
Painting

Year

86,881

Sales

m.,
the week, at the

Silk

569,138

account..,.
Leases, rents, etc.

our

a.

HANDKERCHIEFS!

25
47
50

Interest

salesroom at

No. 13 Free Street,

AND

A

£ndiug Dec. 31, 1874.

Operating expenses.$1,281,681

at

10J

2J

PRICE 95 AM) ACCRUED 1ST.
StateuicDt of the Treasurer for the

sold at Pablic

MONDAY, May 3rd,

Sash Ribbon*

MM TUTS

Maiue Central 7 per cent. Conso'.s.

PJ3EW

Large and Valuable Stock of
Watches, Diamonds, and
Fine Gold Jewelry,

A

CORSETS,

OIL PAINTED

eodtf

my27

Sc CO.

Grloves,

Bankers & Brokers,

cod6m*

—

tf

Engine._

I invito

CARDS,

H.M.Payson&Co. Something

29 MARKET SQUARE.

Upholstery

—

At Private Sale.
M. & Co. are agents for the sale of“Herring & Farrel’s champion Safes, “Wiegands” Patent Sectional
Steam Boiler, “Haskins’* Steam Engines, “Blakes**
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant’* Chemical

dlw

apr30

32 EXCHANGE ST.

to receive orders for the
of all kinds of

AND

auld

T. LOBENSTEIN,

buying of

MIDDLE
—

BANGOR.

prepared

MORGAN & CO.,

examine

RESPECTFULLY,

tor their

184

uaiT.3»

It is impossible to name all the articles.
all the ladies, buying or not, to call and
goods anti prices,

n El V GOODS.
when they are sure nf saving 20 per cent, by staying

For sale in Portland by

am

on
l>erland,
public
premises
Westbrook, in said county, on Wednesday, the
twenty-sixth day of May, A. D. 1875, at two o’clock
in the afternoon, the following described real estate
belonging to Charles A. Haskell and Annie M. Haskell, minor children and heirs of Dexter V. Haskell,
deceased, viz: Situated in said Westbrook and
bounded northerly by the county road leading from
Saccarappa village to Cumberland Mills village, and
land oi Adeline H. Haskell; easterly by said Adeline
H. Haskell’s land; southerly by land of Alonzo Libby, ami westerly by land ot one Gulllerd, of Mrs. M.
A. Brigham, of G. & L. P. Warren, and the estate
of Charles Quinby; said premises being crossed by
the Portland and Rochester Railroad.
FAB1US M. Kay, Guardian oi said minors.
April 22,1875.apr23d3w

Gimps, Ornaments,
Fringes, New Braids,
Finest Jewelry in Garnet,
Buttons in all sizes,
Imported Back Combs,
Hosiery, Gloves,
Corsets, etc.

SPELL

at home and

lilt 1 till tun

lU'ill U11U

WOOD. BISHOP & CO.

I

d5t

as

Tlie finest Assortment of Goods,
in Quality as well as Quantity,
Hamburg Edgings and Insertions,
Worsted Work in all varieties,

to furnish ent
any quantity

now
or

for those people who think they must go to Boston

without opening the door. The skeleton slide in hot
closet bottom keeps any dish enveloped with warm
air. The sifter is vibrated by a liamllc through the
front plate, and allows no dust to escape.
This Range has been thoroughly tested in every
particular, and every disinterested person and dealers will admit it to be the best Cooking Range ever
ottered to the public. Please call and examine it and
we can give you testimonials and references that will
be satisfactory to you.
Manufactured and for sale by

a

myl

be

The 21st of April,

SHIP’S

dtt

produced.

Having opened

May
day,

Auction,
WILL
Rooms,18 Exchange Street,Sales commencing
and
o’clock
at

ON

WEDNESDAY,

snobb: ry

The following are some of its special features:
Illuminated fire box; clinkerless shaking and
dumping grate; the beat chance to broil without
odor; large ventilated oven; with or without hot
closet; portable shelf with large top surface; the best
draft cut-ofl'ever invented; reversible collar, pipe-top
or back; dustless sifter and large ash pan; skeleton
grate in hot closet; heat thrown under all its six
holes; wafer front when ordered; it has nickel plated
knobs and is splendidly fitted up; flues cleaned from
the outside.
...
In connection with the above we would merely add,
It has
that in design and finish, it is unsurpassed.
The
an unusual.y large oven, and extra deep flues.
so
are
preventing any
heavy,
covers and centres
one of the most imdoor
is
The
broiling
warping.
portant features iu modern stoves, and is so arranged
in THE CLARION that broiling can be carried on
successfully without any odor coming into the room.
The illuminated fire box presents a cheerful appearof tho fire
ance, and shows at all times the condition

i

ON

on

exchange Street, Portland

4
ap29

FOR WOOD OR COAL.
The Illuminated Clarion Range is one of the most
Elegant and Economical, as wc warrant, it to be the
most Compact and Convenient Cooking Apparatus

apr10

BY AUCTION.
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY,
5th,
& 6tli, at 10 a. tin., and 3 p. m.. each
at
Store over A. B. Butler’s, corner oi Middle & Croat
Street, we shall otter a collection of tine original
Oil Paintings by European Artists of celebrity.
Among them may be found specimens by Veron,
Leonarett, Do Grailly, Kasson, Pierce, Q*Jj. Brown,
W. W. Brown,Russell,&c. In ottering this collection,
we feel that good judges and lovers of of Art cannot
fail to see that no better collection has been ottered
for sale in this City lor many years. Cpen for examination Monday and Tuesday, 3rd, and i4tb, previous ot sale.
F O. BAILEY & CIO., Auctioneer*.

I WILL EXHIBIT

C. IT. FARLEY,

NEW

COOKING RANGE.

&

dtd

AUCTIONEERS

Spring Fancy Goods.

invited

The workmen employed are men of experience and
skilful as any m New Engladn, and all work is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to any
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs lor Door,
Ship and Gar lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application by mail.
JTIy term s are an towns can be obtained
in the country.

183 Middle Street.

BROS.

CO., Auctioneer*.

Sc

Commission Merchants,

are as

Store to Let.
half or a part of a desirable store on Middle
MATTOCKS & FOX,
street. Inquire of

NUTTER

BAILEY

Vo. 18 Exchange St., Portland.

prepared
undersigned
enameled in
THE
glass, either white
and at the shortest notice.

BROWN STREET.

myldtf_

PORTABLE

C.lrt /.Oil,

I*

HOUSE.

DOORS. WINDOWS,
CABINS, &c.j Ac.

Ml.

shall sell for benefit of whom it may concern
82 Barrels Round Shore Herring. Terms ot

No. 3 Free Street Block.

dtf

FOR

a. in.,

Co.,Commercial

of Probate within and for the county of CumPURSUANT
I shall sell at
sale
the
in

PRICES !

apl2___

apr30

rent at

OUU

AUCTION,

Guardian’s Sale ot Real Estate.
to license from the Honorable Judge

Evening* until

be open

—

Wanted.

myldtf

WE

Btock in the

DEPARTMENT

—

PREBLE

UNDER

Swede 18 years old, a situation on a
gentleman’s place to take care of horses, drive
and make himself useful. Speaks English fluently.
myl*lw
Address, P. A. N., Press Office.

ONE

our

ami Prices.

Herman S. Kaler & Co

s. porter & co.,

voung

25

AT

Ntore of Daua &

at

mock of

All in want of such goods are respectfully
to examine our stock before purchasing.

Lost.

ever

AND

about 40

Tuesday, flay 4tb, at 11 o’clock

VI ones AN

CAMEO EAR DROP, gold setting. The finder will confer a favor and he suitably rewarded
Conby leaving it at CARTER BROTHERS, cornerld.'t
and
Casco Streets.
my
gress

SMALL

~HERRING
On

1st,

MAY

and

The sale to commeftco at 2 o’clock P. M.
ap3(M4tPer order of the Committee.

Fire

A

BY

of

—

myl

a

RETAIL

Tenement Wanted
small family, a convenient sunny

tenement
of live or six rooms. Rent not to excel *250
P. O.
Portland
BOX
2004,
per year. Address,
dlw*

BY

Styles,Qualities

HATS AND CAPS Grand

GOLD

a

Latest

—

A very choice

Lost.
CUFF BUTTON. The iinder will he
suitably rewarded by leaving at this office, or
289 SPRING STREET.
myld3t*

A

Fence around the Church
Settees.

—

R., Press Office.

L.

of

all the

in

OdPdSIM

SATURDAY,

Ref-

west.

or

large variety

a

will be sold at

ON

Tenement Wanted.
6
gentleman anil wife a tenement of from 3 to
Two of the
rooms, furnished or unfurnished.

CHURCH,

Choice European Oil
Paintings

Untrimmed Goods

ST.,
d3t

WILL

31. E.

Pine Street, also the following named property:
The Church Organ, One Furnace, One
Wiore, Carpeting and CuHbiouH iu church.
on

of

MARKET.

YORK
Also

S. Porter & Co.

on

sell the

PINE STREET

F. O.

(p^®*We respectfully invite the public to call and
examine our goods.

Wanted Immediately.
SMART GIRL to do general housework.

erences

NEW

The Store will
further Notice.

TWO

large and facing
satisfactory. Address

assortment

New Store!!
WHOLESALE^
New Goods!!

Two Lots ill Evergreen Ccseictcry
for Sale.
choice lots, opposite “Evergreen Circle.’’
F.
G.
PATTERSON, Williams’ Block,
Apply to
second buiU12ng east of City Hall.
myldlw

first class store

a

May 4tli,

Hailey, Auctioneer.
will

diiect from the

Staples,

apr29

F. O

Hals and Hinds

mm

PORT LAHD.

3pST&T3w

BY must be

large

The most

24 UNION SHEET.

rooms

a

$3.00.

180 MIDDLE

dtd

aj.29

$3.00,

Actually

Tuesday Next,

—

other goods usually kept in
of this kind.

SILK,

worth

Ou

We shall open this Morning

Rouse, OXcl UNTO. 78,

Stables 2S Franklin St,

they

CAN IUIV THE BEST

istf

CASHMERE

House (Ip Town (or Sale.
r> Story, 8 rooms, furnace, gas, Scbago
A"
water, neat and in good order. Garden bas vines and fruit trees. Ample room also for
Fine location. A Bargain. Address P.
a stable.
O. BOX 1092.
myldlw*

A

and all

—

EXTRA HEAVY AND SOFT

Pressed by
WORKMEN OF EXPERIENCE.
Coats, Pants and Vests Cleansed or Dyed, and
Pressed every day at

Foster’s

AND AN

About.

excels others for its superiority in every particular.
Spools guaranteed to contain one hundred yards.

hands.

—

HAVE THOSE SOIEED
Faded Garments Cleansed or Dyed, and

ap28 4t

There’s nothing so “much talked about”
In this “wide world” as “charity” ;
Yet thousands, in the church and out.
Just what it is don’t seem to see.
True charity is love for all,
The rich and poor, the high and low,
The old and young, the great and small.
To whom a favor we can show,
Thus teach the Boys who buy their “Clothes”
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete.
At the great store of Georg} Fenno’s,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.

apr26

i

Would inform her friends and former patrons, that
she has returned from New York, and taken the
Rooms formerly occupied by Miss Newton, at No.
69 1-2 Congress St., where she will be happy to
meet them, and receive orders for work for the present season.
myldeodlm

treme

THE REST

GEHSTtJUSrE
I

©HESS MAKING

tennTk

ap2C__

AUCTION SAUK.

GLOVES,
HOSIERY,
HANDKERCHIEFS,
LACES,
SILKS,
RIBBONS,
FLO AVERS,
FEATHERS,
CRAPES,
VELVETS,
OLD LADIES’ DRESS CAPS,

fa TT

THE

seen as

—

AM Silk Gros Grain

undersigned have this day found a copartnership under the lirm name of W. C. Cobb & Co.,
for the purpose of carrving on the Baking Business
at 82 and 30 Pearl Street.
W. C. COBB.
S. HOBERT.
Portland, May 1, 1875.
myldlw*

miss

propose to keep a full line of

ss.

fllAKEN on Execution and will be sold at Public
X Auction, to the highest bidder, on MONDAY,
May 3”d, at 2£ o’clock in the afternoon, at
the Auction Room of F. O. Bailey & Co., 170 Fore
street, in Portland and said
county, the following
personal property, to wit: A slock of Groceries and
Store Fixtures, consisting of bbls Flour, Sugar, Beef,
Pork, Mackerel, Tobacco, Cigars, Rice, Lard, Canned
goods, Soaps, Pails, Brooms, Crockery and Glass
Ware, Fancy Goods, «Jfcc.. Bread and Show Cases,
Stove, Desks, Seales, Meat-block, Candv Jars, Ac.
W. L. PENNELL, Sherith
Dated at Portland, April 2Gth, 1875.
F. O. ISA I UK Y A. t O., Auctioneer*

FANCY GOODS,

New Invoice of those

Particular attention is called to a

Notice.

Copartnership

a

place.

TERMER,

Hup!, p. »v it. ll. It.
dtt

Myl

Ilusincss,

Sheriffs Sale.
Cumberland,

AND

full as cheap as Ihe last lot, at the same

FJLEVEN DOLLARS.
SI.

we

our

MILLINERY

St.,

Popular Black Silks,

Faro

Kendall & Wiiitneny offer for sale a
choice lot of Hybrid Perpetual Roses from a
Also the favorite climbers
Maine Nursery.
Baltimore Belle, Queen of the Prairie.

The acme of

Also

of Cars Between Portland and New London.

W.

Department

Wholesale

c. W. ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday at
salesroom, 17G Fore street,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtf

—

connection with

(Office 15 Exchange Wired.)
F. O. BAILEY.

PORTLAND.

change

No

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

C. W. Gcrri-'h, the postmaster at Lisbon, has
and bonds
just returned the necessary papers
to Washington to make Lisbon a money order

YORK,

To Let.

delighted with those elegant high
back combs, shell and black, that Cogia Hassan is selling at 23 cents each.

tions of

No. 180 Middle

arriving there early the next morning in ample time
for morning trains South and West.

See up town house for sale.
Ladies

in

Salesroom 17G Fore Street,

•

for New London, connecting with the Steamers of the Norwich Line same
evening for

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Bangor Commercial says that in the
vicinity of Danfortli, on account of low wages,
farmers, who have heretofore been accustomed
to work on the river twenty or thirty days
before commencing their spring’s work, remain
at home, will get their crops in earlier and in
better condition, besides doing much other
necessary farm work that would otherwise
remain
thereby profiting themundone,
selves far more than can be realized from a
most favorable river driving season.

Staples’

where

Ifl

1*.

ET COUNTS.

SO

Retail

Auctioneers ami Commission Merchants

DAY

I-a

leave Portland at

2.30

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

OPEN

SHALL

THIS

—

Horatio

A Steamboat Express Train
will

AT

—

MONDAY, MAY 3d,

Wednesday afternoon, as Mr. William Averill of Upper Stillwater was at work with a
circular saw at Reuben Flanders’ mill in
Dexter, his right had caught in the saw and
finor«xr«i

Spring Dress

and after

On

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Whig says there were thirty six arrivals
at the port of Bangor Thursday, which is n
lively showing for the last day of April.
There are signs |of a revival of building
activity in seveial arts of Bangor.

WE

IN ANY STYLE OR COLOR

daily, Sundays excepted,

OXFORD COUNTY.

fhroo

New

_

OPENING.

YOU CAN BUY A

Portland & Worcester

AUCTION SALES]

MISCELLANEOUS.

I flTIi

ricase tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PKESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Bootbbay, to

1

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

OXLY

AT

NICE,

544 Congress Street.
ap27

10
15
2()

lbs. daily, per
*«
»*
x
x

«

x

month,.$}•£?
2.00
x

ileod2w

2.50

x

N. IS.—Cu.toiuer. .npplird
nl proporliountr rm<

,bf..T,'"r

«_apM'limr

$20,000
To Loan on Firs* Clans Mortgagee
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.
Kevl Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, interest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all its
Real Estate InvestReal Estate Loans.
ments and Improvements made on commission
Bankable
and on shares.
paper bought and sold.

«. R. *> A VI S,
Real Estate and Loan Agency,
BROWN’S BLOCK; „

2peo<lly

oc27

T^Tletl
rr,HE Brick Stores. No. 7 and 9 Centre St. (near
X Commercial Street), with brick building in the
Motive power
rear, suitable for a manufactory.
could be had from Portland Machine Works.
J. B. BROWN.
B. SHAW, Agt..
No. 217 Commercial St.
apr27islw*

CARPET

—

Swectsir’s Popular Bleachery,
1

Monthlr ratm apply to nil not inking Ice
the whole nennon, or four uaonlh«.

BEATING,

CLEANING and Jobbing done by M.
C. MARS. Order Slate at the Daily Press
Ofliee. All orders promptly attended to. Residence
aprltf
at No. 15 Washington St.

WINDOW

POETRY.

_WANTS.
Wanted.

[Written for the PreBa.]

MAN competent to take full charge of a lucrative business. Also, Men to visit the families
of this and other cities A rare chance for sober and
industrious persons. Enquire for MR. HALE, at 49
Franklin Street.ap30d3t»

A

Hay.
An Idyl.

A Live Agent
to canvass the city. For further in"
formation inquire
W. P. WARREN,
67 Exchange St.
apr30d3t*

BY J. P. B.

WANTED
From a green osier in the Bun,
Tossing bright bnbbles one by one,
She fees with glee her gay worlds spun
From vapory light their cycles run,
Her flute like laughter all tbe day
With witchery fills the balmy air;
Which, toying with her sunny hair,
WeaveB many a flossy toil and snare
For loiterers by tbe way.

Wanted.

A

GOOD and capable girl to do general housework. luquire at NO. 25, CARLETON ST.
<»"*

apr30_

Nurse Girl Wanted.
Must have

NO 72 DEEDING ST.

AT ences._

good referapr29d.it

Wanted.

In meadows veiled with misty light
She hears the herd bells with delight;
An 1 the mad mirth of brooks which smite
The lagging wheels to swifter flight;
While the lark lost to earthly gaze
With mnsic fills the heavenly leas,
Turning her thoughts to haunts of ease,
Where isles of pearls on azure seas
Float in a dreamy maze.__

By

Gentleman and his
with board in a

a

rooms

Wife two unfurnished

AJdrCB9’

Paprt8dlwPreferred'

Central

private family.

BOX 1932.

P. O.

Wanted.
FIRST cfass wheelwright to

take the wood department in a carriage shop at Brighton Cornew carnages
several
from
Portland;
ner, two miles
wanted as soon as they can be built, and a prospect
W.
BELKNAP
or
of
C.
of
work.
of plenty
Enquire
on the premises.

A

Portland, April 26, 1875.apr27tf

Vegetine ?

Wlmt is

It is a compound extracted from barks, roots and
herbs. It is Nature’s Remedy. It is perfectly harmless from any bad effect upon tbe system. It Is nourishing and strengthening. It acts directly upon the
It gives yon
blood. It quiets the nervous system
good sweet sleep at night. It is a panacea for our
aged fathers and mothers, tor it gives them strength,
quiets their nerves, and gives them Nature’s sweet
sleep—as has been proved by many an aged person.
It i* tbe great Blood Purifier. It is a soothing remedy for our children. It has relieved and cured thousands. It is very pleasant to take; every child likes
It relieves

it.

ana cures all

diseases

originating from

impure blood. Try the VEGETINE. Give it a fair
trial tor your complaints; then you will say to your
friend, neighbor and acquaintance, “Try it; it has
cured me.

A

The following unsolicited testimonial from Rev. O.
Walker, formerly pastor of Bowdoin Square
Church, Boston, and at present settled in Providence,
R. I, must be deemed as reliable evidence. No one
should fail to observe that this testimonial is the re
suit of two years' experience with the use of VEGETINE in' the Rev. Mr. Walker's family, who now pronounce it invaluable:
T.

Providence, R. I.. 164 Transit Street.
H.R. STEVENS, Esq:
I leel bound to express with my signature the high
value \ place upon your VEGETINE.
My family

In nervous dehave used it for the last two years
bility i* is invaluable, and I recommend it to all who
tonic.
renovating
an
need
may
invigorating,
O. T. WALKER,

Formerly Pastor of Bowdoin Square Church,Boston

Wanted.
No. 227 Cumberland Street, a woman to do
general housework. References required.

x

ay

iiuciai.

three

of

cured.
He has taken about three dozen bottles of VEGETINE, but lately uses but little, as be declares he is
too well to he taking medicine.
Respectfully yours,
E.S. BEST,
Mrs, L.C.F.BEST.

or

garden.

or partially furnished, shades and carpets.
Address, stating terms and location, until Wednesday 28th, at this office, EPHKAIM HUNT. apr26tf

nished

experienced and

be

recommended.
A. S. HINDS,
Preble House.

come

Wanted.
AA

apr23__d2w*
Wanted
and Travelling Canvasser, for the Light
in snv pan of Maine or New
Domestic
Running
CARLETON BROS..
Hampshire. Address
G“n’l Agents for Maine and N. H.,
440 Congress St.. next to U. S. Hotel.
aprlltf

LOCAL

^WAITED.
BOOT

Me.

_Buxton,
to fill

subscription department. Apply to
SKILLIN & NCWELL,
226 Federal St., Portland.

our

aprl2dtf

and side
75 FREE ST.

unfurnished front
with board at

PLEASANT
marlOdtt
room

room

____

Board.
three boarders can be accommodated with
board in a private family. Rooms newly furnished. Inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.

TWO

Mass.

VEGETINE

Cumberland st.,

2234
Wilmot. Also table board.QC5tf
Boarding
at

Board.
accommodated with first
TWObe Gentlemen
Booms at No. 20 Brown Street.
or a

Gentleman

and his Wite

can

class Board and

THE

To Let.
or unfurnished, No.
seconu aoor irom r ree street.

"DOOMS to let, furnished
notion

WF/RYWTT

Fairbanks’ Scales,
Paris ia 186T.
Vienna, Montreal, 18T3.
Philadelphia, 18V4.
THE HOST ACCURATE.

Highest Prize*

at

THE MOST DURABLE.
THE MOST CONVENIENT.
n

every respect worthy of the most implicit confidence
ALSO-

UNITED

—

ALSO

to

ROOMS

To Let.
let. Inquire

8 MARKET STREET.

dim_

apr20

To Let.
Office over onr Store recently occupied by
John Winslow Jones. Apply to
RYAN & KELSEY,
malldeodtfNo. 161 Commercial St.

THE

LET 1

TO

Room in ttie Second Story ot the
Primers’ Lxchange. with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
oc!2dtf

To Let

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,
Designed for and adopted by the
STATES GOVERNMENT.

Drawer.

with

Street

dog
fice of

JACKSON V EATON,
Wharf, foot of High St.
Portland. April 13th, 1875.<13w
Head of High St.

To
WAREHOUSES—3 Milk Street Boston.

FAIRBANKS, BROWN A CO.
311 Brsidvay, New York.
Sc

Dock

Wha!f,
High
Docks
Wharf.
ONE-HALF
privileges Railroad track
well
out. For further information apply at ofon

—

FAIRBANKS
fe24

to Lease.

or

of

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money

CO.

Kent.

NEW house rents at Woodlord’s Corner, 5, to
Handy
9, rooms, nil! be ready last of March.
In a good neighborhood and splendid 'ocato cars
T.
H,
MANSFIELD,
ot
tiou, Inquire
at Woodford’s Corner.
inaltf

5

d9m

a

First-class

SHEPHERD A CO.,

OVER

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

NOS.

Below /he

Powt-Ofllce.

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO., LAMB & FARNSWOKTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
Mass,, Box

117__Ja20tf

FOR

W.W.
ap3

SALE

To Let.
February first Ihe Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell <£
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
JalldtfST. JOHN SMITH.

ABOUT

Whipple & Co.,

PORTLAND, ME.

To Let
half of

ONE

BY

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

THE PEERLESS.
It is nnsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Management, Durability, Dryness and Pnritf
•( Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wboleaale and Retail at Manufacturer*’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article bv buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fall of being convinced of this fact before buy-

laleeroom 353 Fore St.,

J. F.MERRILL.

Manufactory, Rear of No. lO Cross St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

may26dtf

drainage:.
persons Interested in drainage will find it to
their advantage to call on tbe

ALL

Pierce Manufacturing

Company

of cement pipes. Also contractors for constructing
Pipe
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc
Works, Corner Fox and Cove Sts., P jrtland, Me.
«!•SMITH,
all
to
Send
orders

Ordinance.
City

Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H. R. WING, Proprietor.
arI A first-class Hotel in every respect,
ranged especially with a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking

j

|

J_[pnblic.
_mar!3-dt

VERMONT JOOPPERAS.

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
ALWAYS
—

FOE SALK
BY

make

the

of 1875 at tbe

wav. or

or

any

such dog, or the head ot
the house, store, shop,
the family,
office, or other place where such dog is kept or harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two dollars for a license ior such dog to go at large.
2. The City Marshal shall grant a license to any
citizen for his or her dog to run at large on the payment of two dollars; which license stall exnire on.
the first day of May next after the same is given.
The above ordinances will lie strictly enforced.
The City Marshal will be at his office on the third
next from 9 to 12 and from 2 to 5 o’clock,
of

until the

owner or keeper of
or the keeper of

May

day

tapm”d6weD8eGEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
To Innholders and Victualcrs in
U1C

V*

VII/

JL

is hereby given that the Licensing
Board ot the City of Portland «ill meet
at the Aldermen’s Room on MONDAY, the third
day of May, next, at 7i o'clock p. m.. for the purpose
of granting licenses to Innholders aud Victualers
who may then aud there appear therefor.
Given under our hand this twenty-sixth day of
April, A. D. 1875.
B. M. RICHARDSON, Mayor.
1
J. J, GERRISH,
I
Aldermen
J. B. LITTLEFIEDD,

NOTICE

ALPHONSO BRUNEL,
H. W. GAGE.
E. N. PERRY,
HENRY FOX,

SAM’L WATERHOUSE,

(

}■

of the

stable of

c. KHOVYN. 84 Federal at.,
May 1st to July 1st, in care ot
ap24deodtjyl
H. RICHARDSON.

Something New.
send your address to 87 Spring St., and
have tbe agent of the Ladies’ Easy Cutting and
Work Table call and show this gem of the work
Patterns cut free Tuesday to test tbe system,
room.
tf
marls

ap7dtl

2J story bouse in the Western part of the city,
nearly new,12 rooms,arranged for two families,
Sebago and water closets, on both floors, cemented
cellar, house warmed by furnace. Price $4800.
House rents for $512, per annum. Terms $500 cash,

A

PaTTERSON,
balance on time. Apply to F. G
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, second buildap7dtf
of
east
City
ing

$2,000. Terms $900 cash, balance on
mortgage at 6 percent. 11 story house, 7 room®,
lot 41x80, price $1,800. Terms $800 cash, balance at
H story house, 9 rooms, lot 37x105 for
6 per cent.
$2,000. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,dealer in Real
Williams
Block, second building east City
Estate,

_apr3dtt

cultivation, with good 11 story house, wood
and carriage house new, good barn 40 x 50 with cellar.
Buildings all connected, water plenty and
handy. The variety of soil and close proximity to
the city, make this one of the most desirable farms in
the vicinity, both for early market gardening and for
Persons intending to buy would do well to exhav
amine this farm before purchasing elsewhere. Price
$4500. For particulars call on or address
®
J. MANN,
No. 45 Preble St„
mar23ecd&wtfPortland, Maine.

Lots for Sale.

j

apr27-dtd
Ordinance.
Office,!
Portland, April 19,1875. i

City Marshal’s

Cow kept in the City shall at all times
wear a strap around the neck, of not less than
of the owner
three inches in width, with the name
or printed
and nlace of residence legibly nainted
at large
thereon and for every cow found running
shall
lorfeit
cow
of
said
owner
Without a strap, the
dollars nor more
and nav a sum not less than five
berecovered
complaint
by
dollars, to be
use of the

EVERY

thauPten

Lhren,bUe M“alCourt, oue-halfforthe

to the city.
complainant and the other half
The above

O^^-'^^i^KEK. CitfMa"shal.
Notice.

undersigned resiiectfuily informs the f
transthat he has opened an office for the sale or
1

THE

fer of Head Estate, and all kinds of merchandise.
in
have oil hard now several lots and houses for sale
I Lave also the finest
the most desirable location.
Parties|in
and for building or plastering purposes.
need of the same will please call on
E. PONCE.

Boyd Block, Cor. Middle and Erchange.
dCmlwis

aprl3
southern Pine.

for shin
pieces, various dimensions suitable a
Also ihree, three and
half,
or bridge work.
and four inch plauk long and wide, for sale low.
*T. S. ROBERTS,
7 & 9 Center Street.
ap!6dlm

LONG

Jt
Ms

OF

Nervous Debility.
However obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
atteeiing. as it does, nearly one half of our adult popby day, and
ulation, it is a melancholy tact that
year by year, we wiiness a most frightful increase of
nervous affections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

PEOPLE

Xervous Prostration.

ap!6deoil3w

Bramliall
two story and
St. anil Western promenade, with 10 finished
and
stable
Good
rooms, cemented cellar and gas.
plenty ot yard room. Very pleasantly located and
on
the
premises
convenient to horse railroad. Apply
or at 64 Commercial St., to J. W. YEATON.
half house

corner

apr!5_dtf
Valuable Beal Estate for Sale.
well-known Deane property

or>

State street

12000 ieet of land, wit h
THEcontaining about
house in good repair, is ottered
modiODS

com-

dwelling

the early and
dies.

tism. Heretofore there has been a considerable diversity of opinion among medical men, as to the true
character of this disease; some locating it in the librous or mnscular tissues of rhe system and others
viewing it as an acute nervous disease; but it is now
generally admitted to be a disease arising from a poison circular ing in the blood, and further it is admitted that rheumatism can never be thoroughly cured
without exterminating such poisonous matters from
We
the blood by a constitutional internal remedy.
feel confident that none will feel better satisfied and
rejoice moie than the conscientious physician, who
has found out that a true cure for this stubborn disThe following testimony
ease has been discovered.
from a Portland gentleman cannot fail to satisfy all
that tho

efficacy

for

sale. The house can he seen every Thursday and
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Beal
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
jal5dtf
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.

For Sale.
reasonable terms a Cottage House In Knightville, Cape Elizabeth, 6 rooms. A cosy home
J. G. BATES,
for a small family. Apply to
marlOMwtf_Portland Dry Dock.

DISTILLERY FOR SALE.
We otter the well-known First Class

“Portland Maine New England Rum”

Hillen.
This is to certify that I have been a torGents:
tured sufferer from inflammatory Rheumatism for tho
past three years, and during the last year my sufferhave tried evings have been beyond description. 1 no
relief unti
erything I could hear of but obtained
I tried the “Diamond Rheumatic Cnee. It is tru-

wonderful remedy.
Respectfully yours,

AMANDA M. BROWN.
Capt. Walden is witness to this statement.

The proprietor of this medicine has walked the
aisles of the hospitals of London and Paris for the
past twenty years, making rheumatism a specialty,
and the prescription from which this remedy is compounded is all he ever used in the treatment of this

disease.

In simple cases sometimes one or two doses suffice.
In the most chronic cases it is sure to give way by
the use of four or five bottles.
By this efficient and
simple remedy hundreds of dollars are saved to those
who can least afford to throw it away, as surely it is
by the purchase of useless prescriptions.
This medicine is for sale at all Druggists throughout Canada and the United States. If it happens
that your Druggist has not got it in stock ask him to
send for it to

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,

Square, Portland.
George C. Goodwin & Co.,
Market

NO. 38 HANOVER STREET, BOSTON.
deodOm&wiyii

marl3

■nTB'T'TT.T.'R'RV

apr20dlm

Real Estate for Sale in Deerins.
NEW two story house, situated at Woodford’s
A Corner, arranged lor two families wiib stable,
hennery ind garden, I acre of lai d. Terens easy.
For further particulars apply to F. G. P 4TTKRSON.
second

Block,

ap‘27d2w

PINE LUMBER for ship buildlDg,

railroads, factories, bridges, etc., turnished to
SOUTHERN
t looring and step boards, plank
the
order

cargo,
by
tor sale, to arrive per bar Kent, no Lizzie Heyer and
Will be sold low.
Elizabeth Ann from Savannah.
CURTIS & DAVIS,
Applvto
152
Commercial St.
apr2td2w

Exeentor’a Sale of Beal * Personal Estate.
HEREBY otter at private sale the homestead of
Charles Moxcev, late of Yarmouth,deceased, consisting of about two acres of land on the westerly side
of Pleasant St., in Yarmouth, lower village, with
Also
house, shops, barn and outbuildings thereon.
1-16 ofSch. Casco Lodge: 3-16 of Sih. L. W. Pierce,
If not previously
and 1-16 of Sl«op M. D. Sawyer.
sold I shall otter said property for sale at public auction, on the above named premises, on Tuesday, done
PEREZ B. LURING,
1st 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M.
Executor of the Will of Charles Moxcey.
apr20*lm
Yarmouth, April 20, 1875.

I

Valuable Iron Works
FOR

SALE.

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
Works are ottered for sale. This property occupies about an acre of land on tide water on Commercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern Siop. Boiler
Shop and Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having heon long established has a
large and constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
full time on orders. A more lavorable opportunity
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H.

FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

_<ltf

ja!2

Ml_

Cl

fur

BillC i

—

I

S

subscribers wishing to relinquish the Baking
J. business, ofler for sale their entire business consisting of their two story Brick Building on Union
Street, with all the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts.
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually iound
in a first class bakery. The above property is located
in the business part of the city,and is a very desirable
location tor business on account of its easy access to
all the Railroads and Boats from all directions. Any
in the business will find
person wishing to engage
this a rare opportunity, as the business• is well established. Address or apply to,
mHE

SxHABDON, SCAMMAN & CO.,
on

mar23*11 f

the premises.

Defaulted and Repudiated Securities.
ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC

RAILROAD

Land

°

B U RUING TON, CEDAR RAPIDS AND NINNESOTA RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
CAIRO AND FULTON RAILROAD 1st Mort-

&
DANVILLE
BacH?CAGO.
Bonds.
LROAD 1st

VINCENNES
RAI
Mortgage
railsouthern
and
Canada
Chicago
road 1st Mortgage Bonds.
AND
BAN
A.
BLOOMINGTON
DANVILLE, UR
PEKIN RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
AND
CKAWFOKDSVILLE
LOGANSPORT.
Mortgage
SOUTHWESTERN RAILROAD 1st
Bonds.
MONTCLAIR RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
NEW YORK AND OSWEGO MIDLAND RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bonds.
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD 1st Mortgage

Bonds.

_.

EASTERN

CITY OF L1M FRICK,
CITY OF MONTREAL
CITY OF NEW YORK
CITY OF PARIS
CITY OF RICHMOND

CITY OF BROOKLYN
CITY OF BRUSSFLS
CITY OF CHESTER

luruiug

Boston

—

,

!
j

freight by this line are the
same as by any other direct line,
whether special or regular

jy28tf

passage apply to
J. N, MAGNA, Agent.
Office OB the Wharf,
or CLARK & SEAMAN,
86 West street. New York.

Sunday

$Fast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen’l Man.
GEORGE BACHELDER, Geh’l Ag’t.
mat

Maine

DIRECT1
connection*! to Prince Edward Island* Cape Preton and Ml. Johns* N. F.

iiiiuiuiituuu

w

**pi,*J

v.

_________

Night Pullman Train from

T*5^5w555«i*e|aBoston

leaves Portland 12.30

m.

a.

Bangor, Calais, St. John, Houl--Fra—ton, St. Stephens and Halifax.
Passenger Train leaves Portland 6.15 a.
m. tor Lewiston (via Danville Junction), Brunswick,
Lisbon. Bath and

Rockland,

and via

mixed

train

from Brunswick to Augusta, Waterville nnd Skowhegan.
Leave Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,
Bangor, &c.
I,cave Portland 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan. Belfast, Dexter and Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.25 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Eeave Portland 5.30 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
Passenger Trains will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta, at 8.55 a. in.
From Bangor. Dexter, Belfast, Skowhegan,
Farmington, Lewiston, Rockland, &c., at 2.55 p. m.
From Augusta) Rockland, Bath and Lewiston

"•

MAINECO

at 6.45 p.

m.

Night Train

1.45

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

from 8t.

John, Bangor, &c., at

a. m.

Through Freight Trains Daily to all points

I'U iflitlllc

YORK.

HEW

IVI1VA

IV

UUU

liiuiuiu,

Mat

M

™-

Railroads.
Freight Delivered at

or before 4.00 p. m. arrives Lewiston 6.05 a. m.. Bath 10.00 a. m., Rockland
4.15 p. m., Augusta 10.00 a. m., Waterville 10.30 a.
m., Ilexter 1.45 p. m., and Bangor 2.20 p. in.
L. L. LINCOLN, Gen’l Supt.
feb26tf

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

_

PEORIA AND ROCK ISLAND RAILROAD 1st

Mortgage Bonds.
KOCKFORD, ROCK ISLAND AND SL. LOUIS
__

RAILROAD 1st Mortgage Bom's.
ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAILROAD
1st Mortgage Bonds.
GEOROIA STATE BONDS.
LOUISIANA STATE BONDS.
MINNESOTA STATE BONDS, REPUDIATED.
NORTH CAROLINA STATE BONDS.
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE BONDS.
VIRGINIA STATE BONDS.
WATERTOWN CITY (WIS,) BONDS, KEPU__

D{llFn0IS TOWN AND COUNTY BONDS, REPiowaTtown AND COUNTY BONDS, REPUD*UfoOUBI TOWN AND COUNTY BONDS, REPUDIATED.

^
Bv G. T. BONNER & CO.. Stock Brokers, and Deal
No.
ers in Miscellaneous and Investment Securities,
aprUdlawSlm
20 Broad Street, New York City.

ARRAN GEMENT.

WINTER

Steamers

GILES’
Liniment Iodide of Am-

ENGLISH KEMEDY

monia.
Suffering.

A Message to the

When a remedy is productive of such relief as to
excel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
a dut' to make it known asgeueral as possible. This
WM. M.
consideration has actuated the
G LES, to bring before the public his LINIMENT
IODIDE AMMONIA.
The remarkable cures it has effected classes it as
one of the most important and valuable remedies
ever discovered for the cure and relief of pain in any
form. It cures Neuralsin. Face Ache. Rheumatism* Gout) Frosted Feet. Chilblains*
Sore Throat*
Erysipelas, Bruises and
Wounds of eveiy nature, in which the effects of
extenal applications are almost magical, and in
which its internal administration is found to be most
efficacious.
prescribe it for their patients
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an in-

The Cordial Balm of

proprietor

cum

and

Syri-

Lotlirop’s

Tonic Pills,

Physicians

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

valuable discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where there is a liability to the visitations of a
class of epidemic diseases for which this preparation
No stable should be withis a recognized remedy
out it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is

not supplied with it.
We append a few of the many testimonals bearing
testimony to the universal favor with which this
medicine has been received by the public.

Blood

headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
joints of the feet, Giles* Liniment, Iodide of
Ammonia gave immediate relief.
I. HENRY MAGON1GLE. Booth's Theatre.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:
I suffered with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
joints, and lound no relief until I tried your Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Am now cured.
Head Pantryman on board Steamer Jesse Hoyt.
For

Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
cure lor ague in the breast, and removes all swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
and hard lumps.
New Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.
Dr. Giles:—While on duty a? fireman on engine
47, about ten miles from this city, on Shore Line
Road, was accidentally thrown off against a rock,
train under lull head, about thiity-tive miles an
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent was on
board. He furnished me with two bottles of Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, from which I receive!
the greatest possible benefit. In lour days I was able
to sit up, and am now ready to commence work. Mv
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
which it cured.
JOHN GAFFNEY.
Barnum’8 Hippodrome.—We have never found
to
Giles’Liniment
Iodide of Ammoauythingjeijual
nia.
Bruises, wounds stiffness, lameness, pains in
the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It is
just what we long wanted, and we now use nothing
else. In thirty years* experience in Europe and
America I have never met anything like it.
L. B. WOODS,

Veterinary Surgeon, Bamum's Hippodrome.

New York. June 1st.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist'. Sir—Your new discovery, Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, surpasses
anything for splints, strains, lameness in the limbs or
shoulders, &c., wind galls and hard bony swellings on
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
Yours very truly,
RALPH OGLE,
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.

Boston, July 13, 1874.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between the
Athletics of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
played July 13th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
my left knee cap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present. He instantly applied your LinimeDt,
and with instant relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.
Boston. Sept. 14,1874.
Mr. William M. Giles, Chemist:
Dear Sir—
Your Agent. Mr, Guy S. Frazey, called on me early
last
to
introduce
Liniment
in July
Iodide of
your
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legard to the great
variety ot articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases. I had no faith in your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to me
that I had a horse I was using for private that had a
shoe bile on his near forward leg. I told him if he
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.
Suffice it to fay that I have used it very persistently
till tlie present time, and 1 now find it nearly
removed, and think it will shortly disappear entnely.
From this trial of your remedy I cheerlully recommend its use to any one who has a horse or horses
afflicted in this way. I would further tay that, while
using it for the above, the same horse started another bunch on the off leg; the Liniment was applied immediately, and the bunch has lisappeared.
F
J. H.

HATHORNE,

Proprietor of Citizens’ Line C oaches.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO, Agents, Boston. Mass
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Me
eod&w6m
del2
baking pan

MORAN’*
Received the Diploma of

the American InstiMakes even tough Meat and Poultry tender,
juicy, rica and flawy; makes splendid bread, increases tbe weight; saves cost in a month. Prices—
8 in. by 12 in., bakes 8 lbs., $2; 10x14 bakes 12 lbs,
$2 50; lOxlG bakes 16 lbs.. $2.75; 11x16 bakes 20 lbs.,
$3 25; 12x16 bakes 25 lbs., $3.50. Sent express paid,
on receipt ot the cost, to any town east of the Mississippi ; full directions accompanying. Agents wanted
ana State and County rights tor sale
Send for a
J. a. LOCKE,
circular.
aprIGdSw*32 Cortland St„ New York.

Every placed before the people, and are warranted
be the most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

man.

They impart.

Strength

PERSONS

to the

Body

—

AND

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all siations to Island
I Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.

IJiTERNATIOIVAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Tickets sold at Rednced Rates

EaMtport, Calais

St.

and

Windsor and

SPRING

John, Digby

Vigor

days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbmston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton.
(^■“Freight received on days of sailing unt*l 4
o’clock, p. m.
A. K. STUBBS, Agent
mar24dtf

SPRING

ARRANGEMENT.

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,
Dementia and Melancholia.
Price $2.50. Large size, $5.00. Each package
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic Pills,
wuich may also be had separately at 50 cents per box.
Tlt'MTI *144IV If

A

I

W

Frewsburgh, Nov. 12, 1874.
1 have used the Cordial Balm and Syricum and Lotlirop’s Tonic Pills as a preventive and cure for the

use of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, and
find them actually specific m such cases. 1 regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.
JACOB MESERVE.

Tipton, Dec. 3, 1874.
We take great pleasure in informing you of the
surprisingly beneficial results from the use ot your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lothrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been under treatment by different doctors
for nearly three y ^.ars past without any apparent benefit therefrom ; but your medicines have produced a
most wonderlul change for the better, and tlie patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.
P. S.— We tell ail with whom we are acquainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

AGENTS:

GEORGE C. GOODWIN «& CO., RUST BROTHERS
& BIRD, SMITH, DOOLITTLE &

For Sale by Druggists generally

Everywhere.
consulted professionally
Address

may be

«*t-

ff*4''
11 -n, PI

hit.

PORTLAND^

BANGOR.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

fast Steamer, CITY OF BICHMOMH.
Cnpt. C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every
Jfloutlay, Wednesday and Friday FvelO o’clock.
uiiu;M<
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, W interport
The

and

Hampden.

__

Returning will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touchin Porting at the above named landings, arriving
land at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond*’ connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for neighboring
towns. Connects at Rockland with the Knox and
Lincoln R. K., at Belfast with B. & M. R. R., Bangor with E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag t.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.
dtf
Portland, April 17th. 1875.
A

CONSULATE

OF SPAIN.

To Merchants and Shipmasters.

Y

TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

Steamer LEVVISTONS Capl. Charlf.

EVEN! IVO .AT 10 O’C LOCK .For Rockland,
Ca9tine, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, So. W. and Bar Harbors, <Mt. Desert,) Milibridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
Morning at 5 o’clock, touching ae above, arrivin'. in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lor Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
mar20tf
Portland, March 5,1875.

YTOU

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.

are

hereby notified that on and after the first
September, 1874. the new regulation

prescribed by the Government of the Republic of
eflect.
Spain in regard to Corsulai lees will take
‘The fees for clearance of vessels are as tollows:
For Vessels with CargoCeititying Manifest.
Bill of Health. .. 4.00—819.0
For Vessels without Cargo:

’Hf

Certifying Manilest. 4.00—$11.0
Bill of Health...

THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul

For Sale.

LOTHROP,

M.

D.,

Trustees of Pine Street M. E.
now

BOSTON,

MASS.

dly

on

furnace,
carpets, settees, chairs, the
above
stih/B, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any ot
ot
named prop, rty can get particulars by enquiring:
Committee
CHAUNCEY BARRETT.)
lf)r
N. S.FEKNALI),
| Trustees.
)
A. J. PETTENGiLL.
ut*
mariiO
Also organ,

143 Court Street,

Church offer for

tbier
standing
THEsale the church building
before the first day of Ma>,
loT to be removed

n

TT

ri

111

&

New. For Opening and Closing SchoGis, 10 cts.
For Note Reading in Schools,

50 cts.

$30 per 100,

New Ed.

High Schools and Academies,
Hour ol Siugiug.
For

Orphean.

$1,00.
$1.00

For Home Entertainment,
Piano at Home. 4 hands.

$2.50.

Organ

2.50.

at Home.

2.50.
Gems ol Strauss.
*
Cheap Instruction Books,
Winner’* New School*, (each 75 cts,) tor
P.ano.—for Cabinet Organ,—for Meiodeon,—for Guitar,—for Banjo,—for Cornet,—for Fife,—for Accordion,—for Clarionet,—for Flute,—and for Flageolet.
Sold by all-the principal music dealers. Sent, postpaid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CIIAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y
ap21
d«2fcw2w_
subscriber has

hereby given
been duly appointed and taken upon tdiuself the
NOTICE
trust of Administrator of the estate of
that the

is

AUGUSTUS H. STEPHENSON, late of Portlan
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
G EOIiGE S. K1M B ALL, Adin*r.
apr24dlaw3wS*
Portland, April 20th, 1875.

Stallions,

Knox

and

Lightfoot

Hiram.
LIGHTFOOT AND

HIRAM,

Stallions,
of 1875 at the stable ot
will make the
THE
LOVE ITT & RECORDS, No. 10 Plum Street, PortKnox

season

land, Me. For further particulars address JOS. W.
LOVEITT or EBEN G. PERRY, Box 1541, Portland,

ap23dtf

Me.

HAVE YOU TRIED

JURUBEBA
ARE YOU
Weak, Nervous,
Are

or

.

Debilitated ?

Languid

no
more of an

you

quires
maxing?

that
any exertion rethan you feel capable of

effort

Then try JIJRUREBA, the wonderful tonic
on the
and invigorator, which acts so
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all tne vital

beneficially

It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
6hort time, only to let the sufferer fall to a lower
depth of misery, but it »s a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the Rowel*, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as

soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
It* operation i* not violentf but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,

And silently steal

ap!2t4w

A GREAT OFFER!
DURING THIl IflUNTH,

aprl5t4w_

1 A ot tbe lkIOO Choice Selections,”
lv vF# Ilf is ready. Price 30 cts. The “Series’*
ONE THOU*AND of the latest
contains
now
and best things for Declamations, Humorous Recitations, Family Readings, etc. Capital for Granges,
Temperance Societies, and Lyceums. Also
“Excelsior Dialogues,** and “Model Dialogues.’* Circulars free. Get of your bookseller, or send price to
We
P. Garrett & Co.. 708 Chestnut St Phila^ Pa.
make tbe celebrated PENN LETTER ROOK
Agents
for copying letters without press or water.
VA

wanted.

I

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Mil wan
kce* Cincinnati. Wt. Louis, Omaha,
Saginaw, Nt Paul* Halt I.ake City,
Denver, Nan Franciaeo,

To

points in the

FURNIVAL Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
([^“PULLMAN PA L ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
at 7.00

a. m.

AGENTS* PROFITS per

(11X7
4

and 1.20 p.

WEEK.

ULF Will prove it or forfeit $500. New
articles just patented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. H. CHID ESTER, 267 Broadway, New York.

apr!5t4w_

AGENTS WANTED

cheatest and
Send for our exPUBLISHING

Ladies Combination Neeille Book, with ChroF P. Gluck, New Bedford,

Send stamp.

_apr!6t4w

Chang Chang sells at sight. Necessary as soap. Goods free. Chang Chang Mt’g
Co., Boston.apr!614w

AGENTS.

SHOT-GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLSjy REVOLVERS,
Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for Catalogue. AddrenH Groat Western Gun
M>d Pistol Works PITTSBURGH, PA.

aprl74wt

Southwest

condition,

leaving Portland

apr!5t4w

1,000 AGENTS. Teachers, Students, men and
women, wanted to sell CENTENNIAL GAZShows grand reETTE CROP THE U. *.
sults of lOO YKAHN PROG RE**. A whole
Library. Boston Globe*— Not a luxury, but a
Inter-Ocean.—Bed selling ba«k
necessity.
published. Good Pay. Want Gen. Agt. in every
of
Address, J. U'. McCURUV A
10,030.
city
CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.apr!5t4w

Mass.

J C.

ca»n,

IF J? 1? SAMPLE to Agents.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

and all

part

Wanted.
A liberal discount to Teachers, MinisSpeters. Churches, Schools, Lodges etc.
cial inducement* to the trade. Illustrated
Catalogue.* Mailed.

i. liljJu

—

Northwest, West aiul

or

and balance in small monthly payment*.
WATERS’ New Scale Pianos.
are the best made; The touch elastic, and a
fine singing lone, powerful, pure and even.
WATERS’ Concerto ORGANS.
cannot be excelled in tone or beauty; they defy
competition. The Concerto *top is a fine
Imitation of the Human Voice.
Agent*

mos.
AltD

3»R5

SON*,481 BROADWAY,NEW YORK,
will di*po*e of 1OO UIANO* and ORGANN
of flr*t via** maker* including W AT KR*, at
EXTREMELY LOW PKlh’EM for ca»h.
&

CO., Philadelphia, Pa.apr!5t4w

74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

away.”

Thi* i* nocew and untried discovery.bat has
been long used with woDderfnl remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known’*.
Ask your druggist tor it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN Sf CO.,Boston. Mass.

fastest gelling Bible ever published.
NATIONAL
tra terms to Agents.

Offices

Passenger

m.

Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in yalae(anil that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at llie rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional valne.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
se21dtf
Portland, September 19. 1874.

FOR AGENTS IN OUR
JL ten New Noveltiesjustout;
AV 1V-/ IT
In
every house; cample and circulars free by
needed
mail. H. B. WHITE & CO., Newark, N. J.
t4w

apr27

A FORTUNE

—FROM—

uo

»'

apr27_

Aga Daily to Agent,. MS new articles and
tbe best Family Paper in America, with
AM. M’FG CO.. 300
two *5.00 Cbromos, free.
ap28t4w
Broadway, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED.

$34 a week.
or women.
Proof f urnished-Business pleasant and honorable with uo riskA16 page circular and Valuable
Samples free. t*"Send yourad.
dress on postal card. Don t do*
lay but write at once to
F.*M.REED.8TU3T.,SBWTOBg
Men

Shortest and Most Direct Route

Portland to the South and West.

ALL.

FOR

cnpitnl required.
Address, Lohmax dt Co., Laramie City, Wyoming.
How made

Portland & Rochester R. R.

A
Erie,

Every family buys It
Sold by Agents. Address, G. S. WALKER,
Paap28t4w

FORTUNE IN IT.

No Transfer J No Change of Cars

500 Agents Wanted for Genuine Edition

BETWEEN

LIVINGSTON E.

—

PORTLAND AND

—

WORCESTER.

of Train, commencing I»ee.
21, 1874.
PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;

Arrangement

7.£H>

A. itm.

ror rcoonesrer,

anhsuu<* ami

«wtn>

and
ter, connecting at Rochester with Eastern,
Boston & Maine Tra ns tor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Woltboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting a: Ayer Junction with tiains tor Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, m.,
connecting with trains f r Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston Si Albany trains for Albany and New York.
1.45 I*. iTl. For Rochester and way Stations.
3.15 P. in. Express tor Rochester. Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
9.15 p. iu., connecting with Night Train for New
York.
Leave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
Exprt NN Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. m.
connecting with Norwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
ExprexN Train leaves Worcester at4.40p.m.,
connecting with Express trains weaving Albany at
10 a. m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester, Concord.
Ia well, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, ana
Springfield Route, and to all important points South
and West.
Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at

Depot

WM. H. TURNER, Supt.

no23__
PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR.

dav oi

on or

marl?

j

WEEK

will leavft KailL^jpHtSKfS^a’road Wharf, foot of State St.,
|
fi
l It S I) A V
cvery

MAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAW-

G. EDGAR

and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and A ubum at 5,45 p. ra.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

The

S.MITH, GIL-

LEY, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L. CLAFLIN & CO., Providence, R. I.

PER

TRIP
N

Dr. Lothrop
mail free of charge,

1

—

..

WHOLESALE

and West at 8.40

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. m.
Mail flora Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston

Halifax.

same

to the Mind

RKTRIMir

Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal
a. m.

ARRANGEMENTS.

TWO TKIPS PER WEEK !

ONE
v

a. m.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage lo and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St.John, and all parts of Maine.
iET-Freight taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
dtf
ocl

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

tute.

I*oti€*e.
requiring work dore please apply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroid**c29tf
try and fancy-work in wools, &c., &c.

Medicine

r
o

Eleanora, Franconia
and Chesapeake

On and after MONDAY, March
29, the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. D. S. Hall, and the Steamer
City of Portland, Cant. S. H.Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharl foot ol
i___
State St., every Monday and Thursday at 6.00 p. m.,
for Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

T ENTI HI O ft IA ER.
In stiffness and soreness of the muscles and joints,
rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
from Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKER, Wallaces Theatre.

On and alter Monday, September 21st.
trains will run as follows:
Ex press train 7.00 a m. lor Mcntreal and Quebec,
Lewiston.
Auburn, and
Passenger train for Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30

iTHiflggfrgn

GREAT

THE

20 SUPERIOR MUSH BOOKS.

■

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.
the Steamship
P. S.—Until
farther notice
“CHASE” will leave Portland for Halifax on Tuesoct28dtf
days at 4 p. m.

TO

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen. Manager.
July 21.1871.
v22tf

to

or

STEAMSHIP

OF TIME,

Commencing March 1st, 1875.

Steamship “FAL-

MOUTH” (built expressly fo ltlic
route) W. A. Colbv Commander
will leave Railroad. Wharf, foot of
State St., every SATURDAY at
5 30 p. in. for HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial [Railway, io' Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers
for Prince Edward Is'andj also at New Glasgow,
N. S.. with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breion, and
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
G^-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAY'S, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day of sailing.
lumici

Railroad.

Central

CHANGE

With

rui

PorMiiomb nnd Portland at

land in season for passengers to take the cars of
This
the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad.
train arrives in Portland in season to connect
for
with the Grand Trunk Railway
Montreal,
Qu bee, and all parts of Canada East;
and the Maine Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for Augusta, Bangor, Dockland,
Belfast and other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. M. Tram from Boston connects with the
Maine Central and European & North American
and Intercolonial Railways for Bangor, St.
John, Halifax and other points on these
roads.
The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Portland with the Maine Central Railroad for Augusta. Bath and Eewisfou ; and on MONDAYS and THURSDAYS with the steamer for
Eastport and St.John.
X. B.—
♦Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train.
but not on Monday.
This train runs
$Accommodation Train.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Jr., Franklin Wharf,

for

The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston, and the 9.10 A.
M Train from Portland connect at Conway
Jun- tion for North Conway.
Trains leave Porismonih for Dover at 7.10,
10.24 A. M., 3.06, 7.05 P. M. Returning at 6.45,
7.50, 10.50 A. M., 5.00 P. M.
The 1.45 A. M., 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. Trainsfrom
Portland make close connections to New York
by one or other of the routes from Boston. Pas-

MAIL LINE TO

The favorite

leave

sengers ticketed through
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Port-

rates of

or

March 1st, 1875.

$8.00 A. M., $12.30 P. M., and *8.00 P. M
Leave Portland for Cape Elizabeth. Scarborough, West Scarborough,Saco, Middeford, Kennebuuh, Wells North Berwick, «oulh Berwick Junction, ConEliot and Kittery at
way Junction,
$9.10 A. M.
For Saco, Biddeford, Kennebiink, Wells,
North Berwick, South Berwick Junction, Conway Junction, Fliot and Kittery at $9.10 A. M. and $3.15 P. M.
For Saco, Biddeford. Kenuebnnk, Conway Junction, Kittery suit Portsmouth
at *1.25 A. M., 19.10 A. M.. ami $3.15 *\ M.
For Cape Elizabeth. Mcnrborongh, West
Scarborough, Naco, an-* Biddeford at
5.20 P. M Returning at 8 00 A. M.

merchants and Manufacturers
will
please remember that the

For freight

Monday,

Porllnud for PortMinouib and BomIou at
*1.45 A. M., t9.10 A. M., and 43.15 P. M, Ke-

ISEW YORK.

Including

—OF THE—

EASTERN

RAILROAD.

Passenger Trains will leave Station, Commercial,foot
of State Street,

Southerly

Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwell Steamship
line for New Orleans and other piincipal lines to he
South and South-west.
Freight takeu at low rates.
Passenger accomindatious are unsurpassed. Cabin
state-room and meals, $?.50.
passage,
Steerage passage,(meals and berths inclnaed),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGECROMWELL”
Leavwill be the only steamer sailing in this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every
Wednesday P. M.

THROUGH TRAINS

River ol Life.
On and after

PORTLAND
AND

all

on

For Sabbath Schools,

$100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To anil from all points at reduced rates.
JOnlV G. DALK, Agent,
15 Broadway. New York.
JW. M CKEAGII, A*l. for I*. E. Mlntrs,
102 State St., Boston.
apr5(13m

—

RAILROAD.

BOSTON & MAINE
Will be taken

BOSTON.

—

Cliecrlul Voices.

Instant communication with the stewards by elec
this Company adopt

GF TUK

—

Vols I, II and III. 35c., 130c., 50c.

&'C.

the

Ked and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM

American School Music Headers.

Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitted
up, while tbe Stare-rooms are light, airy and roomy.
The saloons are large and well ventilated,the breadth
of the vessel, and situated where there is least noise
and motion. Smoking rooms, Ladies’ Boudoirs, Pianofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms, Barber’s Shop,
trie bells.
The steamers of

_

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

For sale. This distillery is capable of producing from
of
5( the smallest) to 40 (the largest number) barrels
Rum per day. The building is of brick, has good boiland
ers, engine, pumps, &c., &c., all in good repair
ready to put in operation immediately. There is a
new brick and stone fire proof bonded waiehouse,
with a capacity of about 1200 barrels on the premises.
Plenty of pure water of the best qualby for distilling,
tram an artesian well in the Engine Hoorn.
The Distillery is situated on the westerly portion of
Commercial Street, the principal business street of
the City, contiguous to the Railroads, Steamboats and
Shipping The lot contains about 19,000 square feet
of valuable land, title perfect and guaranteed.
The J. G. True <& Co. New England Rum Distilall the
erv will be sold on moderate Terms, including
rights and good will of this well established house.
HENRY T. CARTER,
Address:
or UP H AM & GARDINER, 73 Fxchange St..
Portland, Me.

Dealer in Real Estate, Williams’
building east of City Hall.

SATURDAY of each
45, North River.
CITY OF LONDON

on

Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON*’ and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
will form a semi-weekly line.leav
ing Boston & Maine Ii. R. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P M.
This line will connect at Portland with the princi-

constituting

Prof. Alphonso

ON

from New York
week, from Pier

reme-

dering

FURTHEH PROOF.
Cape Elizabeth, Nov. 12, 1874.

Mrs.

of curative

earthly

of the Diamond Rheumatic Cuke.
During the past year L have Buttered
and agonizing afiiiclion,
from
that
common
greatly
Rheumatism. My shoulder was so affected that, my
left arm was completely powerless and I despaired of
I was inever aga n having the use of that limb.
duced. l»y hoaring of the many marvellous cures accomplished by the agent while staving at the Preble
House, to buy a bottle. It is sufficient to say that
without faith in tbe medicine or Its results, by the
taking of five small bottles I was entirely relieved.
And weeks have since elapsed, and I am still all right
and free from pain, with no indications of its return,
and the feeling of new iife which I experience I attribute to the use of the Diamond Rheumatic
Cure. Have the kindness to pass my testimony and
experience around for the benefit of suffering humanYours truly,
ity.
CYRUS HANSCOM, Temple St.

a

prompt application

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
or limey sediment,
urine, with an excess of
indicative of wasie of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
There is great sensitiveness to impressions,
time
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
and fluttering condition of the mental faculties, renan individual what is commonly called a wbifThere must of
fle-minder, or tickle-minded man.
necessity be in each individual different symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all seive to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disa difference as marked as are
turbances,
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These differences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only in degree of quantity and duration in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment's sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
ms nature are a longing ior a sometning solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditions'of hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
ot the body, such as the ttforax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned, In causation, however, there are a great
many others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition of the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

Portland, Dec. 1L 1874.
Prof. Alphonso Hillen:
Gentlemen: Unsolicited by you, I wish to bear

ly

AND LIVERPOOL,

QUEENSTOWN

FOR

pal

Diamond Rheumatic Cure

the

LINE,

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

The first class

wonderful Medical Discovery.

testimony to

uol7dtf_

INMAN

It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by their
own feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this inddious enemy to ill-healtb, comfort, and
even life itselt if left to run its course unchecked, by

I

a

m., 3.15 p. m.
For Concord nnd I?Inuclic«ter (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m.» (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. ni.
For Croat Fulls at C.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at H.15 a, m.
For liorliCKter, autl
Farmington, via
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
Alton Bny, (via Dover) at 9.10 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
A train will also leave Portland for Kcunebunli nnd Way Stations at 5.15 p. m. Returning, leave Krnurbunk at 7.30 a. in., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a. m.
Passengers from any point on tbe Maine
Central Knilroad will change cars at, and have
their baggage checked via jKoatou At Jlaine
Transfer Station
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Boston 8.00,
JAS T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
no21

un

‘““V“5|,urttler

Boston at 10.50

m

a.

for small amounts, a^ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

Portland, Nov. 15. 1874.

arriving at

2.00, 8.00, p. ni. Returning, leave
Bomiosi at 8.00, a. m., 12, m. 3.15, p. m. arrivin
4.45* 7.45, p. m.
Portland
at
12.45.
at
For Lowell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.1o, 9.10

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

PHYSICIANS CORNERED.
SUPPOSE there is not in the whole of a physician's experience anything in human Buttering
which calls forth his sympathy, aud pity, to such an
extent as to witness the excrucia ing pains of a poor
mortal Buttering from that fearful dis< ase Rheuma-

is

England

_On and alter July 22,1871, and
Notice, tlie

Passenger trains will leave Portfor Boston, at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.

-j? 15 p. m.,

^

RateB of Passage—$80 and

Agony.

IOT

a

day

IN

j

on

CITY OF ANTWERP
CITY OF BERLIN
CITY OF BRISTOL

_

corner Congress and Neal Streets, with a
i front of 120 fejt on Congress Street, and 75 feet
in depth. Lot on Cumberland Street, 60x100. Lots
on Spring Street, and in other parts of the city.
in Real Estate,
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, DealerHail.
Williams’ Block, second east of City

| City of Portland.

H. W. HERSEY, Treasurer.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Licensing Board of the City of Portland.

rom

LADIES

loose.

or

ap20_

MORRIS,
season

large, or

d6w

Wholesale Agents, Boston.
oc25ly_
W. B. NUTTER’S HORSE,

WILL
WOT.

to go at

shall be

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,

RON

Marshal’s Office, 1
April 26, 1875. (

permitted
travelled
lane, alley, court
NO indoginany street,
uoinclosed
public place in this city,

aptfOdtf__P. *>• Hotel.
de: witt horse:,
LEWISTON, ME.,

the

THE
CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

The Largest and Beet. Assortment in the State,
oombfning all the latest Improvements, called

on

House lor Sale.

a

d3m

Dry Air Refrigerators

Apply at the house

afternoon of any business day.
Portland, April 6,1875.

double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street. No. 33.
1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBOctober
Possession given
INSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
30,1874
Portland, Sept.,

YO It K.

N E W

mortgage.

Lumber for Sale.

Jobbing House,

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

on a

TOLKT.
3 Floors fitted up for

MANUFACTURED BY

remain

4

apr24dtf

THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

THE

THE

suit of rooms over my store formerly occupied by D. H. Ingraham, Esq., suitable for lawyers, doctors, tailors or insurance. Can be used toM. G. PALMER.
gether or eingly.
eodtt
mar6

JLw

apr2_aim

ap8dtf

For Sale.

ON
All Druggists and Dealers

Estate,
Hall.

to F. G. PATTERSON. Dealer
Williams Block, second building east

For Sale.
story bouse No. 8 Dow street. Tills
property is pleasantly situated having the sun
all day Cemented Cellar, good Sewerage, Sebago;
also good well Water. Lot large enough for another
house. A large portion of the purchase mooey can

myisdtl

TO LET.

Sr

Sight Drafts

Sailing

and Tonic Pills.

cum

MILLIONS

Apply

Choice Building

coiner

To Let
SILVER STREET, over Bowliog Aliev, room
40 feet wide, 100 feet long, suitable storing
Sleighs and Carriages, or work shop. Enquire of
N. TARBOX, on the premises.ap27dtt

IS SOLD BY

cars.

two

Boarding.

To Bent.

STEVENS, Boston,

horse

ja!3__*lwtf

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

delOeodtf

free.

A

or

English Remedy!

II O T E L,

S.

_______

H. & A ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for

For

dtf

under

Booms To Let.

1840.

daily

well-known Homestead Farm of the late

place.___ma2tt

U.

rriclcets

Steamship

Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

For

VISITS PORTLAND

in the most skilful manner without pain.
Examination of the feet

A House for $3500 !
NEARLY new 1J story house, in the western
part of the city, eight rooms, gas and sebago,
cemented cellar, sink and water closet connected
with sewer, new furnace; gas fixtures and furnace
go with the house. Sunny location and convenient

or

same

Kenison & Sons, 57
Temple PI., 37 Tremont St., and
23 Winter St., Boston,

All diseases of the feet treated

Since

on

unfurGershom Mann in Cape Elizabeth, three miles
THE
nished. to let with board at 203 Cumberland St.,
TWO
from Portland, containing about 80 acres, about 35
at
to
let
corner Franklin, also single
rooms

THE GREAT

the second Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,Saturday
in each mouth.

BOSTON

of the finest

Farm for Sale.

To Let with Board.
good rooms, connected, furnished

KENISON,

Eastern Railroad,

SPECIAL_NOTICE.

Oil and after Becember 30, 1874,

The ». 8. PERUVIAN,Capt* Watts,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, April 31, 1875.
Immediately alter the arrival of the Train of the pro
vious day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool. Cabin (according lo acccomiDodntlons). .#70 to #80

on
IN—

stage
direct line of Lake Sebago Steamers and
to Portland. Is offered for sale iu season for the
summer travel.
I^arge two story house, good cellar,
water, &c. Shade trees in abundance. Large stables.
An excellent opening for a livery and sale stable,
Terms
there being none in the villiage. Price $3500
and Gage,
easy. Refers to J. P. Baxter, Esq.. Strout
Chas. F. Libby, Esq., County Attorney, Wm. Allen,
Jr,, and many other well known citizens of Portland.
Ai ply to F. G. PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate,
Portland, Me., or to N. A. CHURCH, Naples.

Hall.

BOARD.

LOCATED

summer

SITUATED
lot 36x100 for

vacan-

Chiropodists

popular
resorts in the State with ample faciliTHIS
the
ties for
fishing, and gunning,
one

The

MAINE

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

granted a» Reduced Rates.

—AT THE

Sale.
Hotel situated at

Kenison

Co

Liverpool.

and

Return

h

klons,

&

for

Naples, Maine,

House

Elm

derry

from Dr. N.

Dr. N.

Steamship

Passengers booked to London-

CHIRO POD I ST,

improvements,Bathing

Small Houses lor Sale.
an Munjoy Hill in a good neighborhood, just completed, II story house, 7 rooms,

Prepared by

H. R.

SITUATED

N. M.

Wanted.
ladies of energy and ability

UK.

Ocean

RAILROADS.

RAILROAD.

UNDER CONTRACT FOR CONVEYANCE OF TUB
Canadian and United States Mail*.

park and Congress Streets.Oflicc hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
Portland. Jan. 15,1815.^
jalGtf

Suburban Residence
for Sale.

Hail._

Address
CAME.

AND SHOE makers wanted.

G. A.

hear Morrill’s Corner, Deerlng, i mile
House has 11
from Horse and Steam Cars.
all
modern
rooms,
room,with
hot and cold water, gas, house warmed by furnace.
First class stable with cemented cellar, 7 acres of
land, a portion suitable for early gardening, and a
choice variety of fruit, apples, pears, plums, cherries,
grains, raspberries and cranberries. The buildings
on this property cost $7500,and could not be replaced
for that sum to-day. Will be sold at a bargain as
the owner is to leave the State. Apply to F, G.
PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate, Williams*
Block, second east ot City Hall.ap29<13w

in Real
ot City

AGENTS to sell the Union Carnet Stretcher anil Tack Hammer Combineil, in every
city and town in Maine. Apply to Greeley, United
States Hotel, between 7 and 8 a. m.and 1 and 2 p. m.

-|

Elegant

Aii

Medical.
CLARK would respectfully inform

Montreal

&

BOSTON

ALLANLINE.

DR.friends and patrons that he has returned home
and may be consulted professionally at his office, Cor.

Sts.ocHXt

Pearl

to

Clerk Wanted.

Drug

cies in

could not save him, as he had not vigor enough to endure the operation. Just then we commenced giving
him VEGETINE and from that time to the present
He has lately
he has been continually improving.
resumed studies, thrown away his cratches and cane,
and walks about cheerftilly and strong.
Though there is still some discharge from the opening where his limb was lanced, we have the fullest
confidence that in a little time he will be perfectly

a

good yard

The Best Evidence. THREE

«el

with easy

house,
persone,
to City Hall, havingnot less than9 rooms,
FOR family
Furmodern conveniences and
a
access

ON

ap29

Wanted.

apr!3dtf

The following letter from Rev. E. S. est, Pastor of
the M. E. Church, Natick, Mass., will be read with
interest by many physicians; also those suffering
from the same disease as afflicted the son of the Rev.
E. S. Best. No person can doubt this testimony, as
there is no doubt about the curative power of VF.GETINK.
Natick, Mars., Jan. 1st, 1873.
MR. H.R. STEVENS:
Dear Sir—We have good reason for regarding your
VEGETINE a medicine of the greatest value. We
assured that it has been the means of saving our
n’s life. He is now seventeen years of age ; for the
last two years he has suffered from necrosis of his
leg, caused by scrofulous affection, and was so far reduced that nearly all who saw him thought bis reA council of able physicians
covery impossible.
could give us but the faintest hope of his ever rallying ; two of ihe number declaring that he was beyond
the reach of human remedies, that even amputation

or

apr6*4w

AT

to Loan.
first class Real Estate Secuiity, In Portland,
on
or vicinity—Rents colleded, taxes paid, &c.,
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
3791
G. PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate. Office
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle and

Money

bathing, sailing,

Nurse. Apply
25 MAYO ST.

as

at

EVIDENCE. MUST
ap24tf

RELIABLE

Wanted.
housekeeper

SITUATION

Manhood Kesfored.
A victim of.youthful imprudence, causing premanervous
debilitv, etc., having tiied in
ture decay,
vain every known remedy, has found a simple selfwill
send
ho
which
free to his fellow sufferers
cure,
Address J. H. REEVES, 78 Nassau street New Yor k*
5153.
Box
feb2d&wt>m
P. O.

Estate

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

F.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

ESTATE.

REAL

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and atter MONDAY, NOV. 16.1874,
fr™* until further notice trains w'lll run

follows :
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. m.
Returning.
Leave Bemis for Portland and in ermediate stations
as

at 6.50 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and interme
dia’e stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland and C.50 a. in. from Bemis
will be mixed trains.
Stage connections with 2.00 p. m. from Portland for
No. Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, Porter. Kezar
Falls, Freedom Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe
and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station iu Port-

land.

Portland, Nov. 13,1874,

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
nol4dtf

LIFE AND LABORS OF

By Rev. J. E. CHAMBLISS, who from his personal icritinas (including the “Last Journals,** nnfolds vividly big Grand Achievement*, also the
ealth of that marcuriosities, tVouder* and
velous country, I'ruit*, Mineral*, Reptile*,
It.o.iy

*nvnvpu

X-i‘

liftcrpa

tlWk

mrr

Ill’s. Only $3.00. Rich in Intfml, L«w
in Price. Outsells every thing. 3000 first 3 weeks.
Address. IIUBKAKO KUO**., Publishers. 63
Washington Street. Boston.
apr29d4wt

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE!

Wells’ Carbolic

Tablets,

PUT UP ONLY IN Bl'YS BOXES.
A TRIED AMD ML’KE RE-HEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & 00., Boston, Mass.
<Mwf

ap29_

Free! Free!! Free!!!
THE PI()NEER.
A handsome illustrated newspaper containing information for everybody. Tells how and where to
ALL PARTS

SENT FBEE TO
secure a home cheap.
OF THE WORLD.
new
the
Homestead
It contains
Laws, with
this paper.

and Timber
other interesting matter found only in

Send for it at once!

It will only cost you a Postal Card.
New number for April just out.
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,

Land Commissioner U. P. It. R

apr29diwt__Omaha, Neb.
STOCK SPECULATIONS.
Conducted by

us In every form, on Commission only.
Puts and Calls, on best houses and lowest rates. Cost,
$100 to $200, and often pay $3000 PROFIT.
Pamphlet, explaining how Wall Street speculations
are conducted, sent free.
Send tor a copy.
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